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Abstract

This thesis endeavours to consider classroom practice that constructively addresses
the conflicting notions of 'good' to which primary school students are exposed. By
aspiring to promote personal responsibility for learning via the enhancement of moral
development and higher order thinking, I am attempting to enable the students to
better understand the curricula requirements of the educational system within the
context of their own family and their community's beliefs and expectations. As this
necessarily involves a multiplicity of interpretations, it is my belief that assessment,
analysis, evaluation and decision-making must be promoted whenever possible so that
students are able to practise making individual choices and behaving with some
measure of autonomy. This will enable a more intricate understanding of what is
'good', and what is not, in a wider variety of situations.
The discussions presented, and the accompanying video recordings, provide evidence
of the varying understandings of teachers and students as they work within the
changing requirements of the educational community and the wider society. Some
teachers and some students worked more confidently than others, with an
understanding of morality that regulated their behaviour towards each other in fixed
ways, unquestioning certain agreed classroom norms as being universally approved,
and ascribing their understandings as being the shared society's morality. Their
confidence could be ascribed to as deriving from "the authority of consensus"
(Hayden 1999 p 135) which, when particularised innovations are demeaned as invalid
acts beyond the recognition of established practice, has an accompanying danger of
involuting the intergenerational conceptions of 'good'.
The effectiveness of primary school educators as we practise our profession in a
constantly evolving community lies in rationalising student autonomy in an era of
access to information that necessitates the promotion of self-responsibility and selfdirection. Students must be equipped to assume roles of management in order to be
able to adjudicate democratically the valuing and organization of the data now readily
available from far beyond the classroom walls.
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Chapter Overview

In Chapter One I present the topography that influences learning priorities and
establish that the aim of this thesis is to evaluate my endeavours to promote personal
responsibility for learning via the enhancement of moral development and higher
order thinking skills in a class of primary school students. It is my contention that
these are vital factors in enabling students to begin to understand the varying
meanings of 'good' with which they are constantly confronted and to begin to set their
own 'good' goals that will predispose them towards success in the educational
community and beyond.
In Chapter Two I examine the many, and sometimes disparate, considerations of
'good' confronting primary school educators as they practise their profession in a
constantly evolving community in which those most closely concerned with primary
education are the students themselves, their parents and the Department of Education.
In Chapter Three I consider the most appropriate method of examining my practice
with particular reference to the intrapersonal and interpersonal needs of my students,
the preferences of my peers and supervisors, the curricula requirements of the
educational system, and the manner in which my findings may be the most
propitiously conveyed to peers and other colleagues.
Chapter Four explores the promotion of moral development and self-responsibility via
the conference of a degree of guided autonomy involving non-curricula decisionmaking. Traditional concepts of what 'good' teaching practice looks like and the
encroachment of these understandings into non-curricula areas are also considered.
Chapter Five explores ways in which the independent meta-cognition, vital for
discriminating perceptions and decision-making, might be developed by raising the
students' awareness of the roles of the major participants in primary education the
students and the teachers.
-

Chapter Six explores the promotion of the critical thinking needed to enhance moral
development via the encouragement of higher order thinking skills, based on the
premise that it is the higher order thinking skills that enable students to construct
individual understandings of their world and communicate these in a cohesive and
responsive manner. Sample lessons are examined for the purpose of showing that
higher order thinking skills can be encouraged within system-approved lessons in the
core curricula learning areas of literacy and numeracy.
Chapter Seven considers the various personal interpretations and subsequent
internalisations of 'good' as causal factors in frequent, common and on-going
classroom confrontations, and the negative effects this confrontation may have on
moral development. Case studies are recorded for the purpose of discussing individual
students' uneven development and occasional regressiveness of moral reasoning in
the various areas of the multiple intelligences, as delineated by Howard Gardner, and

ix

the constructive effect behaviour management strategies based on positive
confrontation may have in some situations.
Chapter Eight presents the conclusions and recommendations from this study.
The mosaic model presented summarises the manner in which children develop their
morality unequally in the various curriculum areas and differently in the different
settings of school, home and community. The understanding presented via the model
is that learning is continuous throughout our lives: it is not confined to the school
setting, although schools exist to enhance learning. The suggestion is made that
teachers should concentrate on teaching students, not curricula, in an atmosphere that
is aware of the effects of inter-generationally inculcated notions of authoritydependence and the consequent internalisation of standards of control that may
conflict with the individual student's development of meta-ethics and moral
reasoning.
-
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Chapter One
Introduction

'Higher order consciousness' is perhaps a distinctly
human condition that allows us to build on primary
consciousness, to go beyond it to recognize our own
personal actions and values.
Syiwester R 1995 A Cc/oh,arion of Neumns p 22

To be aware of the disparate, and often mutually exclusive, understandings of how to
provide meaningful learning experiences for our students is a necessary prerequisite for
critically reflective teaching. The most efficient and effective way to maximise the
acquisition of desired skills, knowledge and understandings of every individual student
is necessarily the goal of each busy classroom teacher. This chapter presents concerns
that the understandings by different individuals and groups of individuals of what
constitutes meaningful, and what are the skills, knowledge and understandings actually
desired, are as disparate and may be as mutually exclusive as the manner in which they
are provided. This exploration of the educational topography within which I work is
intended to heighten awareness of the similarities and differences in our multicultural
education system and to foster the cooperation of all those involved in the learning
process.

1.1 The concept of 'good' in the educational setting

The perception of the quallt\ oLin education system depends upon the perceptions of its
purpose. Throughout histor\ diverse societies have established various ways in which
-

learning experiences couid he accessed by those who were required to learn or who
wished to learn. Assumption'- about 'good' teaching and learning programs have been
linked to the purposes Ibi which the education system was designed. Education has not
commonly been viewed as an cud in itself— it has been constantly regarded as being
merely a tool by which other things would be able to be accessed. The achievement of
designated access conferred the value of 'good' on the contributing educational
experiences. Thus 'good' teaching has been perceived as that in which teachers teach
children how to be 'knowledgeable'

-

although the emphasis of critical knowledge (i.e.

skills, knowledge and understandings generally perceived as being 'good' to have) has
not been constant.

While the society that has established the particular education system may have
identified certain generalised purposes

-

understandings, better health practices

-

increased economic affluence, improved social

each community group within the society has

more particular concepts of what it is that constitutes 'good' education. These
understandings are linked to the more local issues reflecting the desires of those family
groups who are active in the community, and may include such things as increased
choices of opportunities for work and recreation or a decrease in vandalism or
communicable diseases. The local school may respond by instituting various programs,
within the parameters of the system guidelines, according to criteria deemed as being
'good' by the school principal, the parent council and other key personnel.

Group settings in the school

-

the way in which class levels and classroom teachers are

situated throughout the various classrooms available are based on senior staff
perceptions of 'good' interpersonal relationships between the teachers, (e.g. one pair of
teachers may work well together and may even wish to team-teach in a double
classroom space, another pair may be best placed where minimal collaboration will be
required), and the known 'good' teaching skills of the staff allocated to the school (e.g.
some teachers may have sound expertise with upper primary classes but not with early
childhood, other teachers may wish to teach only in the early childhood levels).

Learning priorities in the school
in the school action plan

-

-

the curriculum area or areas targeted for improvement

signify choices made via 'good' reasoning, based on a logical

regard for the delivery of relevant and consistent teaching and learning experiences.
Such choices are usually made after whole staff discussions with input from the coordinators of the various curriculum areas. While the final decision may rest with the
principal, who conveys to the staff the most pertinent aspects of the education system's
requirements and the viewpoints of principals from the cluster or area group in which
the school is situated, local needs and situational qualities may influence the choices
made.

Evaluative judgements within each classroom reflect the perspectives of the classroom
teacher and the students. But familiar practices in an early childhood classroom are not
those found in a high school classroom. Even within a unit group of early childhood,
middle primary or upper primary classes, the styles and characteristics of each teacher
and each group of students will vary from one class to the next. A practice deemed as
being 'good' by one teacher may not be similarly regarded by another. What is
considered as being usual and reasonable by one group of students may be rejected by
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another. Both teachers and students may misinterpret the 'good' actions and intentions
of others.
"Oh, you've arranged the desks in groups. That's good!" exclaimed the English
as a Second Language (ESL) teacher one morning, as she entered my classroom
to work with five of my students.
"Why is it 'good'?" I asked.
"Well, because it is! I like students working in groups yes, it's good." The tone
of her voice indicated approbation.
"But, what makes it 'good'? I mean, they can still work in groups of two or three
if the desks are in rows, just by talking to the students on each side."
"Yes, but this way it looks so much better. You should leave the desks like this!"
-

This teacher was unaware that my classroom furniture is comparatively frequently
rearranged, and that the actual placement (towards the front, near the window, by the
bookcase), and proximity (alone, with one friend or a group of friends), is almost totally
under the control of the students. I encourage the students to arrange their desks
according to their own personal likes and dislikes, the preferences of other class
members, and in consideration of the requirements of the particular learning activity.
Consequently, they usually drag the desks into straight rows early in the morning for
mathematics, when I frequently use the white-board or easel, and rearrange them into
small or large groups later in the day. On this particular day the desks had remained in
the positions required for the last lesson of the previous day, which had been interrupted
and needed to be completed. The class had voted to complete the lesson before starting
mathematics the following morning. An hour later the desks were back into rows again
as the students pulled them around

-

without needing instructions from me to do so

-

in

order to get a better view of what I was teaching from the white-board.

The ESL teacher's assumptions were interesting: firstly, that the arrangement she
usually saw in the morning was static; secondly, that the furniture was arranged
according to my decisions; thirdly, that the small group arrangement was 'good'

-

an

epithet she conferred unreservedly but was unable to analyse or explain, neither in the
classroom nor in a later discussion I tried to evoke in the staffroom.

During the discussion in the staffroom several other teachers proffered their viewpoints
for the arrangement of classroom furniture. All of them spoke from the understanding
that they, the teachers, were in control of the decisions, and that the decisions were

'good' according to behavioural management outcomes. It was necessary to establish
'good' control of the students' behaviour, they argued, before social and academic
advances could be made. The 'good' students needed protecting from those whose
behaviour interrupted the lessons. This resulted in the placing together of students who
worked well and separating those who did not

-

resulting in a class setting reflecting, on

a smaller scale, the group setting of the whole school.

Such trivia as the arrangement of the classroom furniture, the organization of monitors,
and the distribution of 'pen licences' may be of negligible concern to the education
system, but to the child who nervously confessed (after discovering his name on my
class list for the following semester) that he might not be able to come to my class
because he didn't yet have his pen licence, it was a great relief to be informed that I
didn't actually require pen licences in my class. (His parents came to my class the next
day to thank me for alleviating his fears.)

The manner in which these and other assumptions affect teachers and students in the
classroom is explored further in Chapter Two

I have observed that, while the education system is concerned with collectivist input and
outcomes (i.e. nomothetic orientation), parents are concerned with individualistic
teaching and learning for their child/children (i.e. ideographic orientation). During
periods of major systemic change, such as the introduction of computer technology
during the last decade and the recent reformatting of the teaching curriculum

-

the

Northern Territory Curricithini Framework (Northern Territory Department of
Education, Employment and Training (DEET) 2002)

-

there are many values

contending with each other for preferential attention in the classroom. Classroom
teachers, oriented between the prime concerns of each faction, are therefore answerable
to both collectivist and individualistic demands. Teachers must respond to both the
centralising collectivist criteria of the education system and the diverse individual
requirements of each student and their family in our multicultural society.

Each teacher's understanding of what is 'good' therefore varies according to his/her
diverse working context, professional development as an educational practitioner, and
preparedness to probe current practice and undertake changes for improvement. These

ru

various and varying perceptions and preferences, including those of teachers, students,
schools, systems, communities, plus global and intergenerational aspects, create an
educational topography of interlinking influences and expectations.

In schools, the localised nature of the various interpretations of 'good', and the actions
these interpretations lead on to, are not deviant, but are a part of the geography of the
acquisition of knowledge.

1.2 The Educational Topography

The topographical influences vary from link to link depending upon the given situation,
for example:
a political and historical events are given greater emphasis at a system-wide level
during particular commemorative years, either state-wide or national, as are
school sporting activities in an Olympic games year
a behaviour management and vandalism may be targeted by a school council
whose new president is also the local police sergeant
a

reading and spelling skills may readily be agreed to by the staff as the preferred
area for improvement if the new school principal was recently the co-ordinator
of the English curriculum action group

a more performing arts or socio-cultural experiences may be emphasised by
teachers in those curriculum action groups, especially prior to major community
events, such as the Eisteddfod and ANZAC day
a gaining national 'benchmarks' standards may be regarded as a priority by
parents in a working-class area where schooling is regarded primarily as the
means to gaining employment.
In order to program, teach and assess efficiently and effectively, classroom teachers
must try to clearly perceive

-

despite this multiplicity of 'good' influences

constitutes 'good' teaching and learning experiences for their students.

-

what

Diagram I:

The Educational Topography

This diagram, which I have developed both from practical work experience in schools and from
academic texts, attempts to illustrate the topography of valorization in education. It illustrates
the chain of varying collectivist-individualist-collectivist influences within an education system.
Communications, influences and understandings of expectations flow constantly from
jo ) to other individuals and/or groups.
individuals (i
) and from groups

>
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Modem information technology, particularly the mass media, has increased the pressure
for acquiescence to given global, system and/or local community values and the
immediacy of response to initiatives instigated by those with greater influence in the
chain. But "it is still the practitioner who must decide, in the light of critical self
reflection upon critical theorems and past practice, what action will constitute 'the
Good" (Grundy 1989 p 89).

The source of the in-corning values may not always be readily apparent to the classroom
teacher, especially neophyte teachers, and their consequent difficulty in giving due
importance to each value stated may create personal stress, dislocation within the
school, and disenchantment with the system. An example of this may be a classroom
teacher's response to a student being moved from his/her class following a parental
request. The teacher may perceive the move as a personal slight or even as an indication
of 'failure' from the principal; the parents, the student and even other teachers may
perceive the move as an acknowledgement of classroom mismanagement by the teacher;
but the principal may have agreed to the move to gain further evidence of the student's
classroom behaviour in order to apply for specialist behavioural support services. In
such situations, which occur regularly in the school in which I work, open and honest
non-condenmatory communication between staff members, including emphasis on what
is 'good' for the child concerned, have helped to maximize exculpation.

1.3 Primary school students as a captive clientele

Primary schooling today, despite its attractive veneer of colourful classrooms with
comfortable furniture, trained teachers and a myriad of teaching resources
information technology

-

-

including

remains very much as something that is 'done to' students.

Less vocal and less mobile than their older siblings in high school

-

who may vote with

either their brains or their bodies and withdraw either one or both from the educational
process

-

primary school students are a captive clientele. Curricula content and subject

matter are selected, organized and delivered in a 'logical' manner from an adult point of
view. The opinions of young students are rarely sought and, if so, only casually and
often with regard to a particular activity within a curriculum area. Such enquiries are
often via pre-emptive questions (e.g. "Did you have a 'good' time on the excursion to
7

the Wildlife Park?"), or in a manner so general (e.g. "Did you have a good day at school
today?") as to warrant no significance at all

While the emergence of student portfolios in primary schools has enabled students some
scope for decision-making when selecting examples of their schoolwork to present to
their parents, the connotations of what is 'good' and what is not, are designated, or at
least largely influenced, by the classroom teacher. The examples, discussed and agreed
to by all members of the teaching staff, must be taken from specified curriculum areas

-

usually English, mathematics and one other area. The content of each example is
specified by the classroom teacher, usually following a classroom discussion so that all
the students are informed about the purposes of the portfolio and the importance of
doing 'good' work to show to their parents/guardians.

A primary school students portfolio may consist of:
o English

-

a story, a poem and a spelling test

o mathematics

-

a worksheet of algorithms, a worksheet showing the naming and

descriptions of vanous polygons, and a worksheet of clocks to illustrate the
student's ability at idlinu the time
a studies of society and

the

environment — a labelled map of Australia, a hand-

drawn map of the school, and a drawing of environmentally friendly trees and
bushes in the school-eround.
Such a portfolio provides sell-expression in only three of the nine pieces of work, (the
story, the poem, and the draviiw, of the trees and bushes), and the student's decision on
what is 'good' enough for inclusion may be limited to one piece

-

the drawing of the

trees and bushes. While the portfolio may be promoted as 'the student's own work'
much of the 'ownership'

-

the decision-making and quality control

-

is not.

Ways of allowing some decision-making and promoting self-responsibility are
discussed in Chapter Four.

[]

1.4 The confusion created by the overuse and consequent devaluation of the term
'good' in the educational setting

The disparities between
o

what the community considers as 'good' schooling (frequently popularised and
polarized in the mass media, e.g. advertisements for the 'Kumon' method of
teaching, accusations of 'low standards' and 'poor schooling' by business
leaders and employers)

o what parents consider as 'good' schooling (often vocalized with references to
'learning the basics')
o

what is mandated to be taught at system level (i.e. obviously considered as being
'good' by the government department responsible for education

o

what classroom teachers consider as 'good' ('good' attitude, 'good' behaviour,
'good' cooperation, 'good' responses, 'good' results, 'good' work)

a

what the students consider as 'good' things to do/learn about

create misunderstandings, under-valuing of each other's strengths and potential to
contribute, stress for the classroom teacher, and inappropriate classroom situations and
behaviours. These disparities may result in student disenchantment with the educational
process and a less than optimum outcome for the community that has invested time,
money, energy and expectations in the schooling institution.

At a professional development course entitled Authentic Assessment, held in May 2002,
the presenter, Dr Eric Frangenheim, spoke disparagingly about the epithet 'good' when
used by teachers to categorize their students' schoolwork. Basing his assessment
strategies on Howard Gardner's (1983) multiple intelligences model, Bloom's (1974)
taxonomy of cognitive thinking skills and strategies, and with reference to De Bono's
(1976) "Six Thinking Hats" methodology, he presented ideas for programming, teaching
and assessing that he felt were more particularly attuned to the high-interest demands of
todays' students, would promote higher order thinking skills, and would result in the
required learning outcomes both being achieved and being readily assessable.

In August 2003, Professor Loretta Giorcelli's professional development workshop,
entitled Developing Critical Thinking Skills in Children and Teens, also utilised

Bloom's taxonomy to evaluate lessons in which teachers could promote critical
awareness. Four levels of teacher's questions were examined:
lower order convergent questions

-

students reproduce information

(Bloom's level of 'knowledge')
higher order convergent questions

students do productive thinking

-

(Bloom's levels of 'comprehension' and 'application')
lower order divergent questions

-

students need to supply a reason or cause

(Bloom's level of 'analysis')
higher order divergent questions

-

students are required to respond creatively

and originally to problems and scenarios, speculate and give opinions
(Bloom's levels of 'synthesis' and 'evaluation')
(A table demonstrating how Bloom's taxonomy may be utilised is presented in
Appendix C.)

The continuing popularity amongst classroom teachers and teacher educators of the
works of Gardner, Bloom and de Bono has reassured me that my use of their ideas in
this study is pertinent to current teaching practices as endorsed by the education system
within which I work. Such considerations are further examined in Chapter Three.

1.5 The potential value of intrapersonal and interpersonal skills promotion

Students, especially upper primary students, are capable of independent meta-cognition.
They are capable of considering educational values, especially as they affect
themselves, and of considering the relationships between education and society. They
are capable of discerning what is significant to their current lives, of considering what
may be significant in the near future, and of comparing their own personal likes and
aptitudes with those of others.

At an interpersonal level, the students need to come to understand that the teacher is a
person who provides a service to the community, and thus advance from the lower-level
moral construct of performing learning tasks to please the teacher to being able to
determine what is right for themselves as indicated by agreed family and community
values. Based on my classroom experience, I believe that this understanding is an
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important interim link between unquestioning obedience in early childhood and selfdriven application in adolescence. However, system-level encouragement to extend
intrapersonal and interpersonal skills is more often based on behaviour management and
behaviour modification training, (e.g. 'anger management' or 'behavioural
modification' units of study), than on promoting moral development.

11.6 The potential value of moral development and higher order thinking

A teacher who wishes to facilitate and guide students in the learning process will
promote individual consideration of personal priorities and assist students to set their
own goals to achieve valuable and valued learning. It is therefore necessary to know the
personal likes and dislikes of the students; the links and discords between school,
student, parental and community priorities; and to examine and develop appropriate
classroom practice to enhance moral development and to promote higher order thinking
skills.

Students capable of higher order thinking skills have superior meta-cognitive
understandings that may allow for the development of increased concentration,
confidence, creative thinking, critical reflection, motivation and prioritizing techniques,
and the possibility to develop more advanced moral and ethical interpretative abilities.
Gardner (1983), Milgram (1989), Porter (1999) and others have shown that superior
thinking skills may be generalized or confined to one or more areas of learning. My
observations have suggested that students who have acquired beneficial characteristics
in one area, such as confidence, concentration and creative thinking, can be encouraged
to apply these in other areas.

Learning activities in the classroom can provide the opportunity for all students to
advance their higher order thinking skills. Critical thinking in the classroom can
encourage all students to improve their ability to define the problem, to select pertinent
information, to consider values and opinions, and to constructively evaluate acquired
skills and understandings.
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1.7 The potential value of self-evaluation and the setting of personal goals

Conscientious teachers do much more than encourage learning. They encourage selfresponsibility for learning via a range of objective, planned activities, discussions and
responses. They encourage self-evaluation via the promotion of honesty in selfassessment and the ability to set personal achievable goals. These measures are ongoing throughout the school year, and become 'second-nature' to creative, artistic
teachers as they develop their professional expertise. " .as teachers mature in their craft
..

they will gravitate towards more student-centred teaching" (Reinsmith 1992 p 211).
Porter (2000 pp 140-160) promotes the enabling of students to make rational choices to
meet their own current and future needs, drawing largely on Glasser's (1969, 1998)
humanist beliefs, but endorsing also his stance on the managerial role of the classroom
teacher in building caring and responsible relationships.

A teacher who wishes to practise at the level of "facilitator/guide" (Reinsmith 1992
p 21 8) should be interested to discover what sections of the curriculum each student
likes or dislikes, what standards of expertise each student (often unconsciously) sets for
him/herself, and what expectations they each have of the educational system. Each
student brings to school understandings about the educational system that may or may
not be compatible with the views of the school, the classroom teachers, and other
students.

A conscientious teacher will not only promote in the classroom the consideration of
educational values, but will also encourage the consideration of how these values came
to predominate in the community in which the student lives. Such classroom discussions
promote objective reasoning and critical thinking. They encourage the students to
prioritise their workload to maximise their scholastic efforts in collaboration with the
mores of their family and community. They promote a purposefulness for schooling and
a growth of personal responsibility. The students should construct, at an optimum level
of understanding, the mutually constitutive relationship between schools and the
community.

In recent years I have endeavoured, during discussions with my upper primary students,
to factor myself as a person (in contrast to as a teacher) out of the educational equation.
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However, I do not claim that my own personality does not affect my students. But I am
now being very careful not to let my own personal likes or dislikes, nor my own
personal preferences for particular learning areas, influence my students to the extent
that it will fabricate their own views and preferences. I try to ensure that I am teaching
every area with equal enthusiasm, that I respond to my students' comments without
personal bias and with insightful consideration, that I facilitate fruitful discussions that
are of interest to them rather than to myself, and that I never resort to the subtle personal
blackmail tactics conveyed via such statements as "I'm very disappointed in you", or "I
expected you to do better!"

I have found that even disenchanted students seem to respond well to the idea that
school is a competition between themself and themselves; that if they succeed or fail it
is they, themselves, who will benefit or suffer. If they do not apply themselves to set
learning tasks they will not be hurting me, only themselves. Therefore, they themselves
must learn to make decisions about what it is that they wish to gain from the education
system. They must begin to set their own learning tasks in order to achieve their own
goals.

I do not convey to my students the understanding that they may disengage at will from
system-mandated content and process learning. But I do stimulate discussion about why
certain learning tasks have significant value and why I feel justified in requiring certain
levels of proficiency. I provide opportunities for students to discuss, analyse and
evaluate what they themselves believe is meaningful learning and assist them to
prioritise their own learning tasks. 1 am increasingly trying to provide opportunities for
personal choices within given areas of the curricula, e.g. instead of setting a 'natural
disasters' topic such as bushfires, cyclones or earthquakes, asking each student to
individually or as a small group choose a natural disasters topic themselves to research
and report on. I am constantly aware of the fact that I am not teaching to promote an
understanding of the world in which I have grown up.

The purpose and practice of raising awareness of both the teachers' and the students'
roles will be discussed in Chapter Five.
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1.8 Community expectations of the education system

Learning is continuous throughout our lives. Post-modem theories, which question
technological solutions and development at any cost, have also endorsed school-based
education systems as being of value mainly to industrially-based market-driven
economies, and have derided globalizing movements with their increased centralization
of curricula, programming, teaching methodologies, assessment, performance
management and 'user pays' ideology, (e.g. Currie 2001). Schools exist to enhance
learning, but teachers should concentrate on teaching the persons known as 'students',
not just on delivering the curricula. Schools can enrich or damage the learning process.
Teachers have a vital role to contribute so that students' learning is enhanced and
effective throughout their lives.

As community expectations of the education system change over time, the pertinence of
different sections of the curricula to post-school life alters. In a responsive school the
emphases within the classrooms will adjust to the wider demands. However, school
principals

-

and the teachers they influence and supervise

-

need to carefully discern

between recommended changes that are narrowly-based and/or market-driven and those
which will enhance a valuable and sustainable educational development. For example,
the acquisition of content-specific technological skills is of questionable value in
today's rapidly changing technological era, while the process of evaluating,
manipulating and synthesizing data acquired via information technology is a valuable
skill with the life-long prospect of facilitating many situations and purposes.

Students also have to adjust to changing emphases within individual classrooms, caused
partly by the individualities of the teachers and the other students, and partly by the
natural progression of skills from one year level to the next. This rapid progression
causes confusion with priorities, and may be compounded by widely differing teaching
styles. For example, in Year 3 it is reasonable for a student to strive for neat handwriting
as a part of his/her understanding of written language as a medium of communication
with others and as an enhancement of the physiology of fine motor skills. It is
reasonable for his/her parents and teacher to be encouraging neat handwriting at this
stage of the child's progress. But in Year 7 it is inappropriate for a student and his/her
parents to be so concerned about neat handwriting that he/she practises handwriting
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during an allotted homework period instead of concentrating on improving higher
priority understandings in literacy and numeracy.

The pressures to change practices, skills, understandings and values influence students'
school life. Teachers are subjected to pressures of a similar force but can view them at
an adult level of moral development, discernment and accountability.

Enhancing students' understanding of influences to change will be examined as an
adjunct to the promotion of critical thinking in Chapter Six.

1.9 Intergenerational influences on teaching practice

Teachers are ourselves the products of the schooling system that trained us, and of the
community that has influenced our acculturation while students. As we return to the
classroom in our elevated status of teacher' we are confronted by students who have
different expectations and understandings to our own. If our first teaching position is in
the early childhood section ola primary school there will be a time gap of 15 or 16
years since we ourselves erc in the learning situation with which we are now
confronting our pupils. \Vitli the steadily increasing average age of classroom teachers,
the time gap between the students and an experienced classroom teacher may often be
30 years, and may extend to 45 years or more. In the interim period much subsequent
learning and many personal experiences will have intruded on our memories and
interfere with our perceptions of what it feels like to be a primary school student.
Indeed, in the time-gap between our own experiences and those of our students, the
expectations of the educational system, and the priorities of the community, may have
changed considerably.

Layder (1994), commenting on Pierre Bourdieu's social theories, referred to Bourdieu's
concept of `Habitus'. .the durable set of dispositions which we carry around in our
.

heads as social actors... Thus habit us is a cognitive and motivating mechanism which
incorporates the influence of a person's social context and provides a conduit or
medium through which information and resources are transmitted to the activities that
they inform" (Layder 1994 p 94). In classrooms reflecting the broad ethnic range usual
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to multicultural communities, the expectations of the students and their families are
referenced to widely varying types of 'habitus'. This results in a situation requiring a
great deal of patience and understanding on the part of the classroom teacher and a
desire to provide meaningful education for each individual.

Reflective classroom teachers will question their own sets of values when these are seen
to be at odds with those of their clientele. A teacher who wishes to be in the role of a
facilitator of education will hesitate to dogmatically impose on others values that appear
as being 'good' to themselves, and will be prepared to consider for their own practice
and accept as valid practice for others, the varying emphases by others, not only in
designated curriculum learning areas but also in intrapersonal and interpersonal
situations in their classrooms. Wenger (1998 pp 108-110) referred to such connecting
constructions across boundaries between communities, management units, or individual
practices as 'brokering'. He commented on its usefulness to achieve alignment between
perspectives both by adults to facilitate transactions and address conflicting interests,
and by school students when they wish to "introduce new ideas, new interests, new
styles, and new revelations into their clique" (Wenger 1998 p 109).

1.10 Extending professional knowledge via critical reflection

The disparities between what the community expects from its schools, how and what
teachers teach, and what the students like, consider they are 'good' at, and regard as
pertinent to their future needs, are significant to caring educational practice. Porter
(2000 p 157) advocates the fostering of caring peer relationships and supporting
"responsible behaviour and high quality work through offering a relevant curriculum
and leading rather than bossing students".

As teachers, we may need to adjust our own values and viewpoints in order to
accommodate those of our clientele

-

the students, their parents, and the community in

which we practise. Over time our teaching practice will need to adjust to the changes
required by the on-going evolution of the education system as it, in turn, responds to the
community it serves.
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This study aimed at extending my knowledge about teaching by examining and
modifying my practice in reference to my students and, through them, their parents and
the community. It evaluates my endeavours to promote personal responsibility for
learning via the enhancement of moral development and higher order thinking. It
attempts to provide information about the intrapersonal and interpersonal attitudes,
understandings and considerations of a class of students, as they progress throughout the
year, in order to examine what guidance I am giving, what effect it is having, and how I
can improve my practice.

For the purpose of this study I have documented and critically reflected upon my
teaching in an upper primary classroom in an urban school during the year 2000. The
study has involved the classroom students and a small selection of parents and teachers.
Through this study I hope to encourage others to review their classroom management
and explore classroom strategies for promoting self-responsibility by clarifying
priorities and setting personal goals in order to address perceived incompetencies and
dislikes that lead to discord and inappropriate behaviour.
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1.11 Summary
o

Primary schooling today remains very much as something that is 'done to' the
students. They do not have the option to withdraw from the educational process
and are therefore a captive clientele.

o

The term 'good' is applied in many disparate ways, creating misunderstandings,
inappropriate situations and behaviours, student disenchantment with the
educational process, and a less than optimum outcome for the community that
has invested time, money, energy and expectations in the schooling institution.

o

Students are capable of independent meta-cognition. They are capable of
improving their intrapersonal and interpersonal skills, increasing their level of
self-responsibility, and extending their level of moral development. Current
behaviour management practices in schools often merely attempts to modify
outbursts of unacceptable behaviour, as interpreted by the classroom teacher.

o

Teachers should facilitate the acquisition of valuable and valued learning.
Critical thinking assists the student to constructively evaluate acquired skills and
understandings. The promotion of moral development and higher order thinking
skills increases motivation, concentration, confidence and interpretative abilities.

o

Conscientious teachers encourage self-evaluation via the promotion of honesty
in self-assessment and the ability to set personal achievable goals. Teachers
should be interested to discover what sections of the curriculum each student
likes or dislikes, what standards of expertise each student sets for him/herself,
and what expectations they each have of the educational system. Each student
brings to school understandings about the educational system that may or may
not be compatible with the views of the school, the classroom teachers, and other
students.

o Education has served different purposes in different societies. Community
expectations of the education system change over time. Teachers need to be
responsive to the changing emphases, but should concentrate on teaching
students, not curricula. Teachers have a vital role to contribute so that students'
learning is enhanced and effective throughout their lives.
o

Teachers are the products of their community and schooling system, and their
students may have different understandings and expectations. In the time-gap
between their own experiences and those of their students there may have been
considerable change. Teachers may need to question their own values when
these seem to be at odds with those of their clientele.

o The educational topography in which they work subjects classroom teachers to
many influences. These influences may vary from one section of the topography
to the next and also vary over time, both as the priorities of the influential groups
and individuals change and as the teacher's own teaching expertise develops.
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o

The disparities between what the community expects from its schools, how and
what teachers teach, and what the students like, consider they are 'good' at, and
regard as pertinent to their future needs, are significant to caring educational
practice.
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Chapter Two
Some Considerations of 'Good'
Literature Review
-

A terrible thing about writings is
you might think
that they spoke as if they had intelligence but if you put
a question with a wish for information on a point in
what is said, there is one, one only, invariable reply.
Furthermore, once a word is written, it goes rolling all
about, comes indifferently amongst those who
understand it and all those whom it nowise concerns,
and is unaware to whom it should address itself and to
whom it should not do so.
Plato in 'Phaedrus', supporting Socrates' hostility to
the written word. Socrates wrote no books and
believed that they were inferior to the spoken word as
...

a means of communication. (Postman and Weingartner 1969
Suhe,ii'e Activitr p 156.)

Jachtng ax a

(it seems that Plato also discriminated between those
who were worthy' to receive the written word and
those who were not.)

Reflecting the educational topography presented in chapter one, this chapter offers an
examination of texts that have proposed definitions of 'good'; texts that have linked
'good' with moral development; texts that suggest ways in which teachers might
promote 'good' understandings; texts that explore 'good' assumptions, values and
potential 'good' outcomes; and texts that show that although the purposes for education
and the considerations as to what a 'good' education consists of have changed over time
and from culture to culture, many 'good' understandings have been retained.

2.1 Defining 'good'

Teachers
An understanding of what constitutes 'good' in the primary school situation is not a
straightforward consideration. It cannot be properly considered without a careful review
of the varieties of ways in which 'good' is applied in classrooms. An understanding of
what the classroom teacher is currently expected to do when it is found to be lacking is
also necessary to achieve an understanding of what are considered to be 'good' teaching
and learning practices.

However, practical advice on how teachers should teach and cognitive details about how
students learn are the usual emphases of primary school teaching texts. Effective and
efficient methods of encouraging delineated academic goals and establishing proficient
classroom management techniques are thoroughly explored in teaching textbooks. Many
classroom teaching texts aim at promoting self-concepts and self-esteem, but link these
with academic rather than personal values. Moral values, either intrapersonal or
interpersonal, are neglected, although teachers are usually required to assess them in
primary school reports under the guise of 'character development', 'personal skills' or
'citizenship'. Considerations of the moral and philosophical issues involved are
generally considered as being beyond the scope of the practising primary school
classroom teacher. Nor is mention made about why primary school students might wish
to learn

-

although this is a prime consideration in books on adult education. An
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example of an adult education text is Cranton (1994) in which such issues as selfdirected subject-oriented and consumer-oriented learning are examined. Coil (1997)
gives succinct explanations for why students may not wish to learn, and proffers a
variety of higher order thinking exercises for encouraging disenchanted learners. (The
acronym for 'higher order thinking', i.e. 'hot', is used in her book entitled Hot Topics in
Education and Cool Ideas/or Dealing with Them.)

Decisions about 'good' teaching and 'good' learning are pre-empted in primary school
teaching texts: the authors concentrate on telling the teacher how to put their 'good'
ideas into practice. In Beane and Lipka (1984) the emphasis is on promoting the
perceptions of self-concept and self-esteem via academic 'goodness'. Success according
to educational criteria in the traditional curricula areas of learning is advocated because
"success enhances self-perceptions" (Beane and Lipka 1984 p 59). Teachers are also
advised to develop improved interactions and feedback techniques. Recognition of
diverse family patterns is regarded as being necessary when setting assignments and
endeavouring to enhance parent input. "To avoid becoming a debilitating factor in the
self-perceptions of young people from non-conventional families, educators need to
become more sensitive to learners' individual needs and feelings" (Beane and Lipka
1984 p 60).

Students
Such advice is widely regarded as being sound and is supported by those who work
closely with students whose unacceptable behaviour causes frequent and serious
disruptions in classrooms. As many as 80% of these students, according to a senior staff
member at the Northern Territory Student Support Services, have deficiencies in basic
literacy and numeracy skills, and this factor, she said, is widely regarded as being a
major cause of disruptive behaviour. The disruptive behaviour then contributes to a
debilitating cycle of further academic failure with consequent poor self-perception, an
inability to take on self-responsibility, and alienation from the education system.

However, mere intensive drilling of necessary academic skills in areas in which the
student is deemed as being deficient combined with a behaviour modification regime is
not, I believe, the best method of improving attitudes to schooling. In Chapter Seven I
present a case study of a student whose frequent aggressive outbursts were modified via
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a method aimed at promoting higher-order thinking skills (especially problem-solving),
and moral development (especially self-responsibility and the ability to work
independently). This method utilized an area of proficiency (the geometry strand of
mathematics) in which consideration for others and concentration on the set task were
occasionally displayed, and aimed at generalizing these particular strengths rather than
particularizing general weaknesses.

Standards of behaviour and conduct have often been seen as the prerogative and/or duty
of teachers to uphold and advance

-

and teachers are popularly held to blame for any

deficiencies. 'Good' behaviour is a priority for many private and church schools. Year 8
co-ordinators with whom I have spoken concerning my Year 7 students' applications for
enrolment were far more interested in their moral development than in their academic
prowess. The forceful comments of one co-ordinator

"I'm not interested in what he

-

can do now in English and maths. If his behaviour is 'good' we'll have his academic
results right up by the time Iies in senior high

-

where it really matters" were echoed

by others.

Schools
The increasing emphasis on teachers' professional development due to the changing,
technology-based foniis ot economic and social organization, the rising public
expectations of accountahllll\. and the moves towards psycho-cultural approaches (the
'cognitive revolution of Jerome Bruner, 1996) are discussed by Moon, Butcher and
Bird (2000). Moon considers the good' standing accorded by Bourdieu's and Bruner's
analysis of institutionalisation that cultures embrace institutions that specify roles,
status and respect

-

endorses our skills and knowledge, provides workplace identity,

personal acclaim and local respect, as well as financial reward. Moon comments that
identity and self-esteem "are the principal nutrients in the development of self-hood"
(Moon et al. 2000 p 5). In Getting to Scale with Good Educational Practice' Elmore
(2000 p 30), raises the question "Why do good ideas about teaching and learning have
so little impact on United States educational practice?" Her answer suggests that the
cause is due to the lack of incentive structures.

The contributors to Moon et al. make no attempt to define 'good'. The reader's
understanding of what it is that constitutes 'good' is taken for granted. It is also taken
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for granted that the reader's understanding of 'good' is synonymous with each of the
contributor's. This pre-eniptive stance is both condescending and indoctrinatory. It
assumes that the reader is probably unlikely to be able to formulate a stance that is selfand situationally- satisfactory in the locus under consideration. It also assumes that the
reader's concept of 'good' must be the same as the writer's, otherwise it is 'wrong',
which equates with 'bad', and therefore must be corrected. That the reader stands in
need of direction and/or correction is taken for granted. Similar situations are
widespread in pre-service teacher training, in professional development courses, and in
general school practice. More forceful groups and personalities are often able to
designate what it is that constitutes 'good' practice in schools.

Systems
Teachers' views and understandings about the purpose and nature of schools, ideas
about knowledge and learning, classroom management and layouts, communications
with peers, parents, and external sources and influences are similarly inculcated.
Teachers therefore operate in a system that feeds them students (in age groupings rather
than ability groupings) and expectations about how and what the students should learn.
Understandings of what constitutes 'good' are given to teachers for acceptance, rather
than suggested for discussion, just as they are to the students.

Elmore (2000 p 32) comments that innovations for 'good' changes often embody vague
intentions that are merely modifications of the status quo. Although progressive
movements have produced an impressive and attractive array of isolated examples of
what 'good' practice could look like, the main systematic foci has been on developing
material products

-

plans, processes, curricula, materials. These limited foci on what

might cause teachers to change has meant that there were many examples of 'good'
differences and changes, but fewer of teachers engaging with new practices. The
fundamentals of what teachers and students do within the classrooms often remains
unchanged. New 'good' practices and changes may remain disparate, localized, and
display continued resistance from traditionalists to changes beyond new hours, new
methods of administration, new tests and altered grouping arrangements. Meanwhile,
teachers' and students' roles remain static.
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Elmore suggests ways in which changes might occur, including the incremental growth
of new pre-service training, the cumulative growth of increasing 'good' teachers via
professional networks, and the systemic growth of systematically increasing the number
of schools and teachers that are characterized by distinctively 'good' pedagogical
practices. Elmore (2000 p 49)concludes that teachers will not engage with new ideas,
however 'good', unless there are compelling reasons for doing so, that teachers are only
rarely asked to participate in designing the new curricula and 'best practice' data, that
new, advertised 'best' practices may bear no relationship to the actual concrete actions
and conditions in the classroom, and that incentives at system-level are needed to
encourage new interactions with students and colleagues.

The Northern Territori Curriculum Framework (NTC'F) (DEET 2002) overtly suggests
a move away from discrete knowledge-based program and unit components, right-orwrong answers, and neat regurgitation of teacher-led content acquisition. Teachers are
encouraged to ask broad, open-ended questions designed to elicit what students are
thinking about and how they are thinking. Students' work may be oral or written, and
should display reflective responses to questions, problems and explanations that display
their judgements, choices of tasks and preferred mediums of expression.

The compulsory "EsseNTial Learnings" component of the 1'/TCF, with its domains of
"Inner Learner, Creative Learner, Collaborative Learner and Constructive Learner"
(NTCF 2002 p 21) encourages students to consider aspects of their own meta-cognition,
their ability to set and achieve their own goals, to co-operate with others, and to evaluate
the quality of their own and others' information and work. The "EsseNTial Learnings"
formalizes 'good' classroom conduct, 'good' intrapersonal and interpersonal
relationships, 'good' study habits, and 'good' evaluation of their own and others'
communicative skills and work production. It has replaced the somewhat informally
taught and evaluated "citizenship" or "attitude" section of the school report, and is
accompanied by a number of examples in each domain for each level of learning, so that
the teacher has a selection for programming, teaching, assessing and documenting.

This fornializing of desired cognitve and meta-cognitive outcomes within the education
system in a developmental continuum similar to such schemata as Kohlberg's and
Goldman's levels of moral development and Bloom's taxonomy of thinking skills, using
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the designated system-wide programming, unit planning and assessment e-tools,
covertly requires conformity to market-driven collectivist ideals

-

both by teachers and

by their students. 'Good' intrapersonal thinking and interpersonal behaviours, as well as
'good' skills and 'good' knowledge, have now become part of the students' hierarchies
for learning. Teachers' programs must now conform to system-wide formats, omitting
no designated requirement, and covering every aspect of students at risk, behaviour
management techniques, specialist support assistance, emergency routines, independent
learning programs, optimum teaching methodologies and resources being utilised,
extension activities, relief teacher routines, yard duties, inter-collegial commitments,
and curriculum group memberships, as well as what is going to be taught and how it is
going to be assessed.

Communities
The English evolutionist, sociologist and ethnicist, Herbert Spencer (b1820-d1903),
espoused that "the concept 'good' is essentially identical with the concept 'useful' and
'practical', so that in the judgements of 'good' and 'bad' mankind has summed up and
sanctioned precisely its un/b rgotten and unforgettable experiences regarding what is
useful -practical and what is harmful-impractical" (Kaufman 1969 p 27). Friedrich
Nietzsche (b I 844-dl 900) raised questions about values, venerated the usefulness of
truth, considered that thought is validated by action, and linked morality to instinct.
He considered that the concept and judgement of 'good' were generally misapplied in
society, that unegoistic actions were habitually praised as being 'good' from the
viewpoint of those to whom they were useful. "as if they were something good in
themselves" (Kaufman 1969 p 25). He suggested that the judgement 'good' did not
originate with those to whom 'goodness' was shown, but that it was 'the good'
themselves

-

the noble, powerful, highly achieving and high-minded

-

who established

themselves and their actions as 'good'. These 'superior' beings seized the right to create
values, to mould and rule society. Although his ideals of justice, creative will, powerful
thoughts and unambiguous actions were misapplied during the Nazi rule, teachers still
need to heed his warnings

-

although it could be argued that there is less likelihood of

negativity or disadvantageous situations arising from the linking of 'good' quality
schoolwork to a student, and thus conferring 'goodness' to that student as a person,
compared with the linking of 'bad' quality schoolwork in a similar manner.
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Michel Foucault, inspired by both Nietzsche and Kant (b1724-dl 804), traces the mobile
systems of relationships and syntheses that provide the conditions of possibility for the
formation of certain power structures and forms of knowledge. Foucault equates
knowledge with power, questioning the importance of the state as an all-encompassing
body whose values are maintained by meticulous technicians and specialists when "in
reality, power in its exercise goes much further, passes through much finer channels,
and is much more ambiguous, since each individual has at his disposal a certain power,
and for that very reason can also act as the vehicle for transmitting a wider power"
(Foucault 1980 p 72). Although his multiplicity of capillary-level perspectives, with
knowledge and concepts of truth regarded as being relative to different social groups,
has been criticised by those defending the practices of traditional historians, (e.g.
Windschuttle 2000), his work encourages the avoidance of dogmatic concepts of 'good'
classroom practice. Foucault invokes the idea that although the school archipelago is a
socio-political system empowered to disperse knowledge based on systemic notions of
'good', the school does not necessarily represent a collective consciousness of 'good',
nor does it necessarily result in the delivery of collectively-ascribed 'good' teaching.
Critical praxis can reveal the uneven topography of the educational interlinkages.

Globalization
Individual notions of what 'good' education is, and individual notions of what 'good'
programming, teaching and assessing look like, are now being circumscribed by the
centralizing ability of the mass media
to all participants

-

-

which dispenses its interpretation of knowledge

and the system-mandated information technology data storage and

retrieval programs. With on-line programming and assessing tools, education systems
now have the power to infon-n teachers in a globally-comparative context what
knowledge they are to dispense to their students and what outcomes they are to collect
from their students and submit to the system.

The monitoring of each teacher's individual classroom program and the abilities of their
students

-

both academic and those intrapersonal and interpersonal skills delineated in

the NTCF (2002) "EsseNTial Learnings"

is now achievable by those who are far

-

removed from the classroom situation and whose main purpose is to compare teaching
and learning at a national and international level.
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Such global perspectives, achievable by system-wide technology, can be both liberating
and confining. For example, a system-wide agreement on the format of teaching
programs may mean less work for teachers who have worked in a school where the
principal has demanded exceedingly detailed written programs, but more work in
schools where a less structured approach was taken. Between these extremes are those
teachers who may welcome the system's guideline programming formats and outcomes
requirements but may, from time to time throughout the school year, feel constrained
and unable to respond properly to local issues that are of topical interest in their
classroom. Similarly, the information technology that has enabled students to research
beyond the confines of their local library and freed teachers from being the main
knowledge-dispensers in the classroom can now been used to constrain all teachers to
identical programming and assessment techniques. Teachers are thus being both
empowered (to concentrate perhaps on promoting the higher order skills of analysis,
synthesis and evaluation), and dis-empowered (by being constrained to the centralizing,
depersonali sing system-mandated fonnats).

Intergenerational aspects
According to Straughan (1982) teachers deliver 'goods'

-

a service to the community in

which they live. The prime emphasis of the 'goods' they deliver varies both between
and within communities, and changes over time. Teachers may practice in order to pass
on knowledge, to prepare children for the future, and to develop intellectual abilities.

2.2 Linking 'good' with moral development

Teachers
Teachers must also teach children to be 'good', although the ambiguities of required or
'good' values, and the varieties of acceptable or 'good' conduct in our pluralist society,
create confusion for parents, teachers and students. Straughan (1982 p 5) comments
"There is no single, empirical method of determining whether standards of behaviour
have risen or fallen; it all depends on what one holds to be morally desirable or
undesirable, praiseworthy or blameworthy" and goes on to ask "What are moral values?
How do we make moral judgements? How can we justify calling a particular action
right or wrong, good or bad?"
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Straughan (1982) poses the problem that, if we are concerned about teaching children to
be 'good', then we must be aware that there is no agreement as to what constitutes 'the
good'. He points out that teachers value obedience to school rules, conformity to dress
codes, application to set learning tasks, compliance to dictated modes of
communication, and submission to decreed codes of conduct.

Students
However, it is unsatisfactory to equate moral standards with conformity to any
including religious

-

authority. Teaching students how to behave in certain ways may be

-

equated with merely indoctrinating patterns of acceptable behaviour, to which the
students will almost indubitably conform in conditioned responses to given stimuli.

Being morally 'good' is different to being 'good' at some particular skill or ability.
Conduct that teachers happen to approve of, praise and reward with merit cards, ranges
from the interpersonal 'being helpful', 'being co-operative', 'being sympathetic', 'being
conscientious', 'settling in well at his/her new school', to doing approved material acts
such as 'showing concern for our school environment' (picking up rubbish), 'being a
good library monitor' (checking in and reshelving books), 'always completing
homework' (compliantly returning worksheets to the teacher's desk by the prescribed
date), to the 'goodness' of omission, of having 'good' classroom manners and never
answering back, never questioning, arguing or even dissenting, and always giving the
expected, never the unexpected, responses.

'Moral' can be used in the evaluative sense, synonymous with 'good', but a student who
is 'good' (meaning that he/she always does as he/she is told) is merely acquiescing to
given behaviours, rules and guidelines. 'Good' is perhaps merely describing his/her
level of compliance. But is it a more highly valued characteristic if the student's conduct
has previously been socially unacceptable due to intrapersonal or interpersonal
influences? If the student has made an independent decision to not hit other students,
steal their textas, or copy their answers, then are his/her intentions and motives of higher
moral stature than the student who sits docilely, always compliant with every teacher
request, without even thinking about his/her conduct, without any internal temptation to
interact negatively with other students? 'Good' behaviour needs to be viewed in context.

Behaviour that is habitual and non-reflective may be deemed as 'good', but it requires
no moral self-evaluation

The process of morality, that is, ways of thinking and reasoning, is similar to the
processes of learning areas such as English, science or mathematics. The required
reasoning and intricacies of consideration, as well as the methods of application, then
the constant review and evaluation of the outcomes, require a continuous synthesizing
of every interpersonal engagement.

The content of morality, "specific rules and precepts about how to behave towards other
people" (Straughan 1982 p 24) is similar to the content of learning areas in the
educational curricula; it is concerned with the acquisition of definite subject matter.
(Straughan refers to 'form' or 'formal' and 'content', but it is easier for teachers to
correlate the concepts to the familiar teaching terms of process and content as in the
designated curriculum learn i ng areas.)

Schools
'Moral development', is a term more likely to be used in church schools than in
government schools, where sitriilar desired qualities will be listed in the 'personal
development' section of the school report as 'respect for others', 'responsibility', 'selfcontrol', 'care of equipilient'. etc. (The teacher is usually required to mark the
accompanying boxes with such taxonomic assessments as an 'N' for 'needs
improvement', an S' for 'satislitctory', or an 'A' for 'admirable'.) 'A's' in this section
are often counted up by the students and used as a source of satisfied comments to other
students

"1 got five 'A's'. how many did you get?" Parents also often comment on the

-

number of 'A's' their child has received. But does the recognition of moral development
as a personal desired quality (as is now formalized in the "EsseNTial Learnings" section
of the NTCF 2002) mean that teachers should teach their students how to feel about
intrapersonal and interpersonal situations?

Systems
The age-related taxonomies of cognitive and meta-cognitive development proposed by
Piaget (b1896

-

d1980), Kohlberg and others, and still widely accepted, being used in
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schools and referred to in professional development sessions, appear to indicate to
teachers that children can be assisted in their progression from one level to the next.
Established school reporting formats approved at system level in every state and
territory indicate that students deemed deficient in practising 'respect for others',
'responsibility', 'self-control', etc. should be encouraged to improve. If improvement is
possible, then it is logical to believe that guidance from teachers can assist the
improvement.

While close examination of any taxonomy may render it open to criticism, highlighting
one or more aspects of the authors' arguments and suggestions with a view to exposing
particular inherent weaknesses and theoretical irrelevancies, classroom teachers
continue to find generally applicable taxonomies to be useful guidelines to their
classroom practice. The busy cycle of planning, programming, teaching, assessing, and
reflecting upon the learning activities of 25 to 30 young students necessitates reference
to guidelines that are helpful in a generalized manner. Piaget's four main periods of
sensory-motor intelligence' (0-2 years), 'pre-operational stage' (2-7 years), 'concrete
operations' (7-10 years), and 'formal operations' (11 years on) were suggested as being
very approximate guidelines, with much overlapping and blending (Gleitman 1981
pp 333-351). Classroom teachers are not interested in solipsistic doctrinal interpretations
of an infant's conceptions of self according to Piaget, but continue to find useful his
views on the progression of cognitive understanding that leads to the ability to
manipulate ideas about concrete objects and eventually to the attainment of symbolic
and abstract modes of thought.

These guidelines have general practical application to classroom situations, such as the
understanding of the measurement of area and volume in mathematics, and continue to
be mentioned in informal staffroom discussions. Similarly, teachers will discuss a
problem student's behaviour as being

"...

really ego-centric. He/she is still only

interested in pleasing him/herself 'without mentioning Kohlberg's stage of 'preconventional morality' or Goldman's 'prudential stage' of moral growth. The unvoiced
understanding of a progression of moral reasoning assists the teacher to separate the
activity from the child, to clarify what it is that is disapproved, to plan to change the
disruptive action, and not to just blame and dislike the child.
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In order to develop desired 'good' personal qualities, should moral education have its
own place in the school curricula? Is it the duty of schoolteachers to teach children how
to feel about things, how to construct personal values? If so, at what point could
indoctrination be said to be replacing desired teaching methodology?

Communities
The Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE) currently carried out in schools by
school-based police officers addresses, from legal and health aspects, some desirable
and undesirable actions and their consequences. The police officers present social
situations and the legal facts associated with 'good' and 'bad' choices of conduct. As a
classroom teacher observing these lessons a significant problem became apparent:
how can we teach 'good' values to children? Is it better to empathize with the shopowner who is losing money via shoplifting, or to discuss the 'bad' consequences for
children who are caught shoplifting? Straughan (1982 p 37) contends that "all that the
teacher or parent can say about the moral issue of whether shop-lifting is wrong, or how
shop-lifters should be dealt with, is to express his or her own feelings as forcefully as
possible, with the intention of getting the children to share them". I feel that teachers
can be more positive and activist than this. Thoughtful programming to include learning
activities that promote understandings of moral and community issues is succeeding:
health (e.g. skin care, prevention of infectious diseases) and environmental concerns are
two areas where classroom teachers have made very beneficial advances. The
"EsseNTial Learnings" section of the NTCF (2002) is currently encouraging teachers to
develop the learning activities appropriate to the required outcomes (refer to Appendix F
for examples of worksheets for such lessons).

Kant's ethical concerns, discussed by Barrow (1975) caused him to distinguish between
features of actions that were morally 'good' and those that were morally neutral. He
considered the meaning of moral behaviour. He regarded a 'good' moral act as an act
done purely because the person freely decided that he/she should do so. This was acting
"from duty" (Barrow 1975 p 119), being morally good due to a sense of duty, and not
due to his/her conscience sensing an obligation to act in a particular way in accordance
with duty. Acting "in accordance with duty" (Barrow 1975 p 119) Kant regarded as
acting due to prudential reasons

-

compulsion, selfishness, creating a responsive

obligation or to gain social esteem.
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2.3 Linking 'good' with autonomous reasoning

Teachers
Barrow takes to task Postman and Weingartner (1971) for arguing that anything a child
says in an argument is relevant because it is relevant to him/her. Barrow considers that
the teacher must be the final determiner of what counts as a good argument and what
behaviour is going to be permitted in schools. Both Barrow and Postman and
Weingartner raise the problem of what the teacher should, in practice, do when he/she
becomes aware that students do have beliefs and viewpoints of their own, while he/she
must adhere to guidelines of behaviour decreed by the collectivist-oriented system for
which he/she works.

Barrow (1975 pp 13 1-140) considers the notion of personal autonomy, pointing out that
the situation is complicated by the individual not necessarily being truly autonomous
just because no-one is telling him what to do. Just as seemingly autonomous selfgoverning nation-states have, throughout history, rarely functioned independently of
influence from neighbouring states, so is an individual's personal autonomy influenced
by interpersonal relationships. However, "autonomy does not necessarily involve being
either correct or morally good" (Barrow 1975 p 135). For example, criminals may act
autonomously. Coherence, consistency and relevance to social mores are a part of both
moral and autonomous reasoning. These standards distinguish between 'good' (sound)
and 'bad' (unsound) reasoning, just as we can distinguish between 'good' and 'bad'
thinking in the empirical sciences.

Students
The promotion of autonomy, further explored in Chapter Four via the examination of
practical classroom exercises, requires the construction and consideration of opinions.
Teachers need to encourage students to think for themselves in a reasonable and logical
manner and to behave in accordance with their thinking. Students should be given the
opportunity to reason logically, to perceive situations with clarity and consistency, and
to have regard for the facts and personal situations. Personal autonomy is also subject to
the individual's intrapersonal perceptions, level of reasoning, and emotions. The
reasoning must be authentic, sincere and encompass real understanding, not just a
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repeated line of argument. Personal autonomy is lacking if there is no strength of will or
opportunity to put beliefs into practice as reason dictates. Such reasoning will explain
and motivate actions and thereby control behaviour (Barrow 1975 pp 132-135).

A moral and autonomous person is subject to the restraints of good reasoning, and it is
necessary to promote in individuals a concern for the ideals of good reasoning

-

to be

able to search out reasons and think for themselves, and to be able to consider what
should be done based on a concern for the rights, feelings, interests and considerations
of others. This is an informed, able and pertinent morality and autonomy that leads to a
greater understanding and has the potential to contribute to long-term happiness.

In the 1970's cognitive theories of social learning began to emerge, which questioned
the simple moulding techniques "whether through the taming of instinctual urges
(Freud), through classical conditioning (Pavlov), or instrumental learning (Skinner)"
(Gleitman 1981 p 502). These cognitive approaches to socialization emphasized the role
of understanding in the development of interpersonal conduct and morality. There was
recognition that a child is not a puppet, but "a rational person who has some
understanding of her own actions, who not only knows that some things are 'bad' and
others 'good' but has some sense of why. initially her understanding is quite dim, but as
her mental development unfolds so does her rational comprehension of how one does
(and should) relate to others" (Gleitman 1981 p 503).

in 1969 Lawrence Kohlberg, basing his cognitive developmental model on the work of
Jean Piaget, introduced the idea of children learning because they wished to imitate the
adults whom they regarded as competent and powerflul. There is, therefore, a rough
correlation between age and Kohlberg's levels of moral reasoning just as there is with
Piaget's stages of cognitive perceptions. Piaget's qualitative mental progressions
commence with 'object permanence' in the first year of life and the concept of a stable
physical world by the end of the second year. This 'sensory-motor' stage progresses to a
'pre-operational' stage between 2-7 years of age, followed by a period of approximately
4 years dominated by 'concrete operations' during which abstract reasoning may
sometimes be possible but should not be expected. From 11 years on children are
capable of 'formal operations'

-

the symbolic and abstract modes of thought similar in

quality to those found in adults (Gleitman 1981 p 334).
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Ronald Goldman's four stages of moral growth are less definitive than Kohlberg's six
stages, but again progress qualitatively with the assumption that regression and overlap
will occur as the child progresses along the continuum. (Tables of Kohlberg's and
Goldman's models are presented in Appendix B). In 1974 Benjamin Bloom suggested a
thinking skills continuum that became of such valued assistance to classroom teachers
when planning their programs and assessing their students that it remains popular and
pertinent still.

Kohlberg attempted to determine what the precise ingredients of moral principles might
be, equating the self-chosen highest stage of moral development with the universal
ethical principles ofjustice. Kohlberg's levels of moral development are of considerable
analytical assistance when negotiating required classroom behaviour with students,
especially with those who have difficulties socializing in the school situation. They are
also useful for conveying to professional colleagues what are believed to be significant
ideas and understandings about the expectations and abilities of teachers to encourage
students' moral development. Kohlberg's consideration of children as reasoning
individuals who have an understanding of the concept of 'good' promotes the perception
of primary school children as having moral consciences, although their ethical
judgernents may be expected to differ from our own mature ethical standards.

Kohlberg regards children's motives as being more advanced than simply wanting a
reward such as praise or a gold star. He believes that they make rational choices to
imitate, and successful imitation

-

or imitation at a level of 'good' with which they can

feel gratified is its own reward. He relates moral reasoning to moral conduct, citing
college students with higher levels of moral reasoning as being less likely to cheat
(Gleitman 1981 pp 502-5).

Goldman (cited in Nurser 1970) layers moral growth into four developmental stages
with distinctive motives providing encompassing determinants of behaviour at each
stage. The 'prudential stage', the 'authoritative stage', the 'peer group stage', and the
'autonomous stage' roughly correlate with the hierarchical progression from egocentricity to concern with community values that are described by other social scientists.
Once again, the teacher-researcher is given the impression that if moral growth can be
described and analysed, then it can also be influenced. It can be assisted in its optimal
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development by right-minded parents, siblings, educationists and communities or
hindered where such influences are detrimental.

In his exposé on "Moral Authority and Education" Giddens (1978 p 71) discusses
'good' ideals that continue to be replicated in classrooms today. The moral education of
the child has to make use of two features of his nature: the strong influence which habit
tends to acquire in children's behaviour, and the effects which can be wielded through
the implementation of adult authority. Habit, he claims, can become moulded into moral
discipline. But the teacher must also establish him/herself as a moral exemplar who
conditions the child's behaviour and develops the child's character through his
demeanour as well as through direct instruction.

Schools
Character development in schools is linked to the promotion of acceptable attitudes and
values by Garrison and Magoon (1972). They describe attitudes as being either specific
or general, and as having affective, cognitive and behavioural components. They list
attitudes as being affective associations, intellectual attitudes, action-oriented attitudes,
balanced attitudes and ego-defensive attitudes. They consider that attitudes are
intenelated and are loosely organized into larger structures termed ideals or values.
Authority-figures

such as schoolteachers

-

are able to reinforce or change attitudes

-

due to the imitation and conditioning involved in their learning of attitudes. The use of
role-playing to change attitudes is advocated:
Character is evidenced in behaviour and cannot be detached from attitudes and
values; morality deals with conformity to certain standards. The development of
moral behaviour is closely related to the satisfaction of needs. The home, school
and other community institutions, and peers, play important but different rOles in
the development of character. Reinforcement and models are important bases for
character development.
(Garrison and Magoon 1972 p 442)

Garrison and Magoon conclude that the importance of educational programs to the
development of specific character traits indicates that schools should provide desirable
models, reinforce worthy behaviour, provide an emotionally secure environment, and
encourage self-understanding and the development of a realistic and a favourable selfconcept. Schools therefore need to provide the opportunities for autonomously
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practising the desired behaviours. A decrease in selfishness and an increase in the
desired behaviours indicates that moral development is advancing.

Teachers are advised to heed the following generalizations:
Stable personality and consistent character traits develop in a secure
emotional environment
An adequate self-concept, self-understanding and acceptance by others is
basic to personality integration
Independence and self-confidence, obtained through successful experiences,
are essential to personality integration and character development
Much learning takes place as a result of imitation; models are very important
Positive reinforcement, when accompanied by the desired model, is most
important for personality integration and character development
Methods of adjusting to frustrating conditions are learned through various
experiences
Knowledge of what to do' furnishes a guide, but it is ineffectual unless it is
applied through practice and the desired behavioural responses.
(Garrison and Magoon 1972 p 436)

2.4 Teaching to promote good' outcomes

Teachers
Teaching implies the notion of authority, of organizing learning and prescribing learning
routines, and ofjudging quality in terms of 'good', 'average' and 'poor'. Teachers must
use a rational sense of conscience that deliberately reflects on students' past, present and
possible future actions, and maLe judgements and decisions according to values and
principles they have comniittcd themselves to, promoting what is morally valid, socially
right, and educationally good'. They cannot adopt a position of neutrality, yet they
must avoid unreasonable bias and/or indoctrinating methods.

Classroom teachers, engaging directly each day with each individual student's feelings
and preferences, have shown a preference for the guidelines provided by various
taxonomies. Taxonomies assist in providing a wider meaning and structure to the
conglomeration of minutae that make up each school day. Amongst a plethora of
intrapersonal and interpersonal communications, academic continuums in each learning
area, classroom management, unit foci, whole school emphases, system guidelines,
parent committee expectations, and pastoral considerations, the generalized 'umbrella'
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provided by taxonomic descriptors provides a welcome refuge from constant
negotiation, adjustment, reflection and decision-making.

Students
However, despite every voiced preference for this or that taxonomy, teachers invariably
make small modifications and adjustments when considering the progress of any
individual student. Conversations that begin "Oh, he's a typical

. . ."

are rapidly modified

and endorsed with the particularized details of the individual's progress. Such
knowledge personalizes and makes enjoyable the profession of teaching. II is the raison
d 'etre

for many practising teachers.

Straughan (1982) believes that an education cannot legitimately adopt a position of
neutrality, nor can children just be told about morality. Also, the subject matter must be
relevant to the child's level of moral development (Straughan 1982 p 101) suggesting
some appreciation of Kohlberg's attempt to delineate the precise components of various
stages of development.

As teachers, we must actively engage with the students' feelings and preferences,
demonstrating how moral arguments are conducted, how 'good' conclusions are drawn,
and how to rationally justify decisions, beliefs and commitments. We must exemplify
what it means to have a moral viewpoint and encourage critical questioning and
reflective appraisal. We must "strive to convey that all moral conclusions are
provisional, in the sense that they must be held open to the reasoned criticism of others,
however firmly one believes in their validity" (Straughan 1982 p 104).

Students must be given the opportunity to examine values openly and critically, rather
than be left to assimilate them in an unsystematic, unplanned way. However, even the
input of parents, teachers and specialists will not ensure that the children will be 'good'
-

but at least they will have been given the opportunity to participate more intelligently

in the school and community activities. It is to the benefit of us all to promote and
expand our community of learners.
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Schools
Lundgren (1983 p 69) suggested that a curriculum includes:
A selection of contents and goals for social reproduction; that is, a selection of
what knowledge and skills are to be transmitted by education.
An organization of knowledge and skills.
An indication of methods concerning how the selected contents are to be taught,
to be sequenced and controlled.

in Emile Durkheim: Moral Education

-

A Study in the Theory & Application of the

Sociology of Education (Fauconnet 1961), Durkheim (b1815-d1917) is shown as
regarding school as the appropriate setting for the development of morality. The priority
of the group "in matters of 'the good" (Fauconnet 1961 p xvi)
'sociologism'

-

-

Durkheim's alleged

equates morality with consistency and regularity of conduct. Morality is

regarded as an act that is never self-serving. It is a collective, not an individual, act, and
remains static over time. It helps us to resist idiosyncratic impulses. Regularity of
conduct and authority provide discipline. Discipline should come from within. Restraint
evokes appropriate modes of response in particular settings; discipline emancipates us
from constant decision-making and allows access to successive determined goals.

Durkheirn regarded religious and family settings as not being particularly suited to the
purpose of developing morality in the child. "The school, because it is constituted as a
group, is capable of inducing in the child the habits of group life, the need to tie into
collective forces" (Fauconnet 1961 p 249). Autonomy, Durkheirn's third element of
morality, allows the display of personal reasoned choice. This results not in '1 must' but
in '1 want to.

Moral acts in educational settings demand identification with the group; the school can
create a new environment, offering opportunities for self-development (for promoting
and displaying 'good' attitudes, acts and products) not found elsewhere in the
community. Similarly, the school can exert influences via the teaching process

-

classroom teaching can promote the collective 'good' because of its very being. Our
classroom experiences incline us towards a social conscience.

Communities
Durkheim considered the child as being more egotistic than altruistic, with a developing
brain that could not perceive far beyond himself, except in an "uncertain and ephemeral
fashion" (Fauconnet 1961 p 227). Such a rudimentary aspect of self-perception is
possibly still appropriate a century later despite the ostensibly perspicuous vista offered
by information technology: social advancement does not necessarily equate with
technological advancement. Durkheim recommends that "we must give the child a sense
of the real complexity of things" (Fauconnet 1961 p 261) which, he claims, is the
function of moral education, and assist the child to understand "that society is not
simply the sum of the individuals who compose it" and that "a whole is not identical
with the sum of its parts" (Fauconnet 1961 p 264).

Down warns of the dangers of separation in a multi-cultural society when unresolved
self-identity issues are pursued by individuals or groups to the detriment of the
community as a whole (Down 2001 pp 226-246). Disaffected students in the classroom
need to be encouraged to recognise and come to terms with the core values and shared
understandings of the group.

2.5 'Good' teaching to promote self-responsibility

Teachers
In order to promote an appreciation of "the real complexity of the things" (Fauconnet
1961 p 261) that are happening in the classroom and to commence an understanding of
what constitutes such skills as self-responsibility, self-identity and the ability to "make
decisions and take actions based on personal values and principles that reflect empathy
and integrity" (NTCF 2002 p 2 1 ) students need the opportunity to practice and improve
with the same sympathetic guidance that is accorded in the academic learning areas.
However, teachers tend to confuse the sharing of control with not being 'good'
classroom managers. A 'good' classroom manager is generally viewed by the senior
staff in schools as being a very well-organized teacher: a teacher who is in control of all
aspects of the learning activities going on in the classroom. The question is 'Where does
control end and intrusion into students' development of self-identity begin?' Practice in
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autonomous decision-making is a critical part of developing self-identity and selfresponsibility.

Bloom's taxonomy

-

knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and

evaluation (Bloom 1974)

and Gardner's multiple intelligences

-

-

intrapersonal,

interpersonal, linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, bodily-kinaesthetic plus
the later suggestions of naturalist and spiritualist (Gardner 1983, 1995)

are widely

-

known and used by primary school classroom teachers, who find the delineations useful
when prioritising learning requirements with reference to their students personal
preferences and aptitudes. Gardner's model is established in primary classrooms as a
useful tool for understanding the nature of different abilities, for planning integrated
units of work that increase achievement, cognitive development, self-esteem and selfmotivation, for promoting co-operation via the understanding and respecting of
individual differences, and for promoting higher-order thinking concerning independent
meta-cognition.

Although the delineations have at times been misused and misapplied when
programmed in a separatist and elitist style in some classrooms, Bloom and Gardner
have encouraged the programming of units of work in which divergent activities and
products are required in order to promote the abilities of all the students in the class.
Their precepts have encouraged teachers to actively seek out alternative areas of interest
and talent when a student is not progressing well in a given unit of work.

Students
Sartre's existentialist argument (Straughan 1982 p 39) is that "an action is 'moral' only
if it is freely chosen and performed". However, if students have no guidelines and
standards to shape how they should feel and act
clearly expects teachers to assist in inculcating

guidelines that the wider community

-

-

then morality is proscribed to the realm

of mere reactionary instincts.

Conflicts between moral judgements and emotional responses to classroom or
playground situations mean that intellectual appeals to be 'good' may not be successful.
Children of average or even superior scholastic abilities may have underdeveloped
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intrapersonal and interpersonal skills in interpreting situations, collaborating with
others, and reacting co-operatively and in accordance with objective understandings.

Students need to be confronted with considerations of self-responsibility and decisionmaking. Flaws in reasoning and understanding may lead to inappropriate judgements:
personal principles and pre-conceived ideals may clash causing difficulties of
interpretation and implementation. Moral development and higher order thinking skills
can enhance sensitivity and imagination and lead to a greater awareness and
understanding of a situation. The formulation of a decision can thus be made at a
heightened level of reflection, responsibility and autonomy. However, an overintellectualized approach may cause a concentration on the development of moral
thinking to the neglect of the performance of moral actions. It is better for students to
learn to play games to promote the concept of fairness, fair play, sportsmanship and
other desired qualities, than to teach moral theories.

Schools
While discussing the different purposes that education has served in various societies,
Currie (2001 pp 96-108) suggests that social mapping is useful to portray ways in which
schools and pedagogies operate within different value frameworks. As there is a
plurality of values in schools, with each teacher establishing a particular classroom
culture with their concepts and values about education impacting upon those of their
students, it is to the benefit of all for teachers to promote an understanding of both the
common values and the distinctive beliefs that guide our conduct.

Nucci (2001) considers that the moral domain, which allows us to know right from
wrong, transcends cultural and religious boundaries and that it is distinct from social
convention and personal preferences. He advocates assisting students to negotiate their
socio-moral world and to make acceptable decisions in complex situations. This will
involve stimulating their moral reasoning and developing their concepts of convention
and personal rights. He claims that:
children are capable of making rudimentary distinctions between issues of
morality and convention during the third year of life... Moreover, as children
develop, they become better able to apply more abstract criteria, such as
cross-cultural generalizability, to differentiate between issues.
(Nucci 2001 p11)
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Nucci suggests that morality guides our conduct, but questions whether it is based on
cognition or emotion, whether it is culturally specific or transcultural, whether it is
related to or distinct from religion, whether it changes or remains static over time, if it is
a set of understandings distinct from other social knowledge or a set of rules that can
therefore be taught, fostered so that it develops, and assessed. He suggests that it can be
developed in accordance with a set of moral principles and that teachers should strive to
make use of their students' moral and social growth in daily classroom practices. He
points out that while people reason very differently about conventions, justice,
understandings of fairness, and uniformities of social behaviour, there have been longestablished agreements in education (based on the work of Piaget, Skinner, Kohlberg
and others) about the age-related changes in the ways in which children reason about
morality and social conventions. Early childhood students are considered to be more
egocentric, generally viewing matters only as they affect themselves, while upper
primary students have a wider, more global reasoning ability. He warns:
The factors or conditions that would stimulate development of principled moral
reasoning as defined by Kohlberg are likely to be multi-faceted and to go beyond
the mere interplay between conventional and moral concepts. Among the factors
likely to be involved are sociohistorical context (Habermas 1991, Snarey 1985)
and educational level.
(Nucci 2001 p 93)
When considering the fostering of the moral self he states that "As we have learned
from cognitive psychology (Kohlberg 1966, 1984) children do not passively adopt the
behaviours exhibited by role models but, instead, evaluate them in relation to their
perceived relevance and informational value" (Nucci 2001 p 207). He recommends that
teachers should focus on the effects that actions have upon the rights and welfare of
persons, but that assignments should be structured to actively engage students in
evaluating the personal qualities of someone with whom they do not subsequently have
to interact. Students could thus assume a critical stance without fear of alienation.

In the video accompanying this paper I present an English poetry lesson in which I have
demonstrated that students can be encouraged to suggest alternative interpretations
without fear of alienation. (Refer also to the video commentary notes in Appendix A.)
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Is

that although moral interactions normally take place in schools with
CO
s focusing on social organization, social expectations and rules, there is evidence
where guidance is available via shared construction of moral norms there is
rnproved behavioural and cognitive growth (Nucci 2001 p 159). As moral education is
an unavoidable aspect of schooling all teachers are engaged in some form of socially
normalizing education. He advises that:
The manner in which teachers and schools establish and maintain conventions
and moral standards forms a substantial aspect of the schools' contribution to
students' socio-moral development. At a basic level, a climate of mutual respect
and warmth, with fair and consistent application of rules, forms the elemental
conditions for an educationally constructive moral atmosphere. Beyond this
general base, what we have seen is that effective practice is enhanced by the coordination of teacher responses with the moral or conventional nature of school
norms or student behaviours.
(Nucci 2001 p 167)
A caring, compassionate milieu in which emotional and moral development is nurtured
and students are encouraged to take responsibility for their own behaviour is also
desired by Noddings (1992). When commenting on caring relationships and friendships
she advises that "students should be encouraged to examine the concept of loyalty"
(Noddings 1992 p 98), accepting punishment for socially unacceptable acts and
acknowledging the influence they have on others. She questions the real value to society
of the entrenched COIICCJ)tI, about education systems in which empirical literacy and
numeracy achievements are paramount, and favours a humanistic emphasis that
encourages moral growth.

Value judgements are indispensable to any community, social organization, or
individual's life, according to Nurser (1970). He decries the replacement of the authority
of the church by the mass media operating via modem technology but recognises that
"natural law, or morality, is not based on adherence to any particular religious treatise or
gospel. Certain patterns of behaviour are deemed by society as 'good' or 'right'
(Nurser 1970 p 4). This 'good' consists of collectively endorsed principles, not dictated
by any authority or segment of the society. He urges training to enhance young people's
capacity to think critically and reflectively, and to make judgements intelligently.
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Nurser poses the consideration of the extent to which a moral education
of religious training, authority and/or indoctrination

-

-

independent

can be seen as an area of

cognitive development. He considers that there is a difference between a morally good
student and a morally educated student. The real purpose of a moral education is the
development of moral thinking, based on an understanding of the underlying principles,
which provides a cognitive platform for the development of a personal values system on
which self-responsibility for rational attitudes, beliefs, decisions and actions may be
based (Nurser 1970 p 5).

Systems
Although the mandatory educational system is an abridgement of the child's liberty, the
child must be respected and nurtured as he seeks to build his own values and make his
own decisions. The teacher must encourage the student to understand the current order
and also encourage an understanding of how freedom ofjudgement upon that order
might be exercised "but the form of that order is not determined in every detail"
(Nurser 1970 p 7).

The ethics course at Corio Technical School Victoria (Wardle 1970 pp 68-7 1) discussed
three ethical values:
Freedom the moral act must be performed in freedom, with the minimum
of restraint or coercion.
Reason it must be in accord with the known facts, have universal
application, and represent the clearest thinking of which the individual is
capable.
Compassion it must contribute to the well-being of the human race and be
an expression of regard for the dignity of man.
(Wardle 1970 p 69)
-

-

-

Wardle reports on the evoking of a generally positive response once these three values
are clearly understood, with initial difficulties emanating from lack of clarification
in the minds of the educators. "There is an important task for the teacher himself of
separating the ethically viable from the dross of his prejudices and preconceptions"
(Wardle 1970 p 70). Dialogue between the teachers and the students, with the students
being regarded as a part of the ethical consensus, helping to shape the world of the
future, is regarded as necessary. Wardle (1970) considers that conflict can be expected

where traditions deny the opportunity for autonomous moral development, and that
autonomy and decision-making should be valued.

According to White (1989 pp 7-18) education and schooling cannot just be about
academic ends.
One problem about making moral goodness the central aim of Personal and
Social Education is that different people understand different things by
'morality'... Straughan lays more stress than Pring on the Kantian requirements
of impartiality: moral goodness is a matter of disinterestedly considering the
interests of different people affected by a practical decision, and acting in the
light of this.
(White 1989 p 8)
He goes on to observe that although Pring (1984) and Straughan (1988) consider that
older children can be taught to care about morality and that they need a disposition to
act according to a sense of obligation or duty, they neglect to provide practical
classroom suggestions as to how to instil these traits in students who do not exhibit them
nor how to extend those who do.
The difficulty is that unless moral demands on pupils are in some way related to
their desires, they will have no reason to heed them, for it is only our desires, I
would argue, which give us reasons for action. In the absence of this connection,
morality must remain external to pupils, an alien set of rules, principles, precepts
or duties, standing apart from their other pursuits and attachments.
(White 1989 p 9)

2.6 'Good' schooling

Teachers
White therefore endorses some of my own beliefs about 'good' teaching and classroom
management practices: when students independently choose to deport themselves in an
exemplary manner in accordance with their educational setting rather than merely
respond to imposed rules of conduct due to dislike of punishment, they may then be said
to be morally advanced. In the video accompanying this paper I have recorded students
entering the classroom and commencing work with a minimum of instruction, and
students concentrating on a mathematics lesson on the last day at school when students
in the adjoining classrooms were, very noisily, 'mucking about' (refer also to the video
commentary notes in Appendix A). Both these recordings demonstrate that my students
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were able to make 'good' decisions that demonstrated their moral advancement and
impacted positively on their academic advancement.

The use of externally imposed rewards and punishments was questioned by Peters
(1963). He considered that children should not be regarded as being on the outside of
civilized conduct with the perceived duty of teachers being to lure them into performing
acceptably. He condemned the use of irrelevant incentives and goading comments as a
method of classroom management.
Is it the case that we have to use such irrelevant 'extrinsic' techniques to get
children going so that eventually they can take over for themselves without
needing any longer such extrinsic incentives or goads? Or does the use of such
extrinsic techniques militate against intelligent, spontaneous and intrinsically
directed behaviour later on?
(Peters 1963 p 42)
Students
Peters speaks of students acquiring the basic habits of conduct as the 'literature' of the
various activities without which they cannot progress to a higher stage. He considered
that curiosity, maturation, a variety of intrinsic motivations, and the acquisition of habits
of conduct as being important to gain competence in moral training. Porter (2000 p 74)
discusses the need for students to acquire 'interpersonal sensitivity' in order for them to
be able to identify that an issue exists and as a prerequisite for it to be dealt with
appropriately. In Chapter Seven I present case studies of students which demonstrate
that habitual patterns of intrapersonal and interpersonal conduct are already evident by
the upper primary years, but these patterns vary from one learning area to another, and
even from one strand to another strand of the same learning area. The habits of conduct
were recognisable by the students themselves, and the students were themselves able to
discuss and assess the quality of their conduct.

Both Niblett (1963) and Porter (1999, 2000) recognise the need for students to have
practise in thinking responsibly and acting autonomously.
If he is to act morally the individual must without doubt decide for himself, but
he needs the backing of thoughtful and understanding public opinion. The school
cannot stand on the touchlines. To do that would be to trivialize the situation but,
on the other hand, a preaching of yesterday's conventional solutions to the moral
problems of today will cut no ice.
(Niblett 1963 p 19)

Schools
The post-modernist consideration that schooling has a wider purpose than those
academic aspects that can be empirically tested is discussed in Spirituality and
Education (Wright 2000). Wright considers that the realities of mandated activities
allow little scope for spiritual or moral development, despite the concerns of the wider
society.
Wilson (2000) attempts to define education in Key Issues in Education and Teaching.
He considers education broadly, as being concerned with learning, and points out that
teachers do a wide variety of things in order to promote education. External pressures
and internal corruption he regards as being the enemies of education. Political and
bureaucratic pressures, authoritarian irrationalities, the intrusion of behavioural
objectives that play down the values of quality knowledge attributes and skills result
from "pseudo-idealists acting out their own compulsions" (Wilson 2000 p 12).

There is an awareness of the constraints imposed by the taxonomies of nationallymandated assessments and the limitations of application of content-based curricula.
Moral development is generally recognised as having wider interpretations, not just the
parochially-based religious interpretations associated with spirituality. Information
technology has increased the urgency of developing moral awareness, knowledge,
understandings and insight: students must now be morally enabled so that they can be
trusted to made 'good' decisions about information available on the internet. Schools
have already commenced this via contractual internet agreements that require both the
student and a parent or guardian to read and sign.

Systems
Wright (2000) considers the extent to which morality is based on religious/secular
issues, mental/emotional attitudes, physical/material attitudes, concern with
self-awareness, self-acceptance, understanding of self and others, concern for personal
freedom and autonomy. He points out that teachers are now expected to attend to the
cultural, mental and physical development of students, and that schools are generally
expected to prepare students "for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of
adult life" (Wright 2000 p 10). The optimistic 19th century humanist evolutionary theory
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has led to the belief that the intellectual, moral and spiritual progress of humanity is
inevitable and that the education system should address any perceived decline.

While some believe that schools should take a leading role in this progress, and that a
shared behaviour modification framework within schools will inculcate desired moral
attitudes, Isaacs (1976 p 6) states "the family is the first school of human virtues".
In order for these 'good' virtues to be acquired the students should be required to do
certain acts, and repetition of these acts will build up virtuous habits. Parents and
teachers should guide and explain, encouraging children to query and explore motives.
"They should be required to do things and to think about what they are doing and why
they are doing it" (lsaacs 1976 p 15). He recognises these tactics as being more suited to
some virtues than to others, and that their usefulness will vary with each child's
maturity.

This recognition that a teacher is educating when his/her intention is to help learners to
think for themselves is endorsed by Boote (2001) in his discussion concerning 'An
'Indoctrination Dilemma' in Teacher Education?' He considers that indoctrination
stifles critical thinking, and that we should "appreciate the importance of a wide variety
of perspectives" (Boote 2001 p 66). He claims that professional autonomy is being
undermined, commenting on the methods of changing student teachers' beliefs, values
and practices, based on perceived needs to foster their profession. He feels that there are
two competing normative positions

-

the inculcation of values believed to benefit the

students, and the respecting of students' developing autonomy, adding that "the first is
easier to justify" (Boote 2001 p 63).

Boote comments on the difficulties that student teachers experience in developing wellreasoned beliefs about education and schooling, being subject to indoctrination and
manipulation by well-meaning educators, which may lead to intellectual dependence.
His stance that "critical reflection is widely seen as an important means of enabling
student teachers to critically examine the teacher educator's beliefs" (Boote 2001 p 67)
reminds us that as teachers we should all regularly examine our beliefs and practices lest
we fall into the convenient trap of doing to our students what he is warning teacher
educators not to do to student teachers. Integrity, a willingness to enter into dialogue
with detractors, and a strong belief in ethical principles are necessary for perseverance.

FM

"People who have strength of character move from the intent of doing good to the
practical application of doing good" (Calabrese and Barton 2001 p 118).

In Chapter Four I discuss some of the difficulties in promoting self-responsibility and
giving students the opportunity to practice autonomy, showing that teacher-imposed
control is quicker, quieter, more generally acceptable, and may give the superficial
impression of being the better classroom management practice.

Communities
One aim of education, according to D'Souza (2000 p 18) "is to improve, increase and
perfect the educand's personality". Other aims are to transmit culture and civilization, to
assist students to take their place in society, and to encourage growth towards
responsible citizenship. Systems that are too static, too stationary, and too hierarchical
do not allow the freedom of thought necessary to develop real independence of thought
and a humanistic philosophy (D'Souza 2000 p 17).
A broadly-based education is required. Knowledge and learning must engage the student
-

as an individual, as a vital component of his family, and as a portion of the wider

community. The classroom teacher must recognise what it means to be a young human
interacting with all of his/her reality

-

in the classroom, in the family and in the

community. Students are a unity of diverse school, family and community experiences,
and their responses to any given reality reflect our multiculturalist, materialist and
morally pluralist society. Students' powers to reason and their ability to make choices
and judgements is based on their knowledge and awareness of self and others. Teachers
should promote this aspect of education/knowledge and awareness.

Taylor-Webb (2000 pp 223-239) advocates the use of reflective teaching in order to
promote this awareness. He considers that teachers generally operate from a number of
fixed assumptions about teaching and learning, rather like technicians. Reflective
teaching is an important shift in the conceptualisation of teachers as it attempts to move
teachers towards a greater awareness of the reasons, motives, values and pressures that
direct and influence their pedagogy. Groundwater-Smith et al. (2001 p 282) warn that
we do not live in an homogenous world, and we cannot assume that the community in
which we each practise our profession has accorded us a universally valued role.

Intergenerational aspects
The reduction of teaching to a set of techniques narrows the act of learning to acquiring
a set of approved knowledge components and behaviours. Reflective teaching initiates a
type of thinking that considers teaching values, personal biases, heuristic situations,
pedagogical practices, and interpreted situations. Careful, systematic thinking aids
perception between ethical practices and routine actions, based on assumed good
teaching. Our beliefs and values influence our practices, and these beliefs and values are
filtered through a mesh of assumptions. Our understanding of what is 'good' teaching
has thus survived a complex array of past experiences, internalised principles, and
current system and community expectations. Each individual's concept of 'good'
teaching practice may therefore be firmly engrained on his/her individual psyche, and
may consequently be extremely difficult to change unless change is being actively
sought by the individual.

Brook (1993 p 97) advocates the cognitive linking of teachers to the students we teach. I
believe that many teachers

-

and teacher educators

-

have difficulties questioning and

overcoming the concepts of i ntergenerationally-created influences. The challenges to
my own intergenerationaltv-created beliefs with regard to the neatness and generally
tidy appearance of a classrooni as being 'good' are presented in Chapter Four. Rightness
and wrongness relate as much to the filtering system used by adults to sort through
students' responses as to the students' conceptions of the issues and questions to which
they respond.

2.7 Teaching to construct 'good' citizens

Teachers
Personal and social education (PSE) or instruction in 'citizenship' are alternative terms
used for what is generally interpreted as 'moral education'. As with any other subject
teachers have to assess what counts as a 'good' performer and list the attributes of such
a performer. This then transmits into the consideration of 'being educated' in this area.
However, there are various assumptions about being 'good', 'competent', and/or
'perceptive' in this type of learning.
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Wilson (2000 p 89) raises the contention that "if we do not have any rational agreement
on moral methodology and reasoning, we are not in business at all; but in so far as we
do, we ought to teach it to the pupils". He regards PSE as being both professional and
honest, giving students a valuable mental skill. PSE therefore has moral components
that promote an awareness and recognition of self and others, an appreciation of facts,
knowledge and decision-making, and the understanding that all of these need to be
considered together to make practical decisions. Opportunities to make such decisions
should be provided where possible.

Teachers need a clear idea of the components of PSE or 'citizenship' education and the
educational and social reasons for promoting moral development, otherwise we will just
swap prejudices. We need a clear idea of our own and others' assumptions, and this
seems to indicate that there must be system-mandated and school-mandated sets of the
various criteria for teaching and assessing. As a large group of practising professionals
will we perhaps always need system-mandated criteria of 'good' teaching and learning?
is it possible that the general body of teachers can be raised to a practising quality that
will be self-monitoring?

Students
Teachers have to make practical decisions. The basis of these must be sound theoretical
understandings, but the decisions, above all else, have to work well in each classroom
situation with individual students. The primary school teacher makes these decisions
according to the unit group in which he/she works

-

pre-school, early childhood, middle

primary, upper primary. Each unit works according to guidelines laid down in each
school's action plan, which reflects decisions made by the school's cluster group, in
accordance with the system directives. Decisions made by the individual teacher about
his/her classroom impact upon each individual in that group and then onto that
individual's family group.

Schools
Teachers have to assess what counts as 'a good performer' within various taxonomies
that make up the given elements of the outcomes indicators in each curriculum area.
Teachers cannot escape this duty. We must simultaneously teach the 25 or more
individuals in our class who collectively form a large group of children. We must
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program accordingly, and in accord with system-mandated curricula and schoolmandated program formats, and also construct special programs for those students
whose needs vary greatly from the main group. We must record our observations of
these students' achievements based on collectively agreed standards. Reporting to
parents, using a combined system and school format, four times per year is mandatory.
Alertness, patience and determination are needed to transform thinking into action. All
these activities require an internalised concept of what is desirable, or 'good', a belief in
ourselves that what we are doing is required by the system, and that we are materially
and constructively contributing to the community in which we live.

Systems
Empirical ideals as to what constitutes 'good' teaching have been presented in texts that
have categorized 'good' classroom practice according to the results of various 'time-ontask' studies. These studies have recorded and analysed (from an empiricist's viewpoint)
the amount of time spent by the teacher on particular functions. Hyman (1971 p 247)
presents for consideration a table listing controlling, imposition, facilitating, content
development, personal response, positive affectivity and negative affectivity.

Such methods of judgement, which contribute to theories of behaviour that regard
student disruptions as being caused by faulty external controls, have been questioned by
those who favour a more democratic style of discipline. Humanists advocate the teacher
taking the rOle of an authoritative leader, discussing standards with students and
ensuring that they can access the information and have the practice in making decisions
so that they are able to make informed choices about their own actions. Porter (2000)
presents a variety of theories for teachers, advises on the practical requirements for
instituting a theory or blending elements of theories, but warns that a theory should
provide focus and direction; "a reified theory can bias our observations" (Porter
2000 p 13).

The mass of information now available to students via information technology has
meant that effective teachers now need to assist students to discover the best methods of
processing the researched material according to the required purpose. However, a
performance management study by Down, Chadbourne and Hogan (2000 pp 2 13-223)
reports on the recently increasing pressure on teachers to perform in an empirically
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appraisable, accountable and productive manner in line with the increasing
managerialism and corporate strategies of education systems in which teachers are
regarded as human resources to be manipulated. They comment that despite the official
rhetoric there is "little evidence that performance management systems of this kind are
effective in enhancing teachers' learning and their capacity to improve their classroom
practice" (Down et al. 2000 p 214).

Performance management can be viewed as an intrusive mode of ideological control,
claiming to be effective and efficient, but aiming to manipulate in a way deemed as
'good' by the imposing bureaucracy the way in which teachers conduct their practice.
Its impact on the quality of teaching and learning has yet to be validated. Its
implementation encourages the collection of 'showcase' evidence, which may distract
from genuinely good, interactive teaching and learning.
When asked to talk about instances of learning that had really made a difference,
all teachers were able to relate a story, anecdote or experience. For them, authentic
learning was non-structured and informal, spontaneous and child-focussed. It
depended on relationships, and was founded on the values of trust, honesty and
mutual respect. Their learning was deeply embedded in the context of their classes
and the richness of their work with children.
(Down et al. 2000 p 219)
Down et al. conclude that committed teachers continue to reflect on, share and improve
their work, initiating their own improvement strategies and regarding interacting with
other professionals as the most important way of generating their own learning within a
professional community. While they "would benefit from policies designed to foster an
educational climate, culture and structure" (Down et al. 2000 p 221), mandated
performance management has been found to be ineffective for committed professionals.
As the new federal opposition shadow education minister Jenny Macklin described the
main concerns accompanying her portfolio as being "science and research, and jobs for
the future" (ABC TV 6pm News 25th November 2001), it appears that compassionate
classroom teachers, concerned with promoting the humanist skills of meta-cognition,
creativity, collaboration and constructiveness must continue to promote their ideals and
resist those of the economic rationalists.

Abbott-Chapman, Hughes and Williamson (2001 pp 172-184) interpret the changes to
teaching over the past decade as a "radical reconceptualization" with policy makers
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increasing the workload, particularly with regard to assessment and pastoral care,
increasing the complexity of organizational tasks, and making both human and financial
resource cutbacks. This, the Australian Education Union has claimed, has led to stress,
conflict and high teacher turnover. 'Good' education is now considered as a marketable
commodity closely linked to the needs of industry and global markets, with teachers
viewed as being resource managers in a user-pays, economic-rationalist system.
However, teachers have not become corporate professionals:
The complexity and creativity of student-focussed pedagogic practices, skills
and competencies still define the ideal teacher construct to which teachers and
teacher-recruits aspire. The interactive dynamics and discursive experiences of
teachers in the classroom, while sometimes in tension with policy-driven reform
of schools and of the profession, continue to shape the essence of teachers' work.
Teachers feel that while their values and classroom practices are under threat
from societal and organizational changes, their dedication to classroom teaching
has not weakened.
(Abbott-Chapman et al. 2001 p 184)
Communities
Our community views education as a fairly formal, structured, institutionalised
enterprise. We view it as necessary for every individual and for human society. We
regard our responsibilities for educating our children in our image as being morally
correct, desirable and an acceptable, condoned and promoted feature of our community.
We categorize 'good' or 'bad' education as being those learning activities concerned
with desirable or undesirable habits, traits, understandings and values. Negative
influences on education are the detrimental external pressures and internal corruptions
of desirable higher order thinking and skills caused by those socio-economic, political
and bureaucratic pressures, needs and desires that require the intrusion of purely
behavioural objectives and empirical outcomes.

Despite the family and social changes that have caused a perception of increased
behaviour management problems in schools, creating a teaching management shift
towards a perceived greater need for welfare, pastoral control and system-responsive
behaviour management policies, which at times cause classroom teachers to be involved
in difficult and stressful intermediary situations:
Teachers nominated by their students as being influential on their persistence in
studies, and more generally representative groups of teachers, demonstrate
.that the process of becoming a good teacher involves developing consistent
patterns of belief and action about the teaching/learning relationship in the
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classroom. Intensification and bureaucratisation of teachers' work outside the
classroom appears not to detract from this, and levels ofjob satisfaction remain
high.
(Abbott-Chapman et al. 2001 p 173)
The belief that technocratic approaches do not enhance students' understanding of their
world and that teachers should have a clear social vision is addressed by Whang
(2001 pp 197-2 10), who advocates that teachers should promote educational
opportunities which allow for a pedagogy that is linked to a practice of freedom.
Teaching, he claims, involves moral and responsible actions. Teacher educators and
teacher preparation may produce teachers who are apolitical or silent with regard to the
status quo, acquiescent and conforming to system requirements, and authoritative and

unimaginative in their classrooms.

2.8 Changing perspectives: retaining 'good' understandings

Teachers
We need to understand that people learn in diverse and interwoven ways, and that
teaching and learning is not confined to school settings. In various situations throughout
the community, people learn to gain valued knowledge and skills, and to revise old or
develop new understandings, beliefs or attitudes. Over time, both within and beyond our
own lifetime, perspectives of what constitutes pertinent, desirable and useful teaching
and learning also changes. However, an examination of older texts reveals that,
whatever the content matter selected for teaching, or the purpose for achieving the
learning outcomes required, consideration for individuals and concern to improve their
lives and, through them, their communities, has been constant. At the state level, the
desire to have a community of 'good' (useful, productive and law-abiding) citizens, has
remained unchanged.

According to Cranton (1 994) adults may study in order to acquire economical or
political requirements for heightened knowledge and skills, to fulfil cultural gratification
or personal desires, to improve personal consciousness and values, or a combination of
these. The process of critical self-reflection, with its potential for democratic learning
and development, can stimulate and support learning and is morally grounded "as it
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springs from a concern to create the conditions under which people can learn to love one
another, and it alerts them to the forces that prevent this" (Brookfield 1995 p 26)

Students
Students must be given the opportunity to understand and experience ways information
is selectively chosen to substantiate a particular stance, and how various interpretations
and evaluations can be made more apparent if discussion is facilitated after the text is
shared. Projects should foster an investigative stance, rather than an acquiescent stance
that is based in 'certainties'. There will be social, economic and educational costs if
complacency and standardization increase. Best instructional practices challenge inert,
accepted, standardized practices. More complex classroom practices question those
whose actions (classroom teaching/learning concepts) originate from the ideas of others
(Whang 2001 p 198).

Intergenerational aspects
Older texts, such as the accounts of the work achieved by the church mission schools in
18tI
19th
the late
century and early
century, presented by Holmes (1967), consider
propitious or adverse political situations, cultural and religious acquiescence or
objections, social and community encouragement or resistance, academic outcomes
versus immediately marketable skills, serious intentions versus laissez ftzire attitudes,
centres for higher education, the need for language teachers, education for girls, the
inclusion of the slaves, orphans and others "living under conditions of wretchedness and
degradation" (Holmes 1967 p 128), the breakdown of learning by rote, the introduction
of more modern methods of training teachers, the need for improved facilities, the
question of appropriate curricula, the problems of funding, the introduction of new
systems, the quality of teaching methods used in the classrooms, and the necessity for
inspectors "to see how far teachers were performing their duty" (Holmes 1967 p 253).
There are many similarities between the concerns of the missionaries working in farflung parts of the British Empire two hundred years ago and the concerns voiced in the
1999 Northern Territory Government Re-design of'Curriculum Functions and Review of
Assessment and CertUlcation Task Group Report.

Holmes' thoroughly interesting work points out that nothing will ever be quite perfect,
that conceptions of 'good teaching' have always been of paramount concern to caring
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administrators, and that empathy with and concern for the students and their 'hahitus'
will always be a conceptional priority. But it makes no mention of why the students
themselves wished to learn

-

other than the (adult-voiced) needs for the acquisition of

marketable skills and the training of character, which, it is hoped, were the desires of the
students as well as the very obvious objectives of the teachers and the systems that
guided their work.

A century later John Dewey (hl 859-d1952), who published widely on educational and
psychological issues, was discussing good educational practices for teachers, children
and for their families. Dewey in the United States and Maria Montessori (hi 870-dl 952)
in Italy were instrumental in improving schooling by taking into consideration the social
aspects of education and advocating child-oriented approaches including problem
solving, learning by doing, and purposeful activities.

According to Berger (1 995 61), "Even though the period of 1890 to 1910 stressed love
and freedom, the period of' 19 10 to 1930 emphasized strict scheduling and discipline,
and self-regulation appeared in the late 1930s
and 1940s,
other theories were interwoven
with these during the

same

periods.

By the 1920's behaviour theorists such as Sechenov (h1829-d1905), Pavlov (h1849d1936), Thorndike (hl74-II 949) and Skinner (b1904-dl 990) had investigated a range
of behavioural phenomena which. in education, led to the development and wide
implementation of programmed activities in which a stimulus followed by an
appropriate response led to a rewarding reinforcement. This associative style of learning
proliferated in an era when schools were regarded as a type of factory that served the
economic needs of the nation by preparing workers for the expanding industrial
economy, and as an homogenising social and cultural influence. Students were regarded
as raw materials

-

products that needed to be shaped, standardized, inspected and

controlled. The school was the centre of learning, and superintendents and
administrators controlled the compilation, method of delivery, and assessment of what
was necessary to be taught. Reference was made to students' needs and desires only as
they affected the desired outcomes.
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Even later works in the 1960s and 1970s, such as Hyman (1964), concentrated on
intellectualisation processes. Classroom teachers were assessed for the amount of time
they spent on organizational procedures, scheduled subject matter, non-scheduled
subject matter, and interpersonal behaviour. An example given allows 2% of time for
interpersonal behaviour, while 70% is allocated to scheduled subject matter (Hyman
1964 p 154). Modes of communication were examined intensively. Substantive
meanings, substantive-logical meanings, instructional meanings, instructional-logical
meanings

-

each with a number of sub-sets

-

were exhaustively detailed, as were

cognitive processes, instructional patterns and methods, information-processing
conceptions, psychological climates, role definition, psychoanalytic concepts,
qualitative and creative teaching. How teachers should teach and how students acquire
content-oriented learning were the emphases of this era. The teachers, fortified with the
cognitive detail about how students learn, were therefore supplied with the reason as to
why they should teach in the particular manner prescribed. No mention is made about
why the students might wish to learn.

In later decades Kolb (1984), Perry (1988), Brookfield (1990) and others advised a
variety of teaching styles as a diversity of learning methods had now been identified and
legitimised. It was now mentioned that students wished to learn because they were
curious, that they wished to emulate adults, that they sought positive recognition of their
abilities (they wished to be regarded as 'good'), and that they responded well to small
rewards (Gleitman 1981 pp 502-506).

In Freire's pedagogy (Freire 1972 and Shor 1993) students experience education as
something they do, not as something done to them. Students should learn to question
answers rather than just answer questions. They are not vacant bank accounts to be
filled with deposits from the required syllabus. The more they work at storing the
'deposits' bestowed upon them, the less they develop the critical consciousness which
would result from their intervention in the world as transformers of that world.

Many teachers now believe that it is better to adopt a broadly encompassing and
empathizing teaching style and maintain a stable pattern of teacher-student
communication in order to provide reassuring stability at a time of vastly changing
perceptions for the students. That is, set a classroom atmosphere and promote a given

set of standards and encourage the students to adjust to your teaching style, allowing
within your expectations manoeverability and accommodation for differing personalities
and rates and levels of adjustment. This allows the students to construe the meanings,
encourages them to begin to understand what others mean, and promotes the students'
understandings of social norms and values. This is being constructivist and encouraging
constructivism.

Teachers with whom I discussed classroom practice believed that to respond to stimulus
from the students to the extent of actually adjusting their own style, depending upon
which student was being communicated with, was not a practical option and does not
promote directed self-awareness, critical reflection and constructive learning by the
students. We must model desired traits, not just tell the students about them. But, while
doing so, we must not underestimate, nor neglect to acknowledge, the many powerful
and pertinent contributions of great educators in past generations.

2.9 'Good' principles, understandings and values

Teachers
Students' intrapersonal and interpersonal abilities are a key focus of the NTCF (2002)
teaching document. The "EsseNTial Learnings" are organised into four domains with
the "Inner Learner.., a self-directed and reflective thinker" (NT CF 2002 p 1 8) at the
core, surrounded by the three domains of the Creative Learner, a persevering and
resourceful innovator, the Collaborative Learner, an effective communicator and group
member, and the Constructive Learner, a thoughtful producer and contributer. The
NTCF describes the "EsseNTial Learnings" as being not an end in themselves, but as
enabling the provision of a basis for life-long learning that is vital for learners to
effectively fulfil many of the life rOles expected of them in the broader community.
Required outcomes, such as for the "Inner Learner, In 3 'Makes decisions and takes
actions based on personal values and principles that reflect empathy and integrity"
(NTCF 2002 p 27) bode well for educators concerned with moral development and who
regard the attainment of higher order thinking as more necessary to future social
well-being than the carefully scheduled standardized content-based input that has
previously dominated primary schooling.
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Diagram 2: Connecting

the NTCF to Bloom's Taxonomy and Gardner's Intelligences
in the 3 Domains of Content, Context & Process

The NT Curriculum Framework, with the "EsseNTial Learnings" of the Inner Learner, the
Creative Learner, the Collaborative Learner, and the Constructive Learner, retains a place for
the well-known and widely ascribed to Bloom's taxonomy and Gardner's intelligences. In the
face of such comprehensive systemic changes, many teachers find this linking with known and
valued teaching methodologies very reassuring.
(Diagram derived from inftwmation given during a \'TCF2002 professional development session presented by Eva Lawler.)

Teachers in the Northern Territory are currently being introduced to the new NTCF
document and are being advised that they may still structure their planning, teaching and
assessment according to Bloom's taxonomy and Gardner's intelligences in the three
domains of content, context and process. This is reassuring for teachers who dislike
change, but the continued use of these pre-computer theories may be inappropriate in an
era when multi-media information access has diminished the importance of knowledge
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acquisition and heightened the importance of information analysis and synthesis, nor
does 21 century technological aptitude appear to blend easily with Gardner's model.

Learning of any type is expected to yield visible changes in the behaviour of the learner.
Much learning is simply adding to our already known and internalised meaning schemes
rather than constructing new meaning schemes. If we view education as the means by
which individuals and societies are shaped and changed then fostering the "EsseNTial
Learnings" could bring significant and beneficial changes to teaching practice in the
Northern Territory.

There is the danger that the heightened empiricism accompanying such systemmandated incursions as the 'First Steps' professional development programs, MultiAssessment Program (MAP) tests, Outcomes Profiles, and Benchmarking assessments
has already instilled in classroom teachers such an atmosphere of having to document
'proof of every advancement that every strand and substrand of each curriculum area
including the intrapersonal and interpersonal skills of the "EsseNTial Learnings" area

-

-

will be reduced to itemized checklists, publicly displayed in the classrooms with rows of
gold stars heralding advancement along an artificial taxonomic continuum. Such
practices would negate the very moral development being sought.

Students
When assessing and forming opinions about students, classroom practice and
community understandings we need to be aware that "the evocative power of reification
is double-edged. Classifying people under broad categories can focus attention on a kind
of diversity, but the reification can give differences and similarities a concreteness they
do not actually possess" (Wenger 1998 p 58). Wenger warns that reification
contextualises meaning, but it is neither intrinsic nor universal and although it makes up
for the limitations of participation, participation and reification must be in balance, in
proportion to what is required.

Some staff expressed an understandable concern about my classroom practice during
this study. Adults may resist contradictions to their beliefs and deny discrepancies
between new learning and previous knowledge. Many learners entrench themselves
even more firmly in their belief system and become hostile or withdrawn when
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confronted by a new or changed learning environment. Brookfield (1995 p 45) refers to
the perverse psychology of denial despite contradictory evidence. Adult learners may
also resist contradictions to their social or cultural value systems. The emotional
perturbation of the cognitive adjustment required by critical self-reflection and
emancipatory learning as new patterns and relationships are sought and rationalized has
been documented. Mezirow (1990) describes how this sense of alienation can lead to the
seeking out of others in similar situations, desiring collaborative learning, then
progressing to becoming self-directed and undergoing 'reintegration into society'.

A criticism of education systems has been the tendency of practitioners to ascribe to
fads and fashions and to lose an overall perspective. We may feel that we are being:
blown about by the winds of cultural and pedagogic preference. We justify what
we do and why it's important
on reasons of tradition and on appeals to ascribed
authority. When they ask us why we work in the way we do, we reply that this is
the way it's always been done or that this is how other people do it. Critically
reflective teachers have their practice grounded in a clearly understood rationale.
They can call on this rationale when they need to justify themselves.
(Brookfield 1995 p 266)
...

An awareness of the need for a clearly explicable rationale assists both in implementing
and reflecting on decisions about an innovation, and defending, justifying and
advocating our methods when requested to do so. Critically reflective teachers are
themselves students, who work democratically, value interdependence with the outside
world, nurture a collective spirit through peer teaching and group collaboration, and are
prepared to nourish intellectual inquiry from beyond the classroom.

Without critical reflection the aims and purposes that teachers pursue cannot be the
result of conscious choice

-

they are merely the mores and constraints contained in a

structured system over which they have little, if any, direct control. Brookfield
advocates modelling the process of critical reflection:
Before students can engage critically with ideas and actions, they may need a
period of assimilation and grounding in a subject area or skill set. Lecturing may
be a very effective way of ensuring this. Before students can be expected to think
critically, they must see this process modelled in front of their eyes. A lecture in
which a reader questions her own assumptions, acknowledges ethical dilemmas
hidden in her position, refers to inconvenient theories, facts and philosophies that
she has deliberately overlooked, and demonstrates an openness to alternative
viewpoints encourages students to do likewise. Through lectures that stimulate
critical analysis, a teacher sets a tone for learning.
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(Brookfield 1995 p 4)
Schools
The pervading influence of positivism in schools has resulted in a tendency to perceive
all practical problems as technical issues. This has encouraged the creation of systemand school- imposed 'objective' procedures that have removed control of certain
situations from the classroom teacher and hence caused a decline in the willingness and
capacity of teachers to reflect upon their own situations and change them through their
own actions.

Systems
Can and Kemmis (1988) comment on the work of the early critical theorists, such as
Horkheimer, Adorno and Marcuse, who were concerned with
the dominance of positivist science and the degree to which it had become a
20th
powerful element in
century ideology. The success of research in the physical
sciences led to emulative attempts in the social sciences. The animate world was
being treated as 'methodologically' equivalent to the inanimate, and the forms of
reasoning appropriate for dealing with the inanimate world were being applied
increasingly and impetuously to the human and social worlds. By the late 1920's
the instrumental rationality of positivism had begun to generate a complacency
about the role of science in society and about the nature of science itself. The role
of science had become technical feeding instrumental reasoning and providing
the methods and principles for solving technical problems of producing given
outcomes; and science itself had become doctrinaire, believing itself to have
solved the essential problems of the nature of truth and diminishing the field of
epistemology to the philosophy of science. Science, it was argued, had become
'scientistic', believing in its supreme power to answer all significant questions.
(Can and Kemmis p 17)
-

Communities
it is easy now to forget the basis from which these theorists were working, that their
preconditions had been established in the early stages of industrial capitalism, and that
the concept of transformation had already been examined in various works. Zaretsky
(1976) comments on the writings of Charles Fourier who, during and after the French
Revolution, produced extraordinarily sensitive critiques introducing new conceptions of
the individual, the possibilities of social life and the emancipation of individuals within
communities.
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Zaretsky suggests that:
The defence of the individual against capitalism began amid the petty bourgeois
movements of artisans, peasants and tradesmen opposed to the rise of large-scale
capital in the 19th century. Within these movements the defence of small-scale
private property was often intermingled with a defence of the individual as an end
in him- or herself. Since private property and the self-sufficient family were the
bases of these movements the split between the personal and the political was not
part of their outlook. Utopian socialists, reformers, and radical artists in the period
following the French Revolution discussed morality and the family as easily as
politics and economics. They saw the enhancement of the individual as the end of
political change, and saw the individual's sel f-tran s formation as its means.
(Zaretsky 1976 p 86)
Habermas (1969) developed the idea of a critical social science that is located between
philosophy and science. He considered that science should be justified by epistemology,
not epistemology by science, and critically examined the way in which the positivist
understanding of knowledge is legitimised. He showed how science is just one form of
knowledge among others and decried the claim that science offers an objective or
neutral account by rex,caling, how different kinds of knowledge are shaped by the human
interest they serve. This theory of knowledge-constituted interests rejects the concept of
detached or disinterested acts. lie saw knowledge as the outcome of human activity
motivated by natural needs and interests. His work attempts to distil the social and
historical processes that have caused subjective meanings to become systematically
distorted. 1-labermas argued that a critique method is required.

This is where we may have difficulty communicating about 'good' teaching practice
with our colleagues. Some teachers, instilled with exemplary notions of classroom
behaviour management, still expect to lead classroom discourse unchallenged, to allow
few student-led discussions and to request frequent silent work sessions. Such teachers
discern unacceptable and egocentric impatience where others discern only boredom,
they find 'deviance' where others see only justifiable complaints of unnecessary
constraints on 'normal' student behaviour. Such disparities need to be addressed
rationally and with respect for individual teachers' professional skills, but with the end
view of achieving what is best for the students always in mind.
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Globalization
McInerney (2001 pp 2-10) comments on the "market-driven approach to education
characterised by a culture of managerialism, an emphasis on competition and efficiency
and a whittling away of support for teachers' professional development". Wenger
(1998 pp 45-47) discusses the inseparable duality of the social practices that address
necessary production, and the individually specific ways of engaging with the world,
when discussing the ways in which communities of practice sustain peoples' ability to
do their work. He warns that managers take an individual linear view of 'assembly-line'
practice, requiring empirically provable outcomes as final 'products'.

The promotion of school principals as managers, with classroom teachers as mere
technicians delivering a system-mandated curriculum is likely to lead to further
conceptional disparities between teaching staff within each school, dependent upon their
sense of working as a part of a co-operative community. In the micro-politics of the
school, rational discussions and debates at staff meetings may be forced to give way to
authoritarian leadership practising under the guise of inclusive managerialism.

2.10 'Good' assumptions

Teachers
Taking a critically reflective stance towards teaching, learning and classroom
management helps us to avoid stasis, unfair bias, and not being fully aware of motives
and intentions. Assumptions are our taken- for- granted beliefs about the world and our
place within it that seem so obvious to us as not to need stating explicitly. According to
Brookfield (1995 chapter 1), prescriptive assumptions are the assumptions about what
we think ought to be happening in a particular situation. We use paradigmatic
assumptions in a strongly internalised manner to order the world into functional
categories. Causal assumptions help us understand how different parts of the world
work and the conditions under which processes can be changed. They are usually stated
in predictive terms, e.g. if we use learning contracts this will increase students' selfdirectedness.

Critical reflection helps to clarify deeply embedded assumptions. Some easily
uncovered 'common sense' assumptions of 'good' teaching are: visiting each group of
students after they have been set a task; cut down on 'lecturing' because it increases
passivity; use learning contracts as they promote decision-making and responsibility;
use discussion groups as they promote discourse

-

but they often merely promote in-

class power dynamics (Brookfield 1995 pp 4-5).

Teachers assume so much

that our decision to enter the teaching profession was a

-

'good' decision, for a start. But beyond that, there are further assumptions

-

that what

we intend to do in the classroom is 'good', that the manner in which we will achieve this
is 'good', that the outcomes for our students will be 'good'. Motives, intentions,
methods and results

-

all these are 'good'. So, why should there be any discord in the

classroom? At what point do things start going 'bad'? Or is the actuality of 'badness' an
assumption also?

So many of our teaching assumptions appear to be stuck in a quagmire of 'banking
deposits', with us perceiving the denotation of 'good' as a sequential progression along
an unfolding continuum, with every marker-point along the way needing to be signed
off before any further progression can be attempted, and any 'bad' needing to be made
'good' immediately. For example, we may assume that a student who cannot read
cannot achi eve literary interpretations such as character studies, that a student who
cannot do basic algorithms cannot do problem-solving, that a student who has behaviour
problems and does not cooperate well with other students in some situations cannot
apply themselves with consideration in other aspects of school life. Many of these
assumptions are introduced to us as proven realities and may be reinforced as being
'good' by peers and senior staff.

An example of an assumed 'good' rule practised by some classroom teachers is the
issuing of 'pen licences' to those students that they deem able to write neatly enough to
be graduated from using pencils. These teachers believe that by not allowing their
students to use biros and textas until they can write and colour-in neatly will promote
the 'good' skill of being able to produce attractively presented work. Attractive work is
thereby directly related to 'good' work, although critical reflection will expose this
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misconception

-

a piece of writing may be of 'good' quality without being particularly

neat.

The 'pen licences' are often handed out at school assemblies and are a source of pride to
many students, usually in the early childhood and middle primary classrooms. In such
classrooms the "conditioned response" (Pavlov 1981 p 99) to a request to either write or
colour in will result in students with 'pen licences' reaching for their biros or textas,
while students without 'pen licences' will get out their graphite and coloured pencils.
Some teachers have a less restrictive 'pen licences' rule that applies only to written
work and to the use of biros versus graphite pencils.

Teachers who do not have 'pen licences' rules in their classrooms told me that they have
found that it is creatively and artistically constraining to have some students not allowed
to use textas, while 'licenced' students are dissuaded from using coloured pencils, as to
do so is regarded by their peers as a retrograde step. 1 personally find that many students
with fine motor difficulties enjoy using textas

-

apart from being more colourful, they

are softer and easier for young students to use than the hard and poor quality schoolissued sets of coloured pencils, with their propensity to break and chip when wielded by
small and sometimes clumsy hands. In my own classroom I prefer to concentrate on
promoting students' discernment regarding the most appropriate tools for the set
learning task, and allow them the autonomy of making such small and non-academic
decisions themselves.

Brookfield (1995 p 7) comments that assumptions may be entirely valid, yet there can
be quite plausible arguments against them. The consideration of whether or not to issue
'pen licences' is an example where disparities within a school regarding 'good'
classroom management may not cause conflict between colleagues. It does not create
conflict in the school in which I work, although teachers in neighbouring classrooms
have differing practices. Therefore, to not be doing what some teachers regard as a
'good' classroom practice, does not necessarily mean that an alternative practice is
'bad', nor are the disparities necessarily disruptive to general school colleageality.
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Students
Behaviour management programs may be based on instrumental learning techniques
(described by Gleitman 1981 chapter 4), which, on closer examination, are exposed as
being developed from mandated assumptions. For the 'targeted' student it involves
response selections based on the 'good' assumption made by the classroom teacher, and
other supportive peers, that adherence to the 'good' classroom management plan in situ
is a reasonable expectancy. Behaviour therapists at professional development sessions
may advocate such methods without critically questioning whether the assumed 'good'
classroom rules of conduct are indeed suitable for today's students. The question is one
of deviance

-

is it the student who is deviant or the imposed 'good' rules that are

deviant?

I would not wish to usurp other individuals' decisions about what is 'good' for them,
and I understand that assumptions on what is 'good' for them may differ from my
assumptions as to what is 'good' for me. But I do question the sequential nature of
education in general, and aspects of education in particular, that result from these
assumptions, e.g. programming sequences, levels of difficulty of units of work, quality
of discourse with students, style of classroom management, behaviour management
methods, communication with parents.

I especially question that these assumptions are all similarly weighted. Brookfield
(1995 p 7) recommends that we should investigate assumptions and try to understand a
variety of viewpoints. My investigations have led me to believe that there are major and
minor assumptions and that minor assumptions should not be allowed to impinge upon
major assumptions. I have observed that there are tiered assumptions. Such assumptions
are made following previous decisions that were based on assumptions. This sequence
should be recognized and, even if the second-tier assumptions are allowed to stand, they
should be recognized for what they are and weighted accordingly.

Major assumptions pertain to the professionality of teaching. They are the stable,
theoretically-based assumptions that the trained practising teacher has a right to make,
and indeed must often make in order to fulfil the requirements of their duty statement.
However, teachers should not make these assumptions in isolation, without reference to
alternative points of view and to additional information should any queries arise.
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Major assumptions
o Motive

-

-

some examples:

That the teacher has chosen the 'right' vocation, i.e. that his/her

personality will be able to adapt to the requirements of the profession.
o Intentions

-

That the general teaching intentions are 'good', i.e. that the current

educational system is the best possible at this point in time for this group of
children, that the grouping of students to make up the class is reasonable, that the
learning area statements and their accompanying curricula and planned
assessments are suitable to the students and to tomorrow's world. (Homeschooling and blended schooling challenge the assumption that the school
classroom is 'good' for every child, and certain individual family situations may
provide more suitable education elsewhere.)
a Methods

-

That the manner in which the intentions will be achieved is 'good'

i.e. that the classroom programme, units of work, teacher-student discourse,
resources and equipment used are the most desirable and pertinent obtainable.
a Results

-

That the outcomes for the students will be 'good', i.e. that the students

will develop all the requisite skills and knowledge cognisant with mental and
physical well-being, as required for tomorrow's world.

Minor assumptions are to do with the day-to-day practicalities of managing the
education of the group of individuals who comprise the class or school. They are built
upon the major assumptions, but are more malleable and ductile. They can be adjusted
to suit individual students and/or occasions. An outsider may be able to change these
assumptions, but only after concerted and reinforced input.

Minor assumptions
o

-

some examples:

information technology

-

That using the computer will enhance learning, so it

should be utilized whenever possible.
a 'The basics'

-

(i) That 'the basics' is an encapsulated, universally agreed-to set

of facts. (ii) That 'the basics' is pre-requisite learning for the achievement of an
'education'. (iii) That 'basic' knowledge such as spelling, the times tables, the
climate zones, the chemical symbols for the elements, etc., have to be 'drilled'
until instant recall is achieved.
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o Specialists

That specialists for music, physical education, behaviour

-

management, etc., know much more than the ordinary classroom teacher,
therefore their advice should always be followed.

Tiered assumptions emanate from the evolution of a sequence of accepted 'facts' and
although seemingly petty and superficially based, are difficult to change as the
defendant readily falls back upon the previous assumption that underpins the
assumption currently being discussed. The difficulty is that some parts of some of the
underlying assumptions are quite reasonable and rational in the given or some other
situations. Brookfield advocates a critically reflective practice to avoid making poor
decisions based on what superficially appears to be 'good' common sense.

Numerous non-academic decisions made throughout the school day, e.g. the timing of
recesses, asking to go for a drink, not using a pen unless you have a 'pen licence', ruling
up in red and writing in black or blue, putting up your hand and being asked to speak
before you can speak to the teacher, are so entrenched in the schooling system that
teachers are usually unaware of how idiosyncratic they are and how much they are at
odds with usual everyday practices in the wider society.

Tiered assumptions

-

some examples:

a Example A
Being a member of the Student Representative Council (SRC)
promotes responsibility, co-operation and communication with others
therefore,
by the end of the year, all the student representatives will be much
more responsible, co-operative, communicative students and
this will lead on to them being more aware, capable, communicative
young adults.

However, being a member of the SRC may in fact cause jealousy and nastiness,
the student may become unpopular and develop quite serious interpersonal
problems, or the student may become egotistical and disliked by peers. This may
lead to a resultant drop in the student's positive attitude to the school system, a
decrease in feelings of responsibility for the well-being of other students, less
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co-operation with peers and those in authority, and a decrease in opportunities to
communicate constructively. I have also been involved in situations in which the
parents of SRC members evolved a sense of status of their child that did not
reflect the true nature of the SRC's power and prestige within the school.

a Example B
The teacher assumes that teachers are in a position of authority and
have the right of 'control' in the classroom and that
this control extends to every aspect of action (not just the academic
aspects), so therefore
the teacher should make rules to ensure control and
these rules do not have to be confined to actual teaching/learning
matters. thus
the teacher should impose curbs on such aspects as seating
arrangements. walking about the classroom, work groups, how and
what items should be arranged on the desks/tables, borrowing items
from other students, what colour pen to use, how wide margins
should be. when eating, drinking and going to the toilet is

permissabic. no blowing of noses or sharpening pencils when the
teacher i talking etc., following which
a schedule olpunishments must be drawn up and
these punishnients must be imposed on miscreants otherwise control
will he lost and authority will be undermined.

An outsider, view in the end situation, may well wonder what connection the
punishment has with the actual purpose of schooling, as the link between the
getting of an education and the punishment imposed is now so tenuous. The eighth
step in the sequence may be to inflict a 'personal attack' link to the abrogation by
using the comment "I'm very disappointed in you". By using this statement the
teacher is placing herself/himself in the position of 'victim'. This is both
dangerous and manipulative, laying the teacher open to further 'assaults' by the
aggressive-minded students and inflicting ego-deflating guilt on those students
with responsible attitudes.
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Schools
According to Brookfield (1995 p 8) reflection is not necessarily 'critical'. Reflective
teachers seek to probe beneath the veneer of a 'common-sense' experience.
Critical reflection on school experience certainly does tend to lead to the uncovering of
paradigmatic, structuring assumptions. But the depth of a reflective effort does not make
it critical.

Reflection becomes critical when it has two distinctive purposes:
To understand how considerations of power undergird, frame and distort
educational processes and interactions within schools.
To question assumptions and practices that seem to make our teaching lives
easier, but actually work against our best long-term interests.
Becoming alert to the oppressive dimensions of our practice (many of which reflect an
unquestioned acceptance of values, norms and practices defined for us by others) is
often the first step in working more democratically and co-operatively with students and
colleagues. Critical reflection should focus on unearthing the ways in which the
dynamics of power invade and distort educational processes (Brookfield 1995 p 9).
The choice to become critically reflective of practices within our schools will be nrnde
only if we see clearly that it will be beneficial for ourselves and for our students.
It helps us take informed actions

-

informed actions are those that can be

explained and justified to ourselves and others. Informed actions have a good
chance of achieving the consequences intended.
It helps us develop a rationale for our practice
rationale of infoniied commitment

-

-

a procedural utility but also a

this is a psychological, professional and

political necessity. Students dislike teachers who have an agenda and a preferred
way of working, but will not share this 'up front' with the students. Teachers
must establish credibility.
It helps us avoid self-laceration

-

teachers who systematically investigate how

their students are experiencing learning know that much student resistance is
socially and politically sculpted.
It grounds us emotionally

-

the critically reflective habit prevents us from being

caught on an emotional roller-coaster where every action either confirms
brilliance or underscores failure.
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It enlivens our classrooms

-

we model intellectual inquiry and democratic

processes. When inviting students to critique our efforts we deconstruct
traditional power dynamics and relationships that stultify critical inquiry.
It increases democratic trust

teachers can make a difference in the world.

-

Students learn democratic or manipulative behaviour, whether independence of
thought is really valued or whether everything depends on pleasing the teacher

Critical reflection is inherently ideological. It is morally grounded in values of justice,
fairness and compassion and finds its political representation in the democratic process.
Since it is difficult to show consideration for others when we are divided, suspicious and
scrambling for advantage, critical reflection urges us to create conditions in our schools
under which each person is respected, valued and heard. In pedagogic terms, this means
the creation of democratic classroom and collegial discussions. In terms of our
professional development, it means an engagement in critical conversation (Brookfield
1995 pp 10-27).

2.11 'Good' learning: ownership, potential and outcomes

Teachers
In order to be committed, teachers and learners need to be aware of their own thought
processes and knowledge, able to make connections with previous knowledge and to
feel relevance and a sense of ownership over what they are learning. Traditional
instruction rarely addresses intrapersonal and interpersonal issues such as metacognition, self-confidence, self-responsibility, independence and internal control. Coil
(1997 pp 56-65) discusses the difficulties of achieving both equity and excellence in
schools, noting the constraining logistics of timetabling and resources when teachers are
trying to address the needs of high ability students.

When we construct understanding we make sense of our world by synthesizing new
experiences into what we have previously come to understand. Constructive learning is
not discovering more, but interpreting through a different scheme or structure. Students'
cognitive developmental abilities are another major factor in the process of constructing
understanding. Teachers must interpret student responses in development terms and
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must appreciate those terms. In mathematics, for example, students counting the 6
squares made from each of 4 pieces of coloured cardboard could also be encouraged to
consider each square as 1/6 of each piece and as 1/24 of the whole amount of the
cardboard.

The proposition that we construct individual understandings of our world and the
assertion that schools must play an important role in this process does sound simple. But
what sounds simple propositionally is quite difficult operationally. We often tend to
draw analogies for our students rather than entering into dialogue with them.
Teachers control almost all verbal communications,
which are predominantly of the 'teacher-student-teacher'
format. An example is this well-known visual discrimination
exercise that I observed being used as follows:
"Who can see a vase in this picture?"
"I can, lVliss."
"Oh, that's good ... Now, who can see two faces?...".

Diagram 3 Vase/Faces reversal

As I watched, it occurred to me that better learning outcomes could be achieved by
encouraging the students to discuss points of view with each other— which would allow
them many more analytical, discussion and feedback opportunities, everyone in the class
would have the opportunity to both talk and listen, and interpersonal relationships would
be promoted.

Democratic discussion is commensurate with participatory, active and reflective
learning. Classroom discussion and communicative task groups that reflect inequitable
power dynamics were examined by Burbules (2000). He asserts that dialogue is not
necessarily democratic, nor is it self-corrective, and it can exert an hegemonic
dominance by restricting communications to a prescribed format. Teachers who believe
that by encouraging dialogue in their classrooms they are practising proponents of
collaborative enquiry, and are encouraging critical deliberation, empathy, and
understanding, need to consider the negative aspects of dialogue. In classroom dialogue
there is not always equal contribution

-

both in initiation and reciprocity

-

and

omissions of participation need to be examined to expose power differentials. Teachers
must be constantly aware that classroom dialogues should be "open, respectful critical
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engagements from which we can learn about others, about the world, and about
ourselves" (Burbules 2000 p 2).

Burbules warns against an over-reliance on the unexamined dialogue with its
assumptions of inclusiveness that is used in interpersonal communication in the
education system.
He explores:
o

the confrontational, agonistic, liberal view of dialogue that is a vehicle for
reconciling conflicting opinions

-

but only on the agreed terms of

participation
o

the non-confrontational feminist viewpoint that resists competitive
interaction and promotes a more co-operative, less vigorously self-assertive
stance

o

the truth-seeking Platonic view that regarded knowledge as a humanly
attainable and unchanging absolute; hermeneutic dialogue that emphasizes
equalizing, questioning participation culminating in mutually agreed fusion
of understanding on neutral ground

o

Freirian dialogue that exposes" 'banking' forms of education as the mere
depositing of information in the minds of students" (Burbules 2000 p 4), and
expouses 'conscientization'

o

the post-liberal dialogue of Habermas who examines the evaluative standards
inherent in communicative interactions.

Communication that is subject to terms, "good' behaviour that is made a condition of
participation" (Burbules 2000 p 5), insufficient sensitivity to conditions of adversity,
restrictive formats, rejection of negotiation, suppression of differing values,
unwillingness to collaborate, exclusion of personal and cultural differences, and preempted outcomes entail diverse dialogical encounters. This multiplicity of reasons for
less than optimum outcomes will then impinge upon classroom motivation, social
involvement and academic outcomes. Such inhibitive practices will limit honest
communication and inhibit the attainment of the communication necessary in the
increasingly highly mobile and globalized world.
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Knowledge, agreement, understanding, normalization, a heightened appreciation of
others, and a better way of planning encounters with others are positive outcomes that
make the encouragement of dialogue a reasonable and educative activity. We should be
aware that dialogue is a tool that is not able to be used equally well by all the
participants in the classroom due to various situational conditions. Burbules' message to
classroom teachers is to ensure that the necessary knowledge, skills and motivation to
engage in dialogue are present and that pre-empted conclusions are not.

Grundy (1989) argues that the prevalent 'carrot and stick' method for improving the
teaching profession will ultimately fail. A fresh way of looking at teachers' work and
human action is needed. She warns that efficient production is increasingly seen as the
indicator of success and that the technologization of society has resulted in increasing
emphasis on:
o

the concise specification of objectifiable goals

o

the effective application of skills

o

rigorous systems of appraisal

o

the end result of guarantees of excellence.

This process is dependent upon sophisticated management systems and justified by
economic imperatives.

Technicist consciousness has become the dominant ideology, permeating both primary
and secondary, and now even tertiary industries

-

including the service industries of

education and health. Quantifiable results are being demanded of the education system.
Skills, technology and management are a narrow conception of 'education'; these
products are replacing the emphasis on the processes of learning, creativity and
interaction, and are undermining our professional status. Professional classroom practice
should not be reduced to the certainties of technology-based plans.

In an age where high levels of predictability and certitude are prized, when the practice
cannot provide the certitude required, then action may be reduced to work, judgement to
skill, and deliberation replaced by adherence to set rules. Rather than education being
regarded as an ongoing human 'good' we hear the education process described as a
system that produces 'products'. This process is accompanied by the demand that the
'products' be readily and regularly tested and measured to determine their quality.
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Moreover, teaching is regarded as the application of sets of skills in this production
process.

'Good' has been described as a consensual understanding, accepted and applauded
action, e.g. in the school system, the 'good' is often a process that results in quantifiable
products. Classroom teachers are increasingly being asked to reflect a consensual
understanding of 'good' when making decisions regarding their students' achievements
in literacy and numeracy.

However, professional practice is the realm of inter-subjective action and
understanding; unpredictability and uncertainty are its hallmarks. No teacher,
introducing a new process or item of content, can be sure that the activity will be a
meaningful and rich experience for every, or indeed, any student. Hannah Arendt (cited
in Carr 1989 p 79) accepts such unpredictability as part of the activa vita (the active
life).

Students
The objectification process, when applied to teaching, reduces children to objects who
need to be successfully programmed for life. Such an approach admits no possibility
that problems may be interactively generated between the person and his/her situation.
Technological practice is the fantasy of certainty in human affairs. Its attractiveness is
that it excludes haphazardness and contributes predictable order. Technologized practice
allows the teachers to assimilate information provided for their use, then to use it to
improve their practice and instruction so that they can generate desirable outcomes in
their students. However, this does not mean that either teachers or students can be
'formatted' like computer discs.

Social action requires more humanistic judgement than technological skill, more
personal deliberation and interaction than objectification. True professionalism reestablishes respect for persons, believes that human judgement is a legitimate basis for
action, and considers the various conceptions of 'good'. What is accepted as being
'good' may merely reflect the interests of some powerful group. The teaching
profession's own understandings of 'good', developed through time and introduced to
neophytes during pre-service training, are the basis for professional practice. These
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conceptions may become reified into traditions that remain unexamined over time and
become transformed into an assumption of 'good' teaching practice

Ideology is the production and control of meaning, and hegemony is the meaning
systems that come to have such uncritical acceptance that they gain an unquestioned
acceptance into our consciousness. Professional practice is always in danger of
operating within an inflexible ideological framework when fundamental meanings, such
as that of the 'good' remain unexamined. Professionals should always be concerned
with the particular human 'good' with which their profession is concerned. We must
constantly examine our meaning systems and be aware that they may be advantageous
to certain groups who, through having had their beliefs generally accepted, retain their
dominance because their preferred meaning systems have prevailed.

Hegemony is always in a state of contestation because its complex, contradictory and
discordant construction makes it vulnerable to subordinate groups with their own
interpretations and meanines. I do not agree with the phrase "to be a protector of the
meaning of the particular human good" (Grundy 1989 p 85) as I feel that this gives
connotations of the mean lug ol good' as being unchanging. What is considered as
being 'good' is malleable, ductile, manoeverable, reciprocal and responsive to stimuli. if
it does not have these qualities then it is static doctrine, laid about with propaganda,
laissez faire, culpability and ineptitude.

Throughout the course of this study I became increasingly aware of the number of times
I was resorting to the time-honoured, time saving 'top-down' method of dispensing
information, and increasingly sensitive to its limitations and deficiencies. I began to
program for short small-group discussions in every learning area and allow more time in
every lesson for whole-class and individual commentary and feed-back. The results
were well worth the change, with the focus of the ownership of learning shifting away
from me and onto the students.

Schools
Schools have tended to emphasize lower-order thinking skills based on the acquisition
of content. Acquiring higher order thinking skills requires important motivating factors.
Higher order thinking is complex, yields multiple solutions, involves nuanced

judgement and interpretation, the application of multiple criteria, uncertainty, selfregulation, imposing meaning and finding structure in apparent disorder. Higher order
thinking involves considerable mental effort.
If schools do not encourage higher order thinking, then students:
o do not learn to think in an interdisciplinary way
o

cannot consider multiple points of view

o look for rules and procedures to settle questions
o have difficulty with prioritising and evaluating data
o resort to unqualified generalizations or dogmatic opinions

Higher order thinking is not encouraged when tasks do not require students to critically
reflect and evaluate. Teachers need to carefully consider the didactic methods employed
in their own learning and what factors influenced their own ability to think for
themselves.
Teachers tend to focus more of their time and energy on teaching new
information (i.e. creating memory networks) and less on using that knowledge in
such social problem situations as discussions, games, simulations, role playing,
storytelling, music and art (i.e. circuit testing)
Unfortunately, our culture
seems to value random facts, and schools tend to reinforce this bias.
(Sylwester 1995 p 102)
...

The 'jungle environment' brain model suggested by Edelman (cited in Sylwester 1995
pp 18-23) suggests a vast number of highly interconnected neural networks equivalent
to the complex set of jungle organisms that respond variously to environmental
challenges. Natural selection processes shape our neural networks over our lifetime. Our
brain, and especially our cortex "has evolved to effectively process the temporal and
spatial factors in the problems we confront, and the brain areas dedicated to
consciousness and emotion evolved to create our sense of se/land its personal and social
relationships to a problem" (Sylwester 1995 p 108). Sylwester argues that Gardner's
multiple intelligences, which have broadened the previous narrow, IQ-based view, can
be demonstrated to emanate from the three general categories that focus on the
temporal, spatial and personal challenges of our environment. He poses the educational
issue of whether schools should focus on increasing the students' strengths or improving
their weaknesses, and suggests that ideally they should do both.

Syiwester (1995 pp 126-134) discusses the work of Diamond (1988) and other brain
plasticity researchers whose studies on axon-dendrite connections, glial support cells,
neural stimulation and neural networking in rats indicate that significant general cortical
improvements can be achieved through an enriched, caring and interactive social and
educational environment. Therefore, while neural capability is genetically determined, it
can be promoted via extensive cultivation of metacognition, and other strategies and
attitudes conducive to 'good' thinking. Schools can develop and enhance these aspects
of intelligence. This improved knowledge of the neural functioning of mammalian
brains reinforces what many teachers already believe: 'good' quality teaching and
learning experiences stimulate the ability to receive, store, analyse, synthesize, evaluate
and transmit information.

Systems
The increasing focus over the last decade on the complexity of intelligence has
highlighted the overly narrow view of intelligence previously promoted by our
educational systems and, perhaps consequently, by our society in general. IQ tests have
been challenged as being questionable measures, relying too greatly on verbal
reasoning. Gardner (1983) emphasized that learning is not just about cognition (facts
and figures). His program, Practical Intelligence for Schools (PIFS), recognized that
students require practical coping skills to help with reading, writing and problemsolving as well as more traditional academic skills.

Braggett (1 994 p 1 32) advises that there is consistent evidence that all students can
increase their higher order thinking skills when learning strategies and skills are
specifically taught. He comments that "as the focus of teaching has moved from teacher
exposition to children 's learning, it has been realised that students should develop
specific skills in order to become independent, autonomous learners who are
responsible for their own learning" (Braggett 1994 p 100). He advises a rethinking of
program and unit planning in order to place a greater emphasis on higher levels of
thinking ability and higher performance for all. This includes schooling systems
requiring cohesive whole-school policies, promoting student, staff and parental
awareness, and using open-ended teaching strategies with no competence ceilings.

Of

The higher level thinking skills required at the upper end of Bloom's continuum are
similar to those required for successful functioning in the higher stages of Kohlberg's
moral reasoning.
These include:
o keen observation
o greater metacognition
o superior analytic ability
o the extrapolation of knowledge to new situations
o the ability to manipulate messages and systems
o the ability to contrast alternatives and consider varying courses of action
o the ability to consider cause and effect relationships
o the ability to discuss and prioritise concepts, themes and theories
o thinking that is abstract and logical
o insightful intrapersonal and interpersonal skills.

Bloom also emphasized the importance of early training by interested and influential
parents and/or teachers, especially where gifted and talented children were concerned.
His taxonomy of cognitive processes readily applies, as does Kohlberg's moral
reasoning stages, to the identification, programming, teaching and assessment of highly
motivated and highly achieving students.

Communities
Coil (1996) reflects on the need to raise both equity and excellence in schools, warning
of the boredom and frustration of students of high potential ability, and the need for
communities to work collaboratively to achieve better schooling for all our students.
Porter (1999) refers to the ways in which various families and communities identify and
respond to the needs of gifted and talented children. She states that in Australia the
identification process is largely the responsibility of teachers, who should be
"particularly attuned to the signs of advanced development, especially in children from
non-typical families" (Porter 1999 p 91).
When discussing the emotionally gifted, their strong potential for moral leadership and
inspiration to others is noted by Davis and Rimm (1998) who comment that:

These students enjoy questioning, discovery, the search for truth, and they love
ideas and theoretical analysis. They are curious. A concern for values and moral
thinking leads to the development of strong universal values, values that are
right and good based on effects upon others, independent of authority.
(Davis and Rimm 1998 p 400)
Porter (1999 pp 90-92) warns of the limitations of checklists in identifying gifted and
talented children, noting their non-specific nature, and their difficulty with assessing
emotional and behavioural abilities. Milgram (1989) considers the differences between
the mildly, moderately and profoundly gifted that may be evidenced variously according
to the setting of home, school or community. The influencing factors of age, sex,
culture, subculture, personality, socio-economic status, task commitment, learning style
and autonomy are widely held to be significant to every student's potential for
advancement.

Dodd and Menz (1996) comment on the accepted relationship between moral
development and giftedness, with the gifted students exhibiting more sensitivity towards
injustices and inconsistencies, but suggest that moral reasoning skills need to be
expedited as a part of all children's total intellectual and emotional development. The
term 'stewardship', they feel,
implies that moral development is the formation of a world view.. People find
their identity and place in the world through their experience in human
relationships and the interaction between social and natural systems. Moral
education involves a sense of personal identity with the world.
(Dodd and Menz 1996 p1)
.

Children learn morality through social practice. While highly intelligent adults are not
necessarily more moral than other adults, gifted children have a greater potential to
reason in more complex ways. However, "intellectual and emotional development may
develop asynchronously, causing children to become frustrated and upset" (Dodd and
Menz 1996 p 2). Nor may their behaviour consistently reflect their ability to discuss
what is 'good' and what is not; many can reason at a higher level than their speech
abilities may allow, or their actions portray. Dodd and Menz advocate a narrative
method in order to develop the ability to take the perspectives of others in a hierarchical
manner and to foster the skills of inference, empathy, analysis and critical decision
making about characters' actions and motives. "Children need to be encouraged to
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identify their own experiences with those of others in order to make more informed
personal decisions" (Dodd and Menz 1996 p 2).

Effective and efficient learning is learning fitted for the purpose. During optimistic
periods, our society has tended to believe positively in the power of change and has
encouraged the development and enhancement intrapersonal and interpersonal abilities,
and moral and ethical issues. These abilities and issues will increase in importance as
society becomes increasingly technologised and, if our human community is to be of
prime concern, teachers must resist the temptation to become mere service deliverers of
economically based skills curricula. If we apply the concept of multiple intelligences to
schools, successful schools will be those in which the teachers and students understand
the interdependent nature of the different intelligences and strive to co-operatively and
collegially develop and use their 'multiple intelligences'.

In this study a similar model to Milgram's three-dimensional model for giftedness is
explored with regard to the promotion of self-responsibility, critical thinking and the
advancement of moral development in a class of upper primary students. Disparities
between the students' perceptions of educational values, examining what was significant
to themselves, to their family and to their community, were also considered.

Diagram 4: Milgram's

Three-Dimensional Model for Giftedness

Milgram (1989) provides an awareness of the differences between the mildly, moderately and
profoundly gifted, similar to that already catered for when teaching retarded students. it
indicates the importance of parents and other organizations in the community on the child's
development. Milgram's model also exposes the significance of disparities between the three
settings of Home, School and Community. Milgram's model encourages the teacher to find
some special skill or attribute in every student, either within the classroom or beyond.
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2.12 Summary
o Many teaching texts aim at promoting self-concepts and self-esteem, but link
these to academic abilities rather than to persona! values. Moral values, either
intrapersonal or interpersonal, are generally neglected. Considerations of the
moral and philosophical issues involved are usually considered as being beyond
the scope of the practising primary school classroom teacher.
o Teachers are both empowered as the main knowledge-dispensers, especially of
the new multi-media forms of communication, (and may therefore concentrate
on promoting the higher order skills of analysis, synthesis and evaluation), and
dis-empowered (by being constrained to the centralizing, depersonalising
system-mandated fonTnats).
o Teachers deliver 'goods' a service to the community in which they live. The
emphasis of these goods' varies both between and within communities, and
changes over time. Teachers may practice for a variety of ego-centric and/or
exo-centric reasons in order to pass on knowledge, to prepare children for the
future, to develop intellectual abilities, or merely to earn an income.
-

o Being morally good is different to being 'good' at some particular skill or
ability. Conduct that teachers happen to approve of, praise and reward with merit
cards, ranges from the interpersonal 'being helpful' to the 'goodness' of
omission, of having good' classroom manners and never answering back, never
questioning, arguing or even dissenting, and always giving the expected, never
the unexpected. responses.
o 'Moral' can he used in the evaluative sense, synonymous with 'good', but a
student who is good is perhaps merely being described according to his level of
compliance to given rules. Good' behaviour needs to be viewed in context.
Behaviour that is habitual and non-reflective may be deemed as 'good', but it
requires no moral sell-evaluation.
o The process of morality, the required reasoning and intricacies of consideration,
as well as the methods of application, requires a continuous synthesizing of
every interpersonal engagement. The content of morality is similar to the content
of learning areas in the educational curricula; it is concerned with the acquisition
of definite subject matter.
o 'Moral development' is a term that has been more likely to be used and
recognised by parents as a desired quality in Church schools than in government
ID
schools. 'Moral' or 'good' intrapersonal and interpersonal values, skills and
understandings are now formalized in the "EsseNTial Learnings" section of the
NTCF (2002) with the expectancy that teachers will teach, assess and monitor
this paradigm of learning.

o

The age-related taxonomies of cognitive and meta-cognitive development are
still widely accepted, being used in schools and referred to in professional
development sessions, appearing to indicate to teachers that children can be
assisted in their progression from one level to the next. System mandated
assessment and reporting indicates that students deemed deficient in practising
such behaviour as 'respect for others', 'responsibility', 'self-control' etc., should
be encouraged to improve. If improvement is possible, then it is logical to
believe that guidance from teachers can assist the improvement.

o

Inhibitive practices will limit honest communication and the attainment of the
communication skills necessary in the increasingly highly mobile and globalized
world. The encouragement of dialogue will have the positive outcomes of a
heightened understanding and appreciation of others. Teachers need to be aware
that dialogue is a tool that is not able to be used equally well by all the
participants in the classroom due to various situational conditions.

o

Being critically reflective helps us to avoid stasis, unfair bias, and not being fully
aware of motives and intentions. We use assumptions in a strongly internalised
manner to order and categorize the world in which we work, but if we leave
these assumptions unexamined we will neglect opportunities to improve our
practice. Recent improvements in understanding of neural physiology can assist
teaching praxis.

o

Professional practice is always in danger of operating within an inflexible
ideological framework when fundamental meanings, such as that of the 'good'
remain unexamined. However, as professionals, we should always be concerned
with the particular human 'good' with which our profession is concerned. We
must constantly examine our own meaning systems with reference to
new/changed understandings in the wider community and with our prime
consideration for the students we are teaching.
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Chapter Three

Considerations when Examining Practice

How do teachers bridge the gap that exists between
themselves and their students? 1 argue that the first step
towards bridging the gap is for teachers to become aware
that there is indeed a gap and to identify the various ways
in which different values affect their own behaviour and
that of their children.
Currie J Mapping Within /)itjthent Valms Iianieu'nrks chapter 9 in
Leicester M. Modgil C and Modgil S (eds) 2001 Education, Cu/tine
and Ia/lIes vol iii: (/assmnm issues: Practice, Pedagogy and
Ca,,icu/n,n p 106.

In this chapter 1 will discuss factors that needed to be negotiated and interpreted during
this study, and show that these influenced the options available for examining my
practice. My intention was to record, without any judgemental connotations of
exemplary, satisfactory, or objectionable standards, my own preferred practice, the
effects this had on others, and the implications that may thereby be constructed and may
be useful to others. I recognise that there are no absolute, over-riding theories and
methodologies that can address every classroom and school situation, and that an
examination of teaching practice necessitates subjectivity relevant to the intentions of
the participants. An ethnographic form of recording ongoing events was found to be the
most suitable, with several small action research projects being incorporated into the
enquiry in order to permit focus of intent and assist clarity of outcomes.

3.1 Becoming aware of 'the gaps'

While adult learning has been viewed as a distinctive process and analysed to try to
explain the diverse types of contexts, theoretical frameworks, philosophical
perspectives, social milieux, cultural duress and general characteristics, the reasons for
primary school students wanting to learn have been less explored. Adult learning is
often described as highly motivated, voluntary and self-directed, with adults as being
able to initiate plans, make decisions, set objectives, select methods and evaluate
progress. Due to the influences of our materialistic modern society, it is rarely that the
given set objectives of the 'voluntary' adult learner are disassociated from the economic
and social coercion of his/her workplace and home environment.

Consideration of individual psychological types shows that not everyone prefers or is
interested in learning. The strongly humanist influence that led to the rise of
'facilitators' who employed inter-active strategies in which learners 'shared'
experiences, resources and expertise as 'equals' was supposed to make the learning
concrete and relevant rather than abstract, overly theoretical, and thus unrelated to the
learners' real requirements. The aim was to have participation in learning in a physically
and psychologically comfortable atmosphere. Despite these advances, it was still found

that adult learners tended to relate new tasks to previously learned tasks and that prior
learning could either enhance or interfere with new learning.
Anxiety observed was connected with attempts to become more autonomous, by
personal or job-related stress, or by associations with painful childhood school
experiences. Methods of overcoming anxiety in adults were examined by Bostock 1999
in her Doctor of Teaching thesis Overcoming Anxiety: the use of the Global Simulation
Technique in the teaching of French to Adults.

In day-to-day classroom activities teachers constantly experience difficulties relating the
latest theories of learning with our on-going teaching practice. There is a range of
theories and methodologies available, each with its own characteristics and orientations.
Selection tends to be influenced by short-term goals

-

the circumstantial demands for

immediate usefulness and practicality. Critical theory is valuable in helping us to make
connections between commonsense practices in schools and the ideologies of the wider
society. Critical theory provides analysis and indicates new directions. It focuses on
issues related to social justice, democratic ideals, and the rationalization of possibilities
considered available within opportunities.

Dewey (1904, cited in Beyer 2001) pointed out that immediate subject-oriented
proficiency should not be pursued at the expense of the development of thoughtful and
alert students. This ethical philosophy should continue to encourage teachers today to
move beyond merely focussing on classroom management techniques, despite the
current high profile of 'behaviour management' in schools. We should constantly aim to
improve our quality of teaching.

Classroom dynamics require genuine and sympathetic understandings. Arguments for
alternative values and actions are usually discouraged at the system-wide level in favour
of practices associated with corporate aims. However, the intricacy of perception and
skill of discussion of social (including intrapersonal and interpersonal classroom
aspects) and cultural issues is not readily assessable, and therefore is not included in the
set of normative learning values.

Critical reflection recognises the danger of reason being replaced by technique, and of
critical thinking about society being replaced by scientistic rule. The success of the
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natural scientists a century ago produced a rise in conformity to technical provenance.
Social science became a culturally produced and supported format for providing
'objective facts' to guide, shape and justify social action. However, although the moreand less-effective methods of activity were documented, the activities themselves were
not examined. While, on the positive side, the introduction of a rigorous conception of
objective knowledge into the study of human and social life was regarded as a major
gain, the cultural and social life was accepted and reflected on only in a technical style:
creative and critical value-judgements were neglected.

Teachers tend to do this. We tend to fail to examine the activity itself. We are inclined
to neglect to make critical value-judgernents of system or school guidelines and are
hesitant to apply creative methods. We sit in the staff room and discuss, for example,
more- and less-effective methods of classroom control. But when it is suggested that
there should not even be a need to consider classroom control as a part of teaching, let
alone a significant part of teaching

-

that the responsibility for 'control' needs to be

handed back to the students and their parents

-

we decry the implications of such a

perceptual shift in expectations of acceptable conduct and say that we have to take
control, otherwise the class would just go haywire, 'lose the plot' completely, and we
would get no 'teaching' done. Coil (1996) argues that we should do more democratic
teaching in order to inspire more pertinent learning, and thus leave less time for the
students to become bored, disenchanted with the school system, and involved in
unacceptable conduct. Expectations of misconduct can prove to be self-fulfilling
prophecies. I believe that a more collaborative association with parents and the
community will heighten awareness for us all as to what constitutes reasonable
classroom behaviour and 'good' manners, and that each teacher who takes the
controlling stance of a police officer, prison warden or army sergeant degrades the
profession of teaching.

In Contradictions of Control McNeil (1986) claims that the purpose of our schools is to
increase learning, but that the way our schools are organized distorts the actuality of
education, that the ritualization of teaching and learning tends towards minimal
standards and minimal effort, that students disengage from enthusiastic involvement in
the learning process and administrators respond with treating this lack of attention as a
control problem. School knowledge, McNeil asserts, is organized around the cultural
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principles of elite groups who segmentalize culture into small disparate pieces of
knowledge compatible within internal school bureaucratic processes. Control and
credentialing become the rationale for the educational experience. This ensures the
reproduction of inequality.

The patterns of acquiescence and accommodation provide effective controls, with
administrators, teachers and students all calculating their interests within the
institutionalised school reward-system, which can then be translated into external
credentials via specific mechanisms and the school mediation of culture. Control
purposes and the devaluation of teaching and learning into defensive teaching strategies
in response to system, school and classroom management problems underlie the
reductionist patterns in schools today. Top-down reactive reforms introducing more
standardization via curricula, teacher paper-work (self-justification) and empirical
assessments further divest teachers of power and further de-skill both the teachers and
the learners. McNeil reinforces, through her studies of control in high schools, what I
feel are the still prevalent and similarly unethical and unprofessional practices of control
in primary schools

-

control that is disassociated from exemplary teaching practice and

desirable learning outcomes.

Critical reflection is concerned with the social issues of ethics, morals, value
judgements, and the interests of humanity, and assists in integrating these into a
framework of thought that can provide rational and justifiable practices.

Learning is a fundamental, essential and inevitable participation in our community,
according to Wenger(1998 p8): "Communities of practice are everywhere

-

families,

workers, students, etc. For students, learning is an issue of engaging with their
communities, for communities learning ensures new generations of members, for
organizations learning is an issue of sustaining interconnected communities of practice".

One aim of education, states D'Souza (2000 p 18), "is to improve, increase and perfect
the educand's personality". Other aims are to transmit culture and civilization, to assist
students to take their place in society, and to encourage growth towards responsible
citizenship. Systems that are too static, too stationary, and too hierarchical do not allow
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the freedom of thought necessary to develop real independence of thought and a
humanistic philosophy.

Teachers and students need to be aware of value-laden perspectives, practices and
assessments that have built up over time from a variety of community, family and peer
influences. They can be encouraged to reveal connections and purposes that are hidden
or consciously rejected. Some particular ways of thinking may become ossified, and
come to be regarded as unquestionable 'common sense' or 'approved practice'. New or
different values, opinions and ideas may then be castigated as incorrect, wrong, morally
reprehensible or bureaucratically undermining.

Critical reflection exposes these judgements as merely reaction to the questioning of
accustomed practice rather than rejection of the proponent of change. Politically
appropriate and morally responsible reaction to these judgements is to attempt to
provide connections between the new theories and practices with the social life of the
students. To not challenge the hierarchy is to enhance their autonomy. Creating dialogue
may expose acquiescence and promote new considerations. However, the coercions of
'dynamic leaders' can undermine the professionality of the classroom practitioners. The
question is whether strong leaders are able to advance egalitarian goals: if the leadership
is 'strong' then it is possible that the goals are not 'egalitarian'. Respect for the aims and
activities of education are necessary by all those involved.

Critical social science focuses its attention on forms of social life that subjugate people
and deny satisfactory and interesting lives to some while serving the interests of others.
It is particularly focused on the ways of thinking which support such subjugation,
whether in the oppression of one class by another, or in the dominance of a way of
thinking which makes such oppression seem problematic, inevitable, incidental or even
justified. Critical reflection is aimed at revealing to individuals their real and pertinent
interests and needs, and exposing beliefs and attitudes that may be ideological illusions
which artificially preserve a social order or concept of 'good'.

Children of compulsory schooling age must attend school. Home schooling or blended
schooling is an option for only those few with dedicated and able parents. Students must
conform to school rules and accept the dominance of a group of adults who may have
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little understanding of each child's individual personality or 'habitus' and who have
been trained to preserve a social order

the education system

-

-

in which great pride is

placed on academic ways of thinking. The knowledge-based requirements of our
community's economic needs are used to justify the influence of the system. Many
teachers regard classroom dominance as a part of their rightful professional role. They
feel that it is necessary to ensure their students' success, which they truly believe is the
key to success in life.

Critical approaches require teachers to develop more than practical judgement: they
need to develop an empathetic understanding of the conditions that shape, limit and
determine action so that these constraints may be taken into account. This requires the
active participation of practitioners in collaborative and democratic discussion, and the
critical reflection of their own classroom practice. It would be interesting to know how
much critical reflection and incidental educational research goes on each day by those
dedicated teachers who are constantly monitoring their own standards of practice and
seeking to improve

their

classroom and school milieu.

According to Currie (200 I p 1 7) critical realism affirms an objective reality and is
committed to "a humaniiic mind-set grounded in scientific reason marked by liberal
principles of freedom and tolerance". Her recommendation is for the identification of
common values to contribute to students' spiritual and moral development (Currie
2001 p 68).

Teachers trialling diffirent teaching and classroom management styles should not feel
guilty about the difficulties and set-backs encountered, as reflective engagement with a
diversity of teaching and learning styles

-

when each has as its prime objective the

raising of intellectual awareness and enhancing of socialization of the students

-

can

only encourage and further enable the children to sensibly, responsibly and critically
consider alternative learning options.
These may include:
o

the requiring of balanced information and discussions about differing views

o allowing for, promoting and accepting alternative interpretations, views and
sources of evidence
o promoting interpretive skills
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o distinguishing between facts and opinions
o establishing, maintaining and adjusting to a more appropriate classroom climate
o appreciating confidences and the need for students' confidentiality
o resisting the inclination to be intrusive and unnecessarily demanding to know
about personal information
o

recognising the limits of a teacher's rightful authority and influence

o establishing mutual value-systems, especially regarding personal and private
aspects and beliefs, to which both teachers and students are entitled.

Teachers are constantly engaged with considerations of what constitutes 'good'

-

as in

'good classroom management', overt and subversive aspects of 'good' classroom
teaching skills, interpersonal issues with colleagues requiring negotiation and
adjustment, and the varying values systems within the community in which the school is
situated. hitrapersonal stress may be caused when the desire to actuate 'best practice'
teaching is forced to give way to the constraints of available teaching time. Personal
awareness and interpersonal understanding promotes genuine clarification of one's own
and others' diverse feelings, opinions and beliefs concerning significant facts and
values. Students also need to actively engage with issues of autonomy, responsibility,
differences of interpretations, considerations of meanings and understandings of
varieties of 'right' and 'wrong', 'good' and 'bad'.

School systems throughout the world are under pressure from political decentralization
and market-based reforms. The historian Gustayson points out "people are afraid of
drastic innovations" (Stoll and Fink 1996 p 1). There is a general perception throughout
the teaching profession that higher standards are being expected of teachers, with more
pastoral care and an increase in accountability
community

-

-

both within the system and by the

as the community becomes better educated. The environmental and

cultural world of teachers in the workplace is now moving from beyond being "a school
level phenomenon" (Siskin 1994 cited in Stoll and Fink 1996 p 87) and is becoming
more open to questioning from and communicating with the community in which it is
situated. Hargreaves (1995) and Hardy (1994) comment on the paradoxes affecting
education in which views to changing education for the future are based on reflections
of past images. These may be inaccurate, based on halcyon reflections, or on myopic
impressions of personal experiences. "As we move into the post-modern information
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age the best that well-publicized educational critics can propose are 'back to basics' and
'free market' approaches to education" (Stoll and Fink 1996 p 6)

Although mandated changes are known to cause hostility, and short-term gains may be
linked to political election cycles and the professional pathways of key education
department personnel, teachers who resist change are regarded as irrational. Schools and
schoolteachers need a common mission, with an emphasis on learning and with high
expectations in a climate that is conducive to learning. The moral superstructure of the
school can be all-pervasive with systematically governing power relationships that
criticize perceived different practice, modify innovations to fit the accepted mould, and
extend their own perceptions of 'good' interactions.

Hargreaves (1995 cited in Stoll and Fink 1996 p 88) offers 5 cultural types of whole
school communication and collegiality:
o individualism blame and support is avoided
o collaboration spontaneous and voluntary sharing, even reflective enquiry
o contrived collegiality imposed by senior staff, it may have benefits, e.g.
planned meetings
o Balkanization small insular groups
-

-

-

-

"School culture plays a powerful role in changing our schools" (Stoll and Fink 1996
p 80). It also plays a powerful role in changing teachers' perceptions of their problems.
For example, in the school where I work a recent introduction of a whole-school literacy
plan with constant emphasis on promoting literacy skills by senior staff members has
resulted in teachers talking more about reading, writing and spelling skills during casual
conversations in the staff room and less on behaviour management problems. This is a
more positive and optimistic orientation of our perceptions.

School culture can be constantly renewed and refreshed by changes in personnel,
especially key personnel. Rosenholtz (1989 cited in Stoll and Fink 1996 p 86) discusses
'moving' and stuck' schools, with
o moving schools
o cruising schools
o strolling schools
o struggling schools
o sinking schools.

5

categories:

Hargreaves (1995a cited in Stoll and Fink 1996 p 97) also describes 5 categories:
o traditional: low social cohesion, high social control
= custodial, formal, unapproachable
o welfarist: low social control, high social cohesion
relaxed, caring, cosy
o hothouse: high social control, high social cohesion
= claustrophobic, pressured, controlled
o anomie: low social cohesion, low social control
= insecure, alienated, isolated, at risk
o effective: optimal social cohesion, optimal social control
= high expectations, support for achieving standards
Hargreaves fifth category proposes to meet the needs of restructured schools and the
post-modern world: the moving mosaic, drawing on Toffler's (1990) metaphor.
Hargreaves promotes the notion of teachers' flexibility and creativity engaged in
different problem-solving tasks. Their orientation is one of continuous learning and
improvement. They are characterized by collaboration, opportunism, adaptable
partnerships and alliances. This membership of groups overlaps and shifts over time to
meet the needs of the circumstance and context.

Stoll and Fink (1996 p 89) raise the issue of students
on change in schools

-

-

a significant feature of the focus

being a powerful conservative force, and suggest that this is

possibly due to their parents' or subcultures' views and perceptions of what it is that a
school 'delivers'.

In my study I found that students live so much in their own school subculture

-

not

being egocentric, just totally involved in their own perceptions, expectations, abilities,
problems and concerns

-

that they generally appeared to wish to promote change.

Change, however, was towards their own somewhat limited perceptions of 'good',
which dealt mainly with the school microcosm

-

how the furniture was arranged in their

classroom, what time the canteen was open, whether there was enough playground and
sports equipment and of the type that they desired. They evinced very little wish to
change or retain the more important aspects of schooling

-

they just accepted the status

quo when it came to considerations of class structures and divisions, the key learning
areas with their mandated curricula, assessment tests, and ordered and sequential
progression through the education system. These were regarded as being a fixed way of
doing things, not something that was within their ability to alter.
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This attitude could perhaps be commended as being both realistic and survivalist, as
students who dislike the system tend to express themselves in ways that attract the
attention of behaviour management specialists, who then attempt to modify the targeted
students' conduct so that it is minimally disruptive to the status quo. Students who
become members of the Student Representative Council and attempt to bring about
change via accepted strategies direct their energies towards the school microcosm

-

raising money for more seating and equipment in the playground, gaining more variety
in what is offered at the school canteen, and having another school crossing marked to
improve road safety.

Moody-Adams questions Gilligan's distinction between "the two modes of thought"
(Card 1991 p 197) commenting on her assertions regarding stereotypical male
aggressiveness, with females as nurturers and having heightened moral capacities due to
their nurturing duties. I did not see this evidenced in my study

-

students of either sex

who had younger siblings with whom they were in close contact and who had many
nurturing duties outside the school were not markedly less aggressive nor more
empathizing within the classroom or the playground.

Friedman (cited in Card 1991 p 165) comments that " ..a social conception of the self
.

makes a concern for other persons fundamental to the self and does not reduce it to a
mere variety of self-concern ... Simple egoism is not the all-pervasive moral failing it has
been theorized to be." Nor is moral development as simplistic as delineated 'stages' or
'levels' on an analytic grid, however helpful for general clarification such tables are.
Such development is scarcely assisted by the occasional posing of situational questions
and discussions planned within a programmed classroom unit of work to evoke higher
order thinking. Moral development in the classroom is not concerned with nightmarish
scenarios of hijacked aeroplanes, sinking ships, or pharmaceuticals stolen to treat rare
medical conditions. It is concerned with the development of students' concepts of
themselves as learners and their motivation to undertake responsibility for their own
academic and social advancement. The embodiment of the classroom situation renders
moral development as being inclusive of a network of social relationships in which
loyalties, preferences and convictions form and reform against a background of each
student's family and community connections.

3.2 Modal gaps

There is an "inseparable duality of the social and the individual" according to Wenger
(1998 p 14). Theories about learning and ideals of 'good' classroom practice float
between theories about social systems concerning group organizations and theories
about each individual's identity, development and appropriate transformation for
inclusion into the community group. Modal gaps occur when the mode, the most
frequently occurring value judgement in a series of observations, has the premise on
which it is based challenged by a modal proposition of another character.

Hekman (1995 p 2) draws attention to traditional male views of morality. Plato
emphasized emotion and particularized interests as the enemies of morality. Kant and
Kohlberg, both of whom were concerned with the formulation of universal defining
principles, excluded women, blacks, criminals and idiots from their studies due to a
perception of them being incapable of full rationality. John Stuart Mill (b1806-d1873)
allowed that women could be separated from prejudicial attachments to their different
'inferior' morality. Gilligan (1982 cited in Hekman 1995) noted that Piaget, Kohlberg
and other developmental theorists had ignored females and based their studies on the
experiences of men, with the result that women failed to fit the existing models of
human moral development. My study is not concerned with the moral orientations of
men or women, but with the development of primary school students and the
assumptions that we, the teachers, make about what is 'good' in their school lives and
what is not. I am concerned with primary school students' perceptions of 'good' as they
impinge upon teachers' mandated approval patterns, that is, teachers' universalised
opinions of 'goodness'.

Freakley and Burgh (2000) note that Aristotle regarded virtue as a particularly human
trait, that 'goodness' is not static nor an absolute characteristic, and there is no proper
way to behave under all circumstances. He considered that intellectual virtues are
hereditary, as well as acquired through education. Moral virtues are acquired through
habit, imitation and practice. He advised a middle course between the extremes of
excess and deficiency, both in intellectual and in moral virtues. Macintyre (1981) linked
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virtues to particular practices or communities. Therefore, virtues and perceptions of
'good' can change over time and from place to place.

Murdoch (1970) commented on 'good' as being associated with order, but a quality that
is difficult to define. It is associated with values that are desired
seeking, logic, and is a denouncer of false, unwanted ideals

-

duty, altruism, truth-

-

such as selfishness,

indifference, resentment, self-pity and ambivalence. "The concept good itself is much
harder to discern" (Murdoch 1970 p 90). Christian theology does not suggest goodness
as an impossibly difficult attainment. Primary school students do not regard it with such
moral or philosophical depth.

Freud was pessimistic, regarding the psyche as an egocentric quagmire, but it is not
healthy for the classroom teacher to do so. (Although there are those who would argue
that some measure of egocentric traits may assist in preserving the equanimity of the
classroom teacher and promote student survival also.) There is a similar quagmire of
discernment for classroom teachers when attempting the practical application that will
result in our ability to extrapolate proof of the variously categorized desired values of
the "EsseNTial Learnings" outcomes in the NTCF (2002).

Clift, Houston and Pugach (1990) present discussions concerning the evolution and
desirability of reflective practice. The observation is made that policy-makers and
practitioners have various interpretations of what reflective practice is

-

teachers are but

one link in the chain of responsibility for education, and have their own visions, issues,
and concepts of purpose. Dewey (1909, 1933) described concepts and practical
applications. Schon (1983) discusses the implications for teachers' programs, regarding
reflective practice as disputing technicist self-righteousness via informative, deliberated
practice and constant concern with professional growth.

Mead's (1934) notion of reflection equated with participation as a responsible, cooperative member of the human community. In a reflective school, teachers must
communicate with each other and with their school community. Professional and social
groups need to interact and share meanings and values. Individual members must
articulate problems, participate in dialogue, and respond to discourse from others in a
role-appropriate manner. The critical approach to reflective practice regards schools as

having political and economic structures and agendas: they help reproduce a society
based on unjust class, race and gender relations. Lather (1984 cited in Clift etal. 1990
p45) exposes the gender, class and political dynamics of school curricula.

Valli (1990 pp 39-56), regarding moral approaches to reflective practice, warns that:
a relational approach to reflectional practice evaluates moral choice according to
its benefit to the cared-for. The individual's talents, aspirations and personal desire
supersede broad societal needs (Noddings 1984). Caring teachers access ethical
practice by asking themselves what effect their choices are having on particular
students, on the development of good persons, and on the caring community they
are trying to build (Noddings 1986). Those who judge from a critical ethic, on the
other hand, judge their practice to be moral if its purpose is to resist repressive
hegemonic control, assist the least disadvantaged, or transform unjust structures.
(Valli 1990 p 52)
Valli describes moral deliberation, caring and social criticism as being the ethically
correct practice of the reflective teacher in three perspectives: relational (student

-

teacher relationships), deliberative (curriculum issues), and critical perspectives
(concern for the social implications of teaching). Guidelines for moral teaching focus on
caring relationships, according to Valli, with emancipatory social change rather than
individual upward mobility being regarded as 'good'.

Changes however, either enlailcipatory or otherwise, are not necessarily 'good'. They
may be disruptive, dehilitatin. inconvenient, and even costly with regard to both human
and material resources. Critical analysis has an inherent vision of the possibility of a
cohesive, totally caring conlmunit\'. but social transformation may be the desired
perspective of segmented groups. If these changes do occur, either in the school
community or in the wider community, there is a danger that they will then become
maintained by the newly dominant group, who are as eager to uphold the legitimacy of
their power and interests as the previous dominant group had been. Decisions must be
viable, and even at the school and classroom levels there are so many different views of
current social realities and possible 'good' trans formations.

Lambert (cited in Watson, Modgil and Modgil 1997) discusses alternative schooling
commenting:
In Australia the state system of schooling has never fully established a universal
role. During the last century private school enrolments have varied between 20%

and 28% and state school enrolments have dropped below 75% for the first
time ... from 1960 to the present dramatic changes have taken place ... Funding
under the 1975-83 Liberal govt encouraged a 4 1 % explosion in mainly
alternative Christian schools and the 1990's has shown a continued increase in
other private schools.
(Watson, Modgil and Modgil 1997 p 269)
The growth of the church schools may be regarded as a significant reflection on the
changing values, beliefs and motivations of those enrolling their children in schools, or
it may be regarded as a growing perception of the gaps in 'pastoral care' created by our
modem busy lifestyles, less comprehensive family ties and fewer supportive community
networks (e.g. neighbours may not even know each other, let alone provide incidental
supervision of children; local 'safe' corner shops have been replaced by impersonal
supermarket complexes). Parents may perceive that church schools allow for greater
parental involvement, or that the church schools will better assume in loco parentis their
parental rights and responsibilities. Parents may feel that there is a spiritual and moral
cohesiveness amongst the caregivers in church schools that is lacking in the motives of
government schools personnel. There may be a perception that the teachers in church
schools already are what they want their students to become

-

'good' people, with a

spiritual dimension towards life, responsive to the secular humanist influences of their
governing church. Parents may believe that church schools convey a doctrinal message
to their students and thereby promote growth in both a rational and spiritual sense,
resulting in a more understanding view of human nature. Whatever the reasons, the
increase in enrolments at church schools does appear to indicate that parents recognise
that a gap of some sort exists and they are attempting to bridge it.

Giddens, commenting on structuration theory and sociological analysis (cited in Clark,
Modgil and Modgil 1990) raises the issue of intended and unintended outcomes, but
warns that explaining events in terms of their consequences is fallacious.
All social actors by definition are knowledgeable about the circumstances they
produce and reproduce in their actions, and all have some awareness of wider
social pressures which impinge upon them. Most such knowledge or awareness
is carried at the level of practical consciousness: it is incorporated into the modes
of praxis in which actors engage in their day-to-day lives.
(Clark, Modgil and Modgil 1990 p 314)
Three essential sources of the dynamism of modernity are described:
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Underlying 'historicity', in which there is a separation of time and space, and the
use of history to make history.
Social systems are being 'disembedded', with the local contexts of interactions
being separated from social interaction and relationships. While money may be
regarded as a disembedding mechanism, credit cards extend the dislocation even
further.
in modem times social practices are constantly examined and reformed in a
'reflexivity' process that has no intrinsic end-point.

Giddens suggests that "human activity is intrinsically teleological, and it is unsurprising
that outcomes quite often match purposes: what happens is what someone intended to
happen" (Clark, Modgil and Modgil 1990 p 307). Human relationships therefore, may
alter due to social change, but ethical issues remain.

The motives, reasons and purposes that influence teachers therefore should have the
intention of promoting understanding of the various value systems influencing their own
and their students' behaviour. However "professional ethics are statements of cultural
'good' rather than universal 'good" (Jarvis 1997 p 42). Gaps of awareness need to be
identified prior to broaching value differences based in motivational and intentionality
discernments.

Jarvis points out that there are universal and cultural values or 'good actions' but that
they sometimes they work in opposition. "The universal value of the Ego being
concerned for the Other can only occur in and through human relationships

-

which

have been prevalent in education for many years" (Jarvis 1997 p 3). Efficiency, deemed
almost invariably by teachers as being a 'good' skill to have, is regarded by Jarvis as a
non-moral cultural 'good', while other less worthy desires, such as the acquisition of a
'good' education in order to access economic and lifestyle goals, display tainted values.
Many would not question the view that education is a social activity that has justifiably
responded to global market forces and user-pays mentality.

Kasperson (1995) discusses Giddens' cautions regarding globalization and the posttraditional society in which modern city-states are embedded in an international
economic system, and the implications this dynamic commodification has for the
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individual and for the mutual interaction between institutional and personal relations.
The entire family may now be separated in time and space via the use of modern
information technology; meanwhile there is a unifying global agreement on time zones,
location, money exchange rates, etc. Social relations which previously took place in a
local context are disembedded, dissolved and reorganized across time and space. Our
daily life is increasingly affected by distant actions and global processes and in small
ways such as decisions about whether or not to purchase clothes made cheaply in an
environmentally unsound way in another country. Symbolic tokens enable financial
transactions across time and space, removing personal contact, while expert systems
(e.g. electric power plants, health and other services, represented by unknown
individuals such as electricians, pharmacists, etc.) have moved and recombined social
relations, forcing us to negotiate across a wider network of interpersonal relations.

We are also now able to reflect upon ourselves and our actions at an increased level of
consciousness rather than basing our actions upon traditional patterns of understanding
and practice. Giddens refers to time-space distanciation, in which "our past, present and
future become visible" (Kaspersen 1995 p 88). He regarded traditions as containing
their own truths, having integrity and continuity which resist changes, organizing
collective memory and accepted practices, and normalizing moral content, that is,
'good' approved ways of doing things, (e.g. marriage is a 'good' way of organizing a
family). He warned that in a globalized and de-traditionalized world with an increasing
level of social and institutional reflexivity we get a society with more informed but not
necessarily more intelligent people (Kaspersen 1995 p 97). We now have more options
and more decisions to make, and we have to actively work for trust in our social
relations.

Kant perceived the duty of universities as being to question established values,
intentions and processes. Close collaboration between governments and education
systems could be regarded as systemic-oriented collusion. Today, the difficulties
concerned with the extension of government influence into universities are grounded in
the divergent emphases of process-oriented academia versus economic-based globalist
technicists.
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3.3 Negotiating 'the gaps'

The evolution of new forms of education due to the ability of information technology to
compress time and space, and the emphasis on learning processes rather than on the
acquisition of set educational content, has meant that schools as centres for education
are being challenged by a variety of other styles and formats of learning.

Kidd (1973 cited in Jarvis 1997 p 6) claimed that learning has 5 elements

-

teacher,

learner, group, setting and subject matter. Each of these elements has established and
acceptable 'good' qualities. Change causes strains on relationships that have established
characteristics and patterns of interaction, even though these have curtailed
independence via the establishment of mutually recognised values and non-negotiable
mores. Both moral and immoral values may be reflected in normative values and mores.
A teacher involved in critical reflection may thereby be involved in questioning
established values and practices, and the act of questioning may be regarded as unethical
even though external changes have already begun to question the veracity of the
established characteristics and interactions.

Gadamer (cited in Jarvis 1997 p 15) points out that avoiding misunderstanding is a
hermeneutical exercise. Empathy with the Other's understandings and intentions is
necessary in order for individuals to understand the Other's actions. Levines (1991 cited
in Jarvis 1997 p 43) argues that the intention of the actions rather than the actions
themselves holds the key to understanding morality, while concerns about ethical
behaviour arises when an individual's spontaneity is inhibited.

Frankena (1963 cited in Jarvis 1997 pp 42-45) discusses the Christian theological term
'agape' where the moral 'good' is concern, which can only arise if a relationship exists,
suggesting that moral values are thus universal and timeless. Agapism may take the
form of:
o

act-agapism

-

the actor acts out of concern for the Other irrespective of the

rules
o

rule-agapism

-

the actor chooses the rules that further the cause of concern

for the Other.
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Jarvis (1997 p 38) suggests that teachers are in charge of our educational settings and
control the space in which we teach, but I contend that as we (the classroom teachers)
do not control the curriculum, the clientele, the place, or even the level of the class
thus the developmental level of the students

-

-

and

to whom we are assigned at the beginning

of each year, our control is minimal. The issue of developmental levels of the students
has important concerns for the primary school teacher

-

the teacher may not empathise

with the particular level of the class to which he/she is assigned. The established
recognised values and non-negotiable mores may become more onerous in such a
setting. The gaps created by different values will increase, both between the classroom
teacher and the students, and between the classroom teacher and his/her peers, senior
staff, the school community and the educational system.

Both Giddens (1990) and Jarvis (1 997) raise the issue that society creates the
individuals who maintain it. The 1960s
saw an increase in occupations seeking
professional status and, in response, professional codes of ethical conduct were
expanded. The 1990's saw an increase in teacher accountability to the system via such
mandated professional development as 'First Steps' (literacy skills), 'behaviour
management' and 'cultural awareness' courses. These courses established at a system
level various 'good' attitudes, beliefs, skills and practices that were further endorsed
within schools as individual principals and senior staff endeavoured to homogenise
school-wide conduct in the belief that this was a 'good' thing to do and would result in
an improvement of teachers' professional status. School councils endorsed these moves
in the belief that they provided proof to the local community that the school was doing
everything possible to improve and enhance educational opportunities.

Allied to these moves came a demand for increasingly intricate teaching programs with
such heightened detail that necessitated each teacher producing a volume of writing of
such length as to require a table of contents to navigate it. A 'good' program is
considered by many school principals to denote 'good' teaching practice, as does a
detailed and decorated day book, with each learning activity planned in detail for (at
least) the week ahead. The introduction of the 'e-tool' method of programming brings
the hope of streamlined and integrated programming that is easy to access, system- and
school- accountable, and avoids the interpersonal pitfalls of varied demands according
to the perceptions of 'good' programming by individual supervisors. It may also be
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regarded as a neo-conservative regulatory reaction to neo-liberal visions, a hidden
norniative manipulation that pre-contextualizes 'the right way of doing things',
depersonalising and compartmentalizing what is inherently a personal plan for human
interaction in a classroom, and dissuading multi-faceted approaches to classroom
practice.

Becker (1973) and Jarvis (1997 p 49) contend that the only universal moral 'good' is
concern for others, but as we learn and acquire cultural knowledge we develop a sense
of cultural goodness

-

a set of values that are accepted in our own culture or group.

These may even be deviant when compared with those of the wider community, as, for
example, when a schoolgirl from a strict Islamic family wishes to play netball, but is not
allowed by her family to wear the short skirt that is a widely-accepted feature of netball
uniforms in many countries. The cultural moral 'goods' may become predominant over
the universal moral 'goods' as they can be articulated and argued within a contemporary
immediate culture or situation. An understanding of 'good' may be cognitively based in
family or social understandings and over-ride adherence to the pre-consciously learnt
universal 'good'. Values, both the universal 'good' and aspects of the cultural moral
'good', are learned pre-consciously, but not all are cognitive. They are planted in the
emerging mind from very early childhood experiences and are therefore pre-knowledge
rather than rationally or technically acquired ideals. Children are socialized into the
value-system of the family and the initial group in which they are nurtured. This
learning is initially pre-conscious, but develops in a more conscious and cognitive
manner as we learn what is morally and socially acceptable in the various situations we
experience as we move through life.

Since Mead (1934) argued that both mind and self are social constructs, based on
communication, it would seem that language is vitally important. Through language a
child learns both about the universal moral 'good' and about the culturally/socially
regarded 'good' behaviour. Changing family values, and the differing nurturing
experiences and expectations in community sub-cultures, have resulted in an increasing
emphasis on the socializing of children into the value-system of the school as an
important component of teaching. Student codes of conduct have now proliferated
throughout schools as an important part of the mandated behaviour management
policies, with the upkeep of the misdemeanours book (time out records, yard and
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classroom misbehaviour reports) requiring an additional slice of teachers' time and
energy.

Jarvis (1997 p 84) comments on the moral paradox of intentionality, contending that as
every act intends an object, intentionality is the essential feature of human
consciousness and no sense can be made of actions unless they relate to engagements
that occur through mediated understandings. However, if intentions are indeed revealed
through actions there is a potential for the technical argument that an act is 'good'
because it produces a 'good' outcome. For teachers, this is inherently flawed reasoning,
as it may encourage us to act in a manner that we believe is in the students' best
interests, but by doing so remove the students' autonomy.

Jarvis (1997 p 56) reflects on Kohlberg's admonition that people may not act at the
same moral level all the time and many adults may never attain the highest levels. This
warning indicates that wherever there is a concern of one person for another then the
universal value of 'good' is manifest, but if the 'good' intention results in the removal of
autonomy then the act is immoral. Students may be empowered by teachers who
acquaint them with the social and political significances of the processes of learning in
terms of their own structural power. There is a hidden power, as well as personal
interpretations of -oodncss and morality, in teaching-learning relationships, and
teachers need to understand that if we do not make our students aware of this then we
are using our power only ibr our own ends.

Teachers are now more informed than in previous decades, but we are not necessarily
more intelligent. Our globalized and dc-traditionalized world has increased our options
to work at an increased level of system and community reflexivity, but our adaptive
reactions to the many changes being offered may be apathetic ego-centricity, hegemonic
narcissism, or "pragmatic acceptance of what services the system offers" (Kaspersen
1995 p 97).

Lury (1996) comments on the way in which the traditional consumption of commodities
in society, including education, were based on practical functional needs, but have
undergone cycles of change and reorganization in post-modern society. She discusses
Bourdieu's work on how societies maintain themselves over time, with individuals in
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particular power groupings manipulating social situations by affirming their superiority
of taste, choice, culture and lifestyle with regard to what is good and what is not, and
thereby sustaining their class status (Lury 1996 p 81). He regarded teachers as having a
low economic but high cultural 'capital' with which to influence and legitimise
preferences and values.

Bourdieu related habitus

-

the individual's disposition to act, make value judgements

and state preferences, that is internalised in childhood via family and schooling
influences

-

to the individual's class position and regarded it as a total embodiment of

coherent logic shaping all thoughts and activities below the level of consciousness and
emanating in an apparently personal taste. The habitus provides a framework for action
but is flexible, not static. It is a set of classifying principles that can adjust to the
immediacy of experiences and needs by differing interactions (Lury 1996 p 83). The
education system is a key route in the development of ability to gain both economic and
cultural 'capital'.

Misztal (1998) investigates hahitus as a protective mechanism of trust in today's fluid
society where established routines mitigate against the stress of the increasing reliance
on abstract systems, and create a predictability that is convenient, stabilizes reputations
and memories, and is comforting. She warns that although habits are a key part of any
established relationship, being an acquired form of action enabling successful
interaction and feedback, "there are 'good' habits and 'bad' habits

-

which we try to

copy or quit. Habits are therefore both enabling and disabling" (Misztal 1998 p 102).
Habits also suggest what is not 'good', and what is an aberration from the expected
normality.

The routinized practices of classroom teachers replicate the past, provide taken-forgranted assumptions, and ignore both individual preferences and the changing
obligations expected under the new rules of social distanciation. 'Good' habits may be
barriers to innovation, change and creativity where new self-images and etiquettes
require a redefining of 'good' student behaviour.

Classroom teachers are well aware that disturbing daily routines and established habits
of practice may disturb the identifiable classroom ecology and even destroy trust.
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Preserving predictability may be both a co-operative and a self-protective mechanism
depending on the expectations of the school and the school community. Disparities of
expectations encourage the exposition of the various sets of understandings requiring
clarification.

3.4 Observing the disparities: considerations of reliability, subjectivity, validity

In educational research data may consist of teachers' and students' perceptions in their
own words, records of teachers' and students' opinions and reactions, and observations
of teachers' and students' attitudes and self-esteem. The researcher should make every
effort to understand the trustworthiness and intentionality of the data. Some researchers
may rely on what an interviewee says, while others attempt to interpret the subliminal
messages.

Langenbach, Vaughn and Aagaard (1994) differentiate between 'truth seekers' who
collect quantitative data and 'perspective seekers' who use qualitative data because they
wish to seek out differences and understand people's divergent perceptions. They
validate the use of single episodes and actual social intercourse as sources of
information as well as the incidences of the data, but warn that the data must be
interpreted in a trustworthy manner and with the recognition that it may change over
time. Langenhach et al (1994 p 13) regard perspective seekers as not wishing to
generalize in the same way as truth seekers: "Rather than inserting several levels of
measurement tools between themselves and the subjects of their research, perspectiveseeking qualitative researchers employ themselves as their primary research tool".

As a classroom teacher engaged in observing my own and other teachers' practice and
recording the positive and negative effects it had on myself, my students and my peers, I
was confronted with multiple realities as well as being concerned about the validity of
my own interpretations in accordance with what the sources of the data actually
believed. I could not, for example, 'undo' a lesson that had been given but proved to be
unsatisfactory. (All classroom teachers are in this position, whether investigating a
research question or not.) Each morning I was very aware that I was recommencing my
research from a baseline that had changed since the commencement of the previous

school day. I did not persuade myself that my perceptions of 'good' educational
outcomes

-

the promotion of higher order thinking in order to maximise my students'

ability to make judgements about concepts of 'good'

-

would be endorsed by content-

oriented peers and senior staff. Nor did I expect to dissuade the less flexible attitudes
concerning 'good' student behaviour and the accepted best practice methods of
'managing' behaviour deemed as being unacceptable. I did expect to be able to
contribute to the pluralistic epistemology of educational research and to present
observations that may be valued by those who do not believe that diversity is necessarily
oppositional.

Keeves and Lakomski (1999 p 32) point out that educational research is best regarded in
the differing paradigms of the natural sciences model with its emphasis on empirical
quantifiable data analysed mathematically to explain causal relationships (Erkiaren) or
the humanities model that emphasises qualitative information and interpretive analysis
(Verstehen).

They present the argument that quantitative research distorts the human dimension of
education — the intentions of the actions, the uniqueness of the situations and events, and
the individuality of the people involved. Such perceptive explanations and
understandings cannot be captured by the statistical generalizations and mindindependent realities of empirical data. Valid enquiry is that which promotes human
well being. Social, including educational, realities are those constructed in the minds of
the participants. Expressions such as 'evidence', 'validity' and 'truth' that appear as
anthrographically equivalent across different theories are really equivocal, with
systematic differences emerging as differences in conceptual rOles (Keeves and
Lakowski 1999 p 44).

Hollingsworth (cited in Keeves and Lakomski 1999 p 57) draws attention to the rise in
the perception of teachers as professional curriculum developers with schools
emphasizing 'teacher empowerment' via collaborative practice and curriculum-based
teacher research. Elliot (1 991) emphasizes the interpretive hermeneutic nature of inquiry
and suggested that action research is a pedagogical paradigm, a form of teaching. Posch
(1992) advocates the importance of teacher research for the professionalization of
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teaching. Kemis and McTaggert (1988) advocate changes to improve educational
practices and patterns of school and classroom organization.
Simons (1992) argued for collaborative partnerships, pointing out that existing
structures privilege privacy, hierarchy and territory within the institution and across
collaborative boundaries. Therefore structural and professional relationships should
change.

Teacher-researchers are concerned simultaneously with ways to improve their practice,
influence the situations in which they work, understand their practices within the larger
society, and be accepted as critical professionals who should rightfully challenge and
change workplace conditions and pedagogies that uphold structural social inequalities
and constraints. There has been a growing focus on teachers as a profession, raising the
awareness of work conditions, personal-professional interests, and curriculum
innovations. This has encouraged a 'flattening' of hierarchical relationships within
schools, a greater involvement of classroom teachers in both structural and professional
decision-making, and a wider acceptance of teachers as researchers.

Brune (1985) questions the power ascribed to the 'rational' view of knowledge and
discusses the 'narrative' view of knowledge. Harding (1991 cited in Keeves and
Lakomski 1999 p 60) questions natural science's position on objectivity as too
protective of the power-dominant white male society. With regard to gender, teaching is
predominantly women's work, therefore teachers' research may constitute feminist
constructs and critiques, with what teachers choose to pass on to the next generation
(what we discern as 'good' valuable, useful, etc.) constituting a female-dominant way of
knowing and accepting knowledge. These queries may be oppositional to the
centralizing tendencies of system-instituted curriculum 'frameworks' and the recent
plethora of outcomes-based scholarship with their consequent constraints on
situationally-responsive classroom teaching.

Ethnographic research describes social events that occur in a selected group, with
special regard to social structures and the behaviour of individuals, and interprets the
meaning of these for the culture of the group. Ethnographies record primary data, are
naturalistic and qualitative, with the researcher participating as a part of the normal life
of the group using what is learnt from the participation to produce the research findings.
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My study was therefore a participant observation ethnography, as described by Taft
(1999), with a perspectivist (as opposed to 'truth seeking') objective. By being involved
in the normal (classroom) activities of the group I became partly acculturated to, and
knowledgeable about, the understandings and interactions between group members in a
direct-experience manner. This enabled me to be much more closely attuned to the
group then the study of data obtained via a quantitative survey, questionnaire or analysis
of documents would provide. In view of this, questionnaires initially formulated,
distributed and collected with the intention of providing data were discarded due to their
being considered as providing information that was inaccurate, irrelevant, incomplete
and/or misleading.

Malinowski (1922) regarded the goal of ethnographic studies as being the understanding
of the subject's view of reality, life and the world, and recommended the use of both
observation and informed interviews with selected informants from within the
community as sources of data. Ethnographic methods of research were used in
education by Smith and Geoffrey in 1968 to observe the participants in classrooms and
clarify the intentions and understandings of the participants. Ethnographers in Great
Britain have preferred a liberal view of ethnographies, which included case studies,
whereas Smith and Geoffrey meant an intensive field study, and Erickson (1975)
confines ethnographies to studies that record and observe in order to establish interactional structures in the classroom.

As a participant-investigator I had a role compatible with my recognised role as teacher.
My duties as a teacher gave a more usual structure to the study

an advantage over an

-

outsider coming into the classroom to observe and record. In my position as classroom
teacher I was expected by the students to involve myself in their learning processes, to
share their day-to-day problems, to discuss difficulties, laugh at absurdities, question
their motives and intentions, and answer their questions about my motives and
intentions

all this is the normal classroom scene.

-

As a participant-observer in a classroom I was not constrained in my assessments of
wondering what the normal social situations would be if it were not for my presence
such as the cultural ethnographic anthropologists following the footsteps of Malinowski
must consider. My intervention in the group being studied
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-

my teaching in the

classroom

-

was an influence that was a normal part of the social processes, not the

abnormal intrusion that is made by the anthropologist being in a distinctly different
society.

However, as an 'insider' researcher, I did face some difficulties of access to classrooms
and opinions of other teachers which an 'outsider' may not have had. Visiting specialists
and senior teachers (e.g. psychologists, occupational therapists, speech therapists,
curriculum advisors, principals and assistant principals) are usually welcomed into
classrooms, albeit selected classrooms, are supplied with detailed information to their
queries, and often arrange to take photographs and/or samples of work. In such
instances the classroom teachers concerned have usually requested the specialists'
assistance or proffered their classroom as an exemplar to visiting senior staff from other
schools and are therefore pleased to receive the visitor. These visitors either bring
practical help to a current classroom problem in the form of specialist advice, or offer
the teacher and the students the esteem of displaying the classroom to a senior teacher
from another school and the knowledge that their work will be spoken about in positive
terms in that school.

My observation of other classroom practices was limited by the fact that when I am at
school I have to be, mostly, in my own classroom. However, 1 was able to utilise my
two hours of non-contact time per week and, as the mathematics co-ordinator, was
welcomed into other classrooms in my role of offering assistance in the form of
mathematics equipment, worksheets and adivice, rotating the equipment from one
classroom to another, bringing down new supplies from the library storeroom, coordinating a whole-school unit of mathematics lessons for the purposes of moderation,
and occasionally giving a requested demonstration lesson. I was able to observe others
at work, discuss their practice in a collaborative manner, and video their classrooms. I
also had some awareness of what was happening in other schools, having recently
worked in a Territory-wide advisory position.

Researchers need to be aware of their own influence

-

but then, as a teacher I am

supposed to influence my students in line with curriculum guidelines, and these include
behaviour deemed desirable by the community and now made explicit in the NTCF
(2002) "EsseNTial Leamings". It is now mandated that we teach and assess 'good'
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values. I was aware of the subjective tendencies usually allied to participant observer
roles

-

but I was not so much trying to justify a style of teaching as to observe and

record the perceptions of 'good' that I encountered, and the effects of my teaching in
promoting the ability to make value judgements with a heightened awareness of what it
is that constitutes 'good' decision-making.

My study was oriented towards presenting a year 6/7 class as a representative group of
students who could be encouraged to extend their considerations of 'good', both with
regard to personal actions, values and decision-making, and a more perceptive
understanding of the actions, values and decision-making of others. My critical praxis
aimed at analysing various contradictions and conflicting interests, to contest how time,
space and expertise are used in schools, and to promote an ethic of caring and the
enjoyment of empowering others.

I was aware that pedagogy is largely determined by teachers' perceptions of the aims of
education that in turn determine the nature of teacher-student-parents-colleagues
dialogue and relationships. Some triangulation to obtain evidence of the same
phenomena was possible. (ross-checking of data was made longitudinally, via check
lists, teaching notes, running records, video-taping, discussions with the students and
family members, perusal of journal entries and other personal writing and verbal
comments, reviewing of sign iii cant incidents, and discussions with colleagues, parents,
friends and mentors. Many ut these were repeated or reviewed over time to validate the
reliability of my perceptions.

Action research is a favoured way of solving classroom, unit or school problems,
enabling teachers to:
Understand what is taking place
Discuss it informally with friends on the school staff, (rationalizing and
clarifying as they discuss, which necessarily brings further understanding)
Raise the problem for discussion at a unit and/or staff meeting (which brings
further understanding, clarification and placement into perspective by more
experienced teachers and senior staff)
Agree collectively upon a course of action to be implemented (giving the teacher
with the problem all the advantages of collective support)
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5. Have the opportunity and encouragement to report back to the group the
effectiveness of the action, and adjustments or further actions may then be
negotiated collectively upon review of the effectiveness.
Teachers fall into this pattern naturally in schools where hierarchical staff structures are
minimal, friendly, and an open, collaborative atmosphere exists

Practitioners, Grundy advocates, (1988 cited in Can 1989) must move beyond
professionalism into a critical mode of action. There must be a re-examination of the
knowledge and meaning basis of the occupation. Teachers should be concerned with the
question "Whose interests do these meanings serve?" (Grundy 1988 in Can 1989 p 85).
Theoretical considerations are important as a rational basis for action, and as critical
reflection upon practice. Action following critical self-reflection will serve the real
interests of those to whom the practice is directed (the students, parents and other
teachers) rather than inadvertently serving self-interest or dominant interests in the
school. Critical self-reflection and critical theories are important to those wishing to
improve their teaching practice. Critical self-reflection involves the consideration of
critical theories that provide a basis for the reflection and the subsequent moves towards
change and improvement. These proposed changes may challenge existing hegemonic
practices and assumptions. Critical reflection does not ask 'Is this true?' but 'is this true
for me and the group'?' It is thus the practitioner who must decide, in the light of critical
self-reflection upon critical theories and past practice, what action will constitute the
'good'.

Action research provides a way of operating that is consistent with this form of critical
practice

-

but not all forms of action research have this critical perspective.

As the process of critical self-reflection develops, the critical community expands to
include all those affected by the practice, and students are no longer recipients but
become joint participants. The critical educator then becomes the co-worker with the
students in pursuit of education, rather than a provider of knowledge for passive
recipients.

The challenge to taken-for-granted meanings is a challenge to hegemony, an affront to
existing power relations. Once it is acknowledged that all have the right to challenge the
hegemony of traditional meanings within the profession, it also becomes clear that for
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practitioners to continue to make all decisions on behalf of their clients is also a form of
hegemonic control. A concern for a critical reappraisal of the meaning of 'good' must
involve a concern to include the clients as joint participants with the practitioner.
Serious practitioners will adopt a critical consciousness and question the organized
power relationships that characterize teaching today.

Teachers and students need to question their assumptions about what constitutes good'
teaching, learning and classroom management. Becoming aware of the implicit
assumptions that frame how we think and act requires higher order meta-cognition. We
teach to improve the lives of our students. We hope that our students will act towards
each other and towards the environment with compassion, understanding and fairness.
But the sincerity of our intentions does not guarantee the quality of our practice. We
carry with us into the classroom assumptions that guide how we think teachers should
behave, what 'good' educational processes look like, and what obligations students and
teachers owe each other.

Haydon (1999) discusses the moral norms and shared understandings of institutionalized
contexts, and considers aspects of discord caused by private interpersonal values that
broach the system's minimal requirements. He warns 'of the responsibility of educators
to see that the developing understanding of morality on the part of their students does
not become too inward-looking' (Haydon 1999 p 136).

I have found that students' moral reasoning may undergo rapid changes as they develop
and respond to encouraging input during the school year. Fluctuations in moral maturity,
as in other skills and understandings, are quite usual, triggered by particular
circumstances. The range of the changes and fluctuations, and the style of the minimal
shared morality of the class, will be explored in this study.

The social learning techniques of the behaviourists, based on the taming of instinctual
urges (Freud), classical conditioning (Pavlov), and instrumental learning (Skinner,
Thorndike), continue to flourish in classrooms today. The prestige-suggestion methods
(Solomon Asch) used to encourage approved ideas and actions are so widely used
throughout our community life that they would evoke argument against usage only by
the most revolutionary of teachers. Cognitive theorists such as Kohlberg regard the child
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as not only interested in receiving rewards such as prizes or praise, but also as seeing the
imitation of adults and the attainment of individual competence as its own reward.

In 1995 Gardner suggested the addition of the naturalist and the spiritualist intelligences
to the 7 intelligences he had first described in 1983. While no-one could rationally deny
the importance of the life-works of such people as Charles Darwin and Jesus Christ,
these later intelligences are still not being referred to in later texts, such as Davis and
Rimm (1998), nor are they yet generally known to teachers, even though natural science
is the branch of science that predominates in primary schools. I have considered them in
this study although, while encouraging the development of the naturalist intelligence is
the concern of the classroom teacher, the spiritualist is far less so, for the classroom
teacher in a government school has little opportunity for teaching, learning and
assessment in spiritual matters. In private schools where there is a religious emphasis
there may be more opportunities, and teachers may more readily observe advanced
discernment in this area. Certainly, in religious education classes, I have observed some
quite different levels of concentration and application to set tasks by some students,
compared with those demonstrated in their regular classroom activities. Whether the
suggested spiritualist intelligence is ever widely accepted or not, some students do
exhibit a stronger compassion and sensitivity towards issues raised than do others.
Table I: Gardner's (1983) (2-Dimensional) Multiple Intelligences model
Initially 7 'Intelligences' were described. 'Naturalist' was added 12 years later. 'Spiritualist' is
still under consideration. Goleman (1996) emphasized the importance of emotional intelligence.

Linguistic
Logical-Mathematical
Spatial
Word Intelligence using
Solving Maths problems,
Creating art-work, mental
language, reading, writing, calculating, predicting,
images, making diagrams,
speaking, debating, poetry, reasoning, categorizing,
mazes, mapping,
puzzles, expressing ideas.
analysing, hypothesizing.
designing, photography.
Musical
Bodily-Kinaesthctic
Interpersonal
Sensitivity to pitch, timbre, Playing sport, controlling
Understanding human
timing, rhythm, songs,
movement, manipulating,
behaviour, interacting
tunes, playing a musical
acting, learning actively,
socially, leadership and
instrument, sound effects.
making and fixing things.
negotiation skills.
Intrapersonal
Naturalist
Spiritualist
Self-awareness, discipline
Acute discrimination of
Spirituality is a human
and self-understanding,
the natural world flora
capacity still being
self-reflection and analysis and fauna, farming and
considered for inclusion as
of one's own feelings,
biological science.
an intelligence.
(Gardner H 1983 Eranwx at Mind: The Theon' of Multiple Intelligences
Gardner H 1995 'Reflections on Multiple Intelligences: Myths and Messages' Phi Delta Kappaii Nov pp 200-209)
-

-
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The two-dimensionality of Gardner's model can lead to a myopic view of teaching and
learning that fails to consider home and community input as important adjuncts to the
students' total development. It can also compartmentalise teaching and assessing if
applied over-enthusiastically. However, it is generally found to be of assistance to
teachers, students and parents in helping to prioritise learning requirements with
reference to personal preferences and aptitudes. It is a useful tool for promoting
students' higher order thinking concerning independent meta-cognition, educational
values, what is significant to their current lives and in the near future, and the
relationships between education and society.

Ellerton and Clements (1989 and 1991), Mousley and Marks (1991), and Sullivan and
Clarke (1991) promote interactive communication within the classroom in order to
assist constructive understanding and meta-cognition. We should make a deliberate
effort to expand thinking skills, according to de Bono (1976 p 232), who warns that the
teaching of thinking skills "compete but weakly with content interest

. . .

attention must

be paid directly to the processes".

As teachers gain classroom experience there is a danger of our perceptions and values
becoming entrenched. What constitutes an acceptable level of interactive
communication in one era and subculture may not necessarily be suitable in another
setting some years later. Teachers should constantly reflect on the influences we are
imposing on our students via our classroom management and teaching practices, and
consider whether these are cognisant with current family and community mores. McNeil
(1986) has explained the inter-generationality of authority-dependence and the
internalisation of standards of control that conflict with the individual's development of
meta-ethics and moral reasoning.

Brookfield (1995), Can (1989) and Grundy (1989) have demonstrated that reflection
and critical analysis of classroom practice will extend skills and enrich professional life.
Students have moral and ethical understandings that may be developed to the mutual
benefit of the students, their teachers, and the wider community. Critical reflection can
assist in the identification, and modification or elimination of issues that distort selfunderstandings or sustain irrational and contradictory forms of social life. It is therefore
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practical, and can assist teachers to become aware of how frustrations and impediments
to the pursuit of rational goals may be overcome.

McNiff (1993) discusses the effects of institutionalised values as they impinge upon the
personal intellectual freedom and classroom practice of teachers, and the predominance
of educational enquiries concerned with the control of behaviour. If we consider that
education is not only a necessity for social regeneration, but that 'good' education is
vital for social evolution, we must constantly review our own interpretation of what
constitutes 'good' classroom practice in reference to changing community requirements
and social mores.

Educational enquiries should enable teachers to create our own knowledge and
understandings, but in caring educational practice these will always be formed in
reference to the needs of the students and in consideration of parental and wider
community expectations. I have previously been involved in action research associated
with the construction and implementation of subject matter suitable to a particular
curriculum area (e.g. health, mathematics), but these inquiries focussed on the practical
implementation of the perceived 'good' values of the staff involved. In this study the
values themselves were undergoing problematization.

Mason (2002) suggests the discipline of 'noticing' as a research paradigm in its own
right, and one that is particularly suited to classroom teachers, claiming that it provides
an epistemologically well-founded method of observing and explaining, and a reliable
and robust manner of validating.
While in common with every other research paradigm it is unable to offer
certainty, it provides a self-consistent way of working through which the
practitioner can take responsibility for remaining in question rather than
committing themselves through a single interpretation. As a method of research,
it applies to practitioners developing their own expertise.
(Mason 2002 p 202)
Whereas the process by which experts become expert has been largely content-based,
teachers may train themselves to be expert researchers by becoming highly sensitive to
noticing and thereby raising their level of self-awareness of what is actually happening
in their classroom. This includes a heightened awareness of what is and what is not
effective practice, and opens a greater vista of possibilities for improving practice.
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Mason points out that the distinction between explaining the phenomenon and
explaining why it occurred is important

-

labels such as 'lazy' can slide from being an

observation of a behaviour displayed "into becoming a quality possessed by a child"
(Mason 2002 p 179). 1 have observed that 'good' behaviour carries the same
connotations, and these may be misinterpreted in school situations. 'Good' children who
display approved student-like behaviour are expected to be able to achieve 'good'
academic results (and vice versa with 'bad' behaviour), while children who perform
well in school entrance assessment tests are expected to behave well in class. Yet many
observant teachers know that quiet students who never cause disruptions in class may be
low academic achievers, and that beautifully presented worksheets may contain poor
quality work.

According to Mason (2002 p 187) self-observation is a valid action that promotes a
sense of awareness. What is noticed and what constitutes usefulness is linked to past
experiences

-

both in the classroom and in the wider community

-

so the use of similar

labelling may not indicate a similar level of noticing. I can readily link these maxims
with my own understandings of 'good'. When I first began teaching I always left the
day's work on the board as I felt that if a senior teacher came to my room after school or
before the first lesson on the following morning that they would see all the work that I
had been teaching and gain a 'good' impression of my diligence. Now I leave the day's
work on the board because I believe that it reminds the students, the following morning,
of the previous day's lessons and that this reflection assists their understanding of the
concepts covered. I often erase the work piece by piece as I require the board space,
making comments and inviting comments from students, as I do so. The superficial
appearance of the classroom remains the same, but my concepts of 'good' teaching and
learning have markedly improved.

My classroom practice is therefore a direct contrast to the ideal world of objective facts
where theories are scientifically tested on the premise that there lies within something
that could be false, and thus an experiment can decide between truth and falsity. "If
there is no edge, no specification of one thing over another, there is no substance to the
theory, no content" (Popper 1972 cited in Mason 2002 p 189).
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What it means to know and how knowledge is validated is of prime importance to the
teacher-researcher who seeks to enlarge and develop access to potential in the future,
both for ourselves and for others. As I want others to recognise my account I was
constantly on guard against misleading myself. Features that I considered significant at
the commencement were later found to be irrelevant or misleading when challenged by
greater introspection and reflection. By attuning my sensitivity to maximum
effectiveness I became aware of discrepancies. These included being aware that students
and colleagues at times appeared to agree with me for various intrapersonal and
interpersonal reasons, such as over-modestly believing that their own alternative ideas
and beliefs were inferior to those of mine, or for the sake of workplace relationships. I
sought to achieve spontaneous and dependence-free validation, both immediately and
on-going, such as requests for assistance to implement my ideas, and replication of my
methods by others. Such resonance, which is still developing, provides validation.

Mason warns that action research is intended to be a living practice:
The main disadvaiitwe of routinised action research is that what was intended as
a fluid and flexible responsiveness to conditions employing four interactive
phases, has become. in the hands of many supervisors and project directors, a
rigid cyclic sequence ol analyse, plan, act, evaluate, analyse, plan,
The
pressures to achle\ c a systematic, and hence a recognisable, replicable, and
robust methodolov. have become ossified and contrary to the experience of
people involved in daY-to-day emergent management, whether in teaching,
caring or business.
(Mason 2002 p 173)
...

Thus the cycle of action research

-

define the problem, plan an action, carry it out,

evaluate the effects, redefine the problem

-

may neglect to consider the changing

awareness and sensitivity of teacher-researchers to the evolving situation in relation to
the enhancing of their own professional expertise, improved or deteriorated collegial
and community relationships, and the development of their students. Action research
attempts to validate and improve praxis, although the validation is grounded in the
improved perspectives of the participants and observers to judge the effectiveness and
applicability of particular actions in given situations, and their confidence in
generalizing the assertions to given themes, then adapting and employing them in their
own situations. "While the notion of enquiry, of asking questions and seeking answers,
seems unproblematic, it becomes very complex as soon as you realise that the very act
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of asking questions assumes some sort of perspective, and some anticipation of what an
answer might look like" (Mason 2002 p 176).

Action Research A
The first small action research project, incorporated within the wider etimographic
study, involved the promotion of moral development and self-responsibility via the
development of a degree of guided autonomy. This activity was a direct response to the
inability of the students to display an appropriate level of respect for their own and other
students' personal possessions. An 'appropriate level' was deemed as being that level
which was compatible with school and community expectations regarding the improper
use of school and students' equipment, including carelessness, misplacement and
relocation without the owner's permission. The research was complicated by the
intrusion of traditional concepts of what 'good' teaching practice looks like.

Action Research B
The second action research project involved an investigation into teaching practice that
might develop the independent meta-cognition vital for discriminating and decisionmaking. The roles of students and teachers were examined with a view to raising the
students' awareness of what standards of conduct should be deemed as being acceptable
and how these might vary, both according individual perceptions and according to given
roles within our community.

Action Research C
The third action research project explored the enhancement of moral development via
the expansion of higher order thinking skills, based on the premise that to improve
students' ability to think critically and with a heightened awareness of the issues
involved can enable them to better construct their individual understandings of the
world and communicate these in a cohesive and responsive manner. The suggestion is
made that the opportunity exists for all teachers to critically reflect upon their own
teaching practice and to extend the learning outcomes beyond the content-oriented base
of the key learning areas of literacy and numeracy.

The examination of face-to-face classroom interactions was made according to the
dimensions of the contestation theory of curriculum as delineated by McTaggart (1991)
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which views schools as capable of playing a role in producing changes in knowledge,
values and social relations via critical examination and renegotiation of educational and
social realities. This is a more fruitful stance than that taken by adherents of the
reproduction or correspondence theory which views schools as merely reproducing the
established stratifications of society, and the schools and teachers within them as being
powerless to effect significant changes. I believe that enhanced moral understandings
and the ability to critically analyse the purpose and scope of the school curricula enables
students to function more effectively and efficiently in the institutional is ed educational
system.

Lewin's classic action research cycle is "an expression of an essentially democratic
spirit in social research" (Kemmis and Mclaggart 1997 p 30) and has been widely used
in collaborative interpretive research with teachers, schools and school communities.
On-going evaluation during this study exposed dichotomies between system and
community expectations, and between my own classroom practice and personal
ideological expectations. My 'democratic spirit' needed to be curtailed in order to
address unplanned difficulties and hindrances as they arose.

The effects of systemic domination, intergenerational teaching mores and static
community expectations are discussed by Elliott when considering genuine and fair
classroom models:
First, there is a small set of prespecified goals. Second, some measure of output is
established. often only one measure like achievement scores. Third, people with
good results are rewarded or people with bad results are punished. The output
measures are maximised with little concern for limits or side effects.
(Elliott 1997 p 215)
..

Elliot goes on to discuss reflection with a view to action, based on the assumption that
"teachers are capable of identifying and diagnosing their practical problems" (Elliot
1997 p 217). He also considers the implications of moral responsibility in teachers, but
does not consider the students' moral awareness. His advice for teacher self-monitoring
via audio- and video-taping remains pertinent today. His observance that "utterances
like 'good', 'interesting', 'right' prevent the expression of divergent ideas in the class,
since pupils tend to interpret them as attempts by teachers to legitimate the expression of
some ideas rather than others" (Elliott 1997 p 223) reminds teachers to be careful not to
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distort their observations to fit their biases. By frequently reviewing my practice via
discussions with collaborative colleagues and documenting via a daily journal and
frequent video-tapes I have endeavoured not to. I also remained in contact with several
key students and their parents for some months after the study had ended, and their
positive comments have encouraged me to believe that my observations were genuine
and unbiased.

Federal and state government reports delineate the wider community's ideals of what
'good' education looks like. Various historical texts explore the evolution of these
ideals, while recently published papers indicate possible foci of interest in the
immediate future. This study has enabled me to record and deliberate upon my insights
in the classroom. These may subsequently be useful to the educational community.
Much of the wisdom of research within the various aspects of the field of teaching
is contained within the various literatures ...Another literature 'exists' in the
independent deliberations of thousands of workers in the field who unfortunately
never record their practice or deliberations for researchers to access.
(NTU 1997 EDT 653 Dialogues in Educational Research Study Guide p 3)
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Study plan showing interfacing of proposed classroom practice with school and system
requirements, and community expectations.

Table 2:

Preparedness to Engage in Practical
Research:
Plan the prospective action for articulating
and developing educational knowledge
concerning an irrational, inconsistent or
unexamined classroom reality.

Educational Practice Provides the Data:
Deliberate and controlled strategic action
observed and documented for reflection.

3a. Examination of Educational ideas:
Reflect on the value of the practice in
consideration of how the students are
learning and how this impacts upon
nersonal ideological frameworks.

3b. Consideration of Educational Purposes:
Reflect on the value of the practice within the
frameworks of system and community
expectations.

4a(i) Improved:
Educational practice
Classroom
relationships

4b(i)Jmproi'ed:
Social relationships
School organization
General intelligence of
schooling

4a(ii)Di,ninished or
Static:
Educational practice
Classroom
relationships

4b(ii)Dimini.s'hed or
Static:
Social relationships
School organization
General intelligence of
schooling

5. Revised General Plan
Following discussion, reflection and evaluation sections or subsections of the research may
need adjustment and renegotiation from a position of improved understanding prior to the
commencement of the next part of the study cycle.
In this table I acknowledge that, although this study is an internalised enquiry in which I
critically reflect and theorize about my own work, my classroom practice interfaces with school
and system requirements and community expectations.

Critical reflection has allowed me to explore and document my assumptions, theories
and the value of my practice as I implemented what I believed to be rational processes
in the classroom. It also allowed me to make explicit some individual and shared
understandings and some educational development in an upper primary classroom.
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Diagram 5: Proposed Three-Dimensional Model for Investigation of Moral Development
The development of morality needs to be approached with a three-dimensional awareness of the
differences between the Intelligences and an understanding of the taxonomic ability within each
Intelligence. Each student has an individual aptitude within each Intelligence and a varying
ability to internalise and act upon challenges and confrontations according to his/her own
advancement along the 'Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis,
Evaluation' continuum. The diagram both exposes and endorses, as does Milgram's, the
importance of parents and other factors and organizations in the community on the student's
development, and invokes consideration of the significance of the disparities between the three
Settings of Home, School and Community. The reasons why it proved to be unsuitable for this
study are explained in Chapter Eight.
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3.5 Summary
o My intention was to record my own preferred practice, the effects this had on
others, and the implications that may thereby be constructed and may be useful
to others. An examination of teaching practice necessitates subjectivity relevant
to the intentions of the participants. An ethnographic form of recording ongoing
events was found to be the most suitable, with several small action research
projects being incorporated into the enquiry in order to permit focus of intent
and assist clarity of outcomes.
o Teachers experience difficulties relating the latest theories of learning with our
on-going teaching practice. Selection tends to be influenced by short-term goals,
the circumstantial demands for immediate usefulness and practicality. Immediate
subject-oriented proficiency should not be pursued at the expense of the
development of thoughtful and alert students. Critical theory is valuable in
helping us to make connections between commonsense practices in schools and
the ideologies of the wider society. Classroom dynamics require genuine and
sympathetic understandings despite the current high profile of 'behaviour
management' in schools. Teachers and students need to be aware of value-laden
perspectives, practices and assessments. We should constantly aim to improve
our quality of teaching.
o Teachers trialling different teaching and classroom management styles should
not feel guilty about the difficulties and set-backs encountered. Balanced
information and discussions about differing views will promote confidence and
maintain appropriate collegial and teacher-student relationships. The limits of a
teacher's rightful authority and influence need to be recognised. Personal
awareness and interpersonal understanding will promote genuine clarification of
the diverse feelings, opinions and beliefs of significant facts and values. Students
need to actively engage with issues of autonomy, responsibility, differences of
interpretations, considerations of meanings and understandings of varieties of
'right' and 'wrong', 'good' and 'bad'.
o There is a general perception throughout the teaching profession that higher
standards are being expected of teachers, with more pastoral care and an increase
in accountability. The environmental and cultural world of teachers is becoming
more open to questioning from and communicating with the community in
which it is situated. Perceptions of 'good' teaching may be based on unrealistic
expectations and out-of-date beliefs.
o Mandated changes may cause hostility; short-term gains may be linked to
political issues and the professional pathways of key personnel. Teachers who
resist change are regarded as irrational. Schools need a common mission, with an
emphasis on learning and with high expectations in a climate that is conducive to
learning. School culture also plays a powerful role in changing teachers'
perceptions of their problems. It can be constantly renewed and refreshed by
changes in personnel, especially key personnel.
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o The only universal moral 'good' is concern for others, but as we learn and
acquire cultural knowledge we develop a sense of cultural goodness in our own
culture or group. The cultural moral 'goods' may become predominant over the
universal moral 'goods' and may even be deviant. Children are socialized into
the value-system of the family and the initial group in which they are nurtured.
This learning is initially pre-conscious but develops in a more conscious and
cognitive manner as they learn what is morally and socially acceptable.
o Student codes of conduct are an important part of the current mandated
behaviour management policies in schools, and behaviour management issues
require teachers' time and energy that is consequently not available to promote
literacy and nurneracy. However, teachers are now more informed than in
previous decades and our globalized and de-traditionalized world has increased
our options to work at an increased level of system and community reflexivity.
o People may not act at the same level of morality all the time and many adults
may never attain the highest levels. Wherever there is a concern of one person
for another then the universal value of 'good' is manifest, but if the 'good'
intention results in the removal of autonomy then the act is immoral. Students
may be empowered by teachers who acquaint them with the social and political
significances of the processes of learning in terms of their own structural power.
There is a hidden power in teaching-learning relationships and teachers need to
understand that if they do not make students aware of this then they are using
their power for their own ends.
o Ethnographies record primary data, are naturalistic and qualitative, with the
researcher partielpatiiu as a part of the normal life of the group using what is
learnt from the paicijation to produce the research findings. My study was
therefore a participant observation ethnography with a perspectivist (as opposed
to 'truth seekine objective. Ethnographic methods of research in education are
well-established. The researcher is able to observe the participants in classrooms
and clarify the intentions and understandings of the participants. As a
part] cipant-invcstwator I had a role compatible with my recognised rOle as
teacher.
o The discipline of noticing as a research paradigm is particularly suited to
classroom teachers, as it provides an epistemologically well-founded method of
observing and explaining, and a reliable and robust manner of validating.
Teachers may train themselves to be expert researchers by becoming highly
sensitive to noticing and thereby raising their level of self-awareness of what is
actually happening in their classroom. This includes a heightened awareness of
what is and what is not effective practice, and opens a greater vista of
possibilities for improving practice.
o The distinction between explaining the phenomenon and explaining why it
occurred is important labels such as 'lazy' can slide from being an observation
of a behaviour displayed into becoming a quality possessed by the student.
'Good' behaviour carries the same connotations that can be misinterpreted in
school situations. 'Good' children who display approved student-like behaviour
are expected to be able to achieve 'good' academic results.
-
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o

Self-observation is a valid action that promotes a sense of awareness. What is
noticed and what constitutes usefulness is linked to past experiences both in
the classroom and in the wider community so the use of similar labelling may
not indicate a similar level of noticing. The superficial appearance of the
classroom may vary minimally but the quality of the teaching and learning may
be quite different.
-

-

o

Action research attempts to validate and improve praxis, but the cycle of action
research define the problem, plan an action, carry it out, evaluate the effects,
redefine the problem may neglect to consider the changing awareness and
sensitivity of teach er-res earchers to the evolving situation. The validation is
grounded in the improved perspectives of the participants and observers to judge
the effectiveness and applicability of particular actions in given situations, and
their confidence in generalizing the assertions to given themes, then adapting
and employing them in their own situations.
-

-
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Chapter Four

Promoting Self-Responsibility
Establishing Guided Autonomy

-

To promote autonomy is to encourage and assist students
to form and hold opinions, and to behave in accordance
with their thinking. For a teacher it is not enough that
students should simply be able to think for themselves,
they should be able to reason with clarity, consistency
and logically, with due regard for the facts and personal
situations.
Barrow R 1975 Mo,al Philosophy fm Education p 135

4.1 Considering available options for promoting self-responsibility and
interpersonal skills within the school

The promotion of moral development is inseparable from the promotion of selfresponsibility, and both involve

-

and indeed necessitate

-

the conference of a degree of

autonomy. Devolution and delegation strategies in the 'big picture' of departmental
administration have conferred a degree of guided autonomy on school councils and
school principals in recent years. Although it might be argued that true autonomy cannot
be subject to guidance, social mores and departmental regulations, guidelines, duty
statements and economic constraints negate any possibility of pure autonomy in the
education system. At the classroom level Barrow's (1975) advice for the teacher to
promote clear and logical thinking in relation to current personal situations is endorsed
by the NTCF (2002) "EsseNTial Learnings".

Therefore, keeping in mind my 'duty of care' responsibilities as a classroom teacher, I
examined a variety of ideas for promoting self-responsibility, including buddy class
activities and peer tutoring for reading with early childhood students, library monitor
duties, sport's room monitor duties, student representative support, canteen duties, fundraising activities, and the like, all of which are established and approved throughout
primary schools as suitable ways of extending interpersonal skills for those students
deemed suitable for such involvement.

The major problem with these activities was the 'deemed suitable for involvement'
prerequisite. The only students from my class who were considered suitable for
involvement by the various teachers responsible for organising the buddy classes, the
peer tutoring, the library, the sports equipment, the fund raising activities, etc., were the
students who had already proven their capabilities in those very interpersonal skills and
personality traits (honesty, consideration, patience, insightfulness, reliability,
responsibility, thoughtfulness, and so on) that I was trying to develop. All the teachers I
appealed to for placement of those of my students who needed to develop the skills and
traits required rejected my suggestions to involve them. They wanted only those
students who could "be depended upon"

-

students they had already identified in the
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class that I was taking over from another teacher as I resumed work following long
service leave.

In some instances the teachers were more concerned with 'getting the job done' (which
was to the benefit of a large number of students across many classes in the school, e.g.
sports room monitors, library monitors) than with the development of the individual
students involved in doing the jobs. This was understandable. Busy classroom teachers
who had taken on such additional duties as co-ordinating the student representative
council or the sports day events had as a priority the consideration of the final wholeschool outcome, not the moral development of any individual student. Early childhood
teachers searching for buddy assistants to promote reading had as an openly stated
priority the heightened literary skills of their own students, not the improved
interpersonal skills of mine. Their aim was not my aim: their target, their end result, was
not mine. Their 'good' educational priority was an outcome that differed from my
'good' educational priority for my students. Yet, despite the disparity of aims and
intentions, each teacher

-

including myself— was acting with concern for the best

outcomes for our students, each according to our own perceptions of what was the
correct thing to do.

So, within a few days of commencing the study, I had arrived at my first dichotomy. My
ideas for developing self-responsibility through the promotion of approved school
activities were not acceptable to my colleagues as there was a fundamental disparity
between my values and those of my peers. Negotiations between teachers concerning
students, resources, excursions, special classes and other events, are of course a regular
occurrence in the staffrooms of large, busy primary schools. My discussions with the
other teachers had been conducted pleasantly, their refusals were friendly and conveyed
that they could not oblige me due to considerations for their own classes rather than that
they did not wish to help. I was not made to feel importunate, but their inability to assist
me did not auger well for my plans of collegial collaboration and for on-going
discussions and refereeing about the moral development of particular students as my
study progressed.

I was able to plan for elective activities with two neighbouring classes to be held in the
last 4 weeks of each term, and these teachers provided valuable information about my
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students' behaviour later in the year. However, for immediate on-going activities that
would not involve the approval and participation of other teachers I needed to consider
options within my own classroom. In the event, despite the fact that other classroom
teachers were not able to be in my classroom watching me practice, just as I was not
able to be in theirs, this was possibly better in the long-term, as I was able to
demonstrate that students generally thought to be selfish and irresponsible were capable
of independent and considerate decision-making regarding managing matters such as
their own personal space and their own personal effects.

4.2 Considering available options for promoting self-responsibility and
interpersonal skills within the classroom

4.2.1 Confusing 'good' classroom management with 'good' teaching
In recent years I have become increasingly aware that many accepted practices
and activities within schools

-

in many of which I also have been involved do

not actually further the education of the students. Some practices are for the
convenience only of the teacher/s. Some merely assist the administration and
organization of the establishment. Some endorse and extend the teacher-student
pedagogy. These, sometimes inter-generationally conveyed, understandings of
what good' teachers do in their classrooms impinge upon teachers' actual
professional practice. The consideration I gave to changing some of my
classroom management practices as being ways of developing decision-making
abilities and management skills appeared to some teachers and students to be
quite radical departures from accepted practice. Like many changes, they were
viewed by some with suspicion and distrust and by others with interest and
support.

4.2.2 Classroom arrangements as pedagogical endorsements
Classroom arrangements are one such practice where the classroom teacher
usually has total control, is not encouraged by the school or department to
negotiate with the students, and is not expected by the students to consult with
them despite the effect that the arrangements have on their personal space
throughout every school day. Not only is there the fact to consider that
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responsibility for the classroom arrangements has never been conferred on the
students and therefore the students have had no opportunity to develop their
interpersonal skills via this avenue, but the style in which furniture, work areas
and displayed schoolwork is arranged in classrooms has an effect upon the moral
development of the students.

I believe that classrooms where 'time out' areas are prominent and 'reward
boards' for students who have been 'good' are intrusive upon the moral
development of students. Such classrooms take away the students' choices in
small, subtle ways. The guidelines of 'good' (and therefore, consequently, of
'bad') are both surreptitiously and overtly delineated in these classrooms.
Indeed, classroom teachers are openly encouraged by senior staff to begin the
school year 'with a firm hand' and to set the expectations of 'good' behaviour
immediately.

Behaviour management advocates (that is, teachers who are on the behaviour
management committee in the school and behaviour management specialist
advisors to schools) are now commending teachers who set up 'time out' centres
in their classrooms prior to the students' actual commencement day in the school
year. Expectations of 'bad' conduct are thus conveyed to both the teachers and
the incoming students. So also is the message that those in authority have
already pre-defined both 'crime' and 'punishment' as well as what it is that
constitutes 'good' and 'bad' conduct

-

which may be at considerable variance

with the delineations affecting the children's lifestyles outside the school.

4.2.3 Classroom rules as pedagogical endorsements
Classroom rules are typically overt eschewers of moral development. The
general moralities overseen by our democratic system of government,
exemplified as internalised understandings in Kohlberg's higher stages of
development (Gleitman 1981 p 505), clearly proscribe what not to do.
Classroom rules most frequently prescribe what to do:
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Table 3: A

typical example of classroom rules

Our Movement Rules:
We walk quietly.
We keep our bodies to ourselves.
Our Speaking Rules:
We speak nicely to each other.
We put our hand up to speak.
We use the Noise-o-meter to modify our voice.
Our Working Rules:
We always do our best.
We talk quietly.
We stay on task.
How We Treat Each Other:
We co-operate.
We treat each other nicely.

While it is, of course, far more inspiring of desired conduct to indicate what it is
that the students are to do, and it is widely considered to be negative and
uninspiring to merely proscribe what it is that the students are not to do, overprescription removes any consideration by students of what is suitable and what
is unsuitable for the classroom milieu.

4.2.4 Inter-generational factors as pedagogical endorsements
inter-generational factors then come into play, as the 'good' students adapt
quickly to the classroom teachers' expectations, modify their conduct
accordingly, succeed at the 'school' game, and later may return as teachers
themselves. (In informal discussions with teachers, I have never yet met one who
said that they were a 'bad' student when they were in primary school. All of
them said that they were 'good' students and particularly so in one area or
another.) 'Bad' students are less adept at adjusting to the 'strange' demands of
the varied classroom situations they encounter, and it is these students who may
benefit the most by being themselves involved with the decision-making
concerned with the construction of what is or is not acceptable conduct in a
classroom. It is also these students who may benefit the most by having a teacher
who is prepared to question the inter-generationally inherited expectations of
'good' classroom conduct.
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4.2.5 Assumptions as pedagogical endorsements
As teachers, we need to reflect upon how our inherited assumptions give
nieaning and purpose to what we do in our classrooms. Becoming aware of, and
reflecting upon, the implicit assumptions that frame how we think and act is
intellectually challenging and emotionally uncomfortable. Some assumptions are
so deeply ingrained that they are not easily recognisable as assumptions, and we
may resist examining them critically. We make what we believe to be our own
decisions as to what we think should be happening in a particular situation, we
believe that we know how both students and teachers should behave, what
'good' educational processes look like, what obligations students and teachers
owe each other, and we may not be prepared to discuss or alter these. We may be
suspicious of, or even resent, teachers who wish to investigate styles of teaching
practice and classroom management that are different to our own.

4.2.6 Providing opportunities for decision-making and for promoting selfresponsibility and interpersonal skills
(i) Furniture
On the pretext of needing to return the previous teacher's posters and charts to
her and therefore needing to redecorate, I removed from the walls of the
classroom the noise-o-11ieter, the large 'classroom rules' poster, and the various
commercial posters. I lowever, I did not pin up labels designating particular areas
of the walls for wven subjects or topic, suggesting to the students that we might
discuss from day to day which work they would like displayed and which work
they would prefer not to. I have a preference for the students' own work, and
have found that alienated students sometimes respond well to being able to have
their own preferred decorations. I changed the prominently placed designated
'time out' corner to an alcove area near a bookcase, but did not label it. In later
weeks I found it to be useful as a 'cooling-off zone, where some students could
sit and read when they needed to separate themselves from an annoying
situation.

I then instigated a policy of allowing students to sit wherever they pleased. They
were also allowed to move the furniture into whatever arrangement they wished,
and encouraged to change it and their own position during the day in accordance
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with the lesson's particular requirements. I had never before tried such open
manipulation of seating, and was particularly wary with this upper primary class,
as many of my students were already noted by the senior staff for their negative
and aggressive conduct.

I did not commence this practice with an intrusive introduction: I simply dragged
all the students' tables together into the centre of the classroom one afternoon
and explained this strange arrangement to the students as they entered the
following morning as an exercise for allowing the cleaner to be able to vacuum
more thoroughly and easily. On being invited to get their tables set up ready for
work, most of the students tried to replicate the previous day's order. Some
students dragged their tables to a new position or sat next to a different student.
When these modifications to the previous ordained order were helpfully pointed
out by the 'good' students, I merely responded, apparently disinterestedly, with
"Well, it's sometimes good to have a change", "Perhaps she likes sitting over
there", "Yes, I did hear that they weren't supposed to sit together, but that was
last term. They may get along better now."

The ensuing mayhem was tolerable, but only just. Work was achieved via the
'top-down' teacher-input method and the fact that I had already established a
policy of the students placing every lesson's work on my desk for immediate
perusal prior to leaving the classroom for the morning or luncheon recess, or
departing in the afternoon. I have always found that immediate perusal and
response with discussion of the students' work is the most beneficial, and I had
no intention of the students not achieving the set academic outcomes of each unit
of schoolwork that I was teaching. But, the following morning the tables were
again bunched together in the centre of the classroom.

Again there was noise and chaos for about half an hour. Again there were the
heated discussions, the sniping comments, the hunched shoulders, the banging of
chairs, the clanging of table legs falling out of the tables as they were
inadvertently lifted by the top instead of being held by the legs, the slapping
down of books and schoolbags, the hurling of lunch order bags into the canteen
box, and the 'I've really had my feelings hurt' expressions of the type that 12-
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year-old girls can so beautifully display. Again, settling down to work was
achieved, but with difficulty. Luckily, the two neighbouring classes were both
out at physical education during this time of the day, so the noise did not affect
other students or teachers.

By the end of the week, the students were starting to enter the room with a
somewhat purposeful plan for seating and by the end of the following week they
were entering in groups of two, three and four, with one larger cohort of six,
having already planned where they wished to sit in the classroom and with an
organized seating arrangement within their group and a heightened awareness of
the wishes of other groups. Gradually they began to settle down to work with
less noise and fuss, and fewer and fewer interventions from other students and
admonitions from me.

It took a good deal of self-restraint to allow the students to seat themselves
wherever they wished every day rather than every week. In previous years I have
allowed the students to choose a new place at the end of each week, so that when
they came in on Monday they could enter in the quiet, orderly and supposedly
'well-behaved' manner used almost universally. After a few weeks, most of the
students began to seat themselves in the same place and with the same group for
an extended length of time. The option to change places without having to draw
attention to themselves by asking my permission remained, and was beneficial
when friendships within groups changed, or when a student wished to help or
gain assistance from another student in a particular lesson.

I believe that students should be allowed to seat themselves as they please,
within such reasonable guidelines as giving priority of placement to students
with sight or hearing deficiencies, or other learning problems. When I was
studying to become a teacher the arrangement of the classroom furniture was
given considerable emphasis. One of our assignments was to design 'an inspiring
and happy classroom', and we each had to present our classroom plan to the rest
of the group for 'constructive criticism'. While we all applied ourselves
enthusiastically to the design task, and innovative arrangements of desks in
intersecting diagonal lines, E-, H-, L-, T- and U- configurations were applauded
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while straight rows were universally condemned, not one of us
lecturer

-

including the

-

thought to consider that the students themselves might wish to arrange

the manner in which they sat.

Other exponents of classroom management also neglect to mention the students'
preferences when setting up their working spaces. Dalton and Boyd (1992),
when discussing the seeking of congruence, invite us to consider the different
power messages that classroom arrangements provide, and comment that "the
physical set up of the room, the language we use and the non-verbal messages
we convey, all need to be congruent to achieve consistency in our classrooms"
(Dalton and Boyd 1992 p 67). The 'we' refers to us, the teachers, not the
students. Mason (2002) refers to such implicit assumptions about 'good'
classroom practice, warning that it is so easy to make inappropriate assumptions
that we may restrict ourselves to seeing, hearing, sensing and feeling only what
we expect.
It may be that prolepsis leads to overlooking crucial differences. In a
classroom there are likely to be students and a teacher, but are the
students in rows or round tables? Is the teacher in front of a board,
walking around, or sitting at a desk dealing with a queue of waiting
students? Unfortunately, assumptions are tentacles that reach deep into
our accounts. it is these very assumptions which hide values and
interpretations, embedded habits and automatic reactions.
(Mason 2002 p 111)
Primary school teachers usually designate each student a place in the classroom,
(as appears to be the case in the example promoted by Dalton and Boyd 1992).
Sometimes the students remain at that one place for the duration of the whole
year, having the opportunity to select companions only during group or wholeclass activities, and often even the groups for group activities are designated by
the teacher. The great majority of teachers I have observed arrange the furniture
without reference to the students' personal likes and dislikes, yet the
arrangement of classroom furniture has a marked effect on student comfort and
'ownership' of personal working space. Many teachers never consider that the
students should have the major voice in the seating arrangements. They assume,
and have even been encouraged during their pre-service training to assume, that
their decisions and arrangements are 'good' practice.
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I was constantly surprised at the variety of ways the students arranged the desks,
but they usually pulled them around to face the whiteboard for mathematics and
then back into group arrangements for other lessons. This was obviously because
I do use the whiteboard a lot for mathematics, and they naturally wished to view
the set work with the least discomfort possible.

Review
By the end of the term my class was receiving compliments about the manner in
which they were able to move in and out of other teaching areas, such as buddy
classes, the assembly hall and the library. The students became more adept at
entering, finding a place or rearranging the furniture to their own or their groups'
liking, and settling quickly to work. The librarian commented that my class was
able to come into the library, get seated and commence work even at times of
minimal supervision, such as when she was still checking out books for the
previous class or finding a resource for a teacher.

(ii) Friends
I encouraged the ability to work constructively in partnerships and small groups
overtly, several times reminding the students that there were people with whom
they could advantageously associate in the playground or on the sports-field, but
that these were not necessarily the best people to associate with in the classroom
-

that is, there are friends for different occasions. By the end of the year many

students had noticeably improved their ability to choose and many were able to
openly discuss in a 'no self-blame' and non-accusing manner the difficulties they
experienced when working with particular students in particular lessons. The
most difficult student in the class, who had a history of sudden and inexplicable
outbursts of physical violence, was the most obviously improved, able to
articulate in a positive way his likes and dislikes and able to select his workcompanions more appropriately according to the lesson under way. These were
important advances in intrapersonal as well as interpersonal awareness, and
details are provided in the case studies presented in Chapter Seven.

Several students opted from time to time to work alone, saying that they did their
best work in mathematics, poetry, writing or whatever when by themselves. For
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these students this was a major decision, at odds with their beliefs that they
should work co-operatively with a friend or group, share equipment and ideas,
and negotiate decisions with the group. I believe that this recognition of personal
learning styles, and the development of understanding and empathizing with the
preferred learning styles of others, was a significant step in moral development.

I have observed that constant and unrelenting forced co-operation and
collaboration can have a negative affect on those students who are more reticent
or who have over-learnt the co-operation lesson. To these students 'working in a
co-operative group' simply means 'agreeing with everything that the stronger
personalities in the group have decided'. To these students, being allowed to
consider, then put into practice, their own preferred style of study was an
important factor in promoting their personal well-being, and was proven by
positive parent feed-back on the new arrangements.

Review
As the year progressed, when joined by other students, or when joining other
students in their classrooms, the library, the assembly hall, for singing, choir,
physical education, or other special events, other teachers and even visiting
tutors began to comment that my students displayed a superior ability in
assessing the situation, making any necessary adjustments for paired or group
work, and settling to work without, or with minimal, teacher direction. In our
own classroom, some very stable pairs and work-groups formed, other groups
were less stable, but over time the students improved their negotiation skills and
their ability to choose with whom they wished to associate during particular
lessons.

(iii) Personal effects
This small, non-academic decision involved allowing the students to decide on
the placement of their schoolbags. In every other classroom in the school (and in
every other school in which I have worked or visited to deliver professional
development

-

over 70 schools) the schoolbags are placed tidily away in the

locker-shelves along the wall of the classroom adjacent to the door.
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When I joined the class following long service leave, I was warned by the
previous teacher that petty theft was rife. When I discussed this with the class
there were a number of accusations and angry defensive comments. 1 suggested
that as the problem appeared to mainly occur with small items being taken (or
possibly mislaid) from the schoolbags placed in the locker-shelves, apparently as
the students were leaving the classroom for the morning or luncheon recess, that
it might be easier for each student to look after their own gear if they kept their
bags under their chairs where they wouldn't get in the way of movement about
the classroom, as they would if hung over the back of the chairs or placed in the
aisles. And they would be much handier to get things from, such as books or
drink bottles, or to place notices and newsletters into.

Complaints of theft stopped immediately, but I continued the scheme of allowing
individual decision-making with regard to the location of their schoolbags,
although I personally would have preferred the bags to be stacked neatly away. I
soon realized that many students found that hanging their bag on the back of
their chair was the most convenient and, depending on the location of their chair
in the classroom, began to accept this arrangement providing that the bag did not
obstruct necessary movement about the room during lessons.

After several months, towards the end of the year when a number of large-group
activities and painting lessons requiring extra classroom space were being held, 1
was able to direct the students to again place their bags in the locker-shelves
without mishap. However, many students left their bags in the locker-shelves
only for the duration of that particular lesson, and this obvious preference for
autonomy regarding small non-academic issues has encouraged me to continue
the practice.

When some senior staff reproached me for allowing the students to "leave their
bags all over the floor", comparing the appearance of my classroom
unfavourably to neighbouring classrooms, I was able to report that complaints of
petty theft had ceased. I was also able to claim a significant improvement of
academic importance: the increased work output of a number of previously lessthan-enthusiastic students.
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In previous years I had always insisted upon the neatness that is typical of many
teachers. My classroom had always appeared orderly, with rulers, pens and
pencils placed neatly on the desks or tables, no 'toys' in evidence, chairs tucked
in, books stacked in an orderly manner, bags in the locker-shelves, students'
trays cleaned out regularly, and absolutely nothing left on the floor.

Certainly, my classroom now looked messy, for apart from the schoolbags issue,
I also began allowing the students to leave a plethora of personal items on their
tables as they worked. I say 'allowed', but again I did not commence this
practice with an intrusive introduction, I simply did not comment when personal
items of no academic value began to appear on the tables. This exercise was
quite easily instigated and developed

all I had to do was to admire a set of

-

colourful pens that had been a birthday present and comment on how interesting
mathematics looked when ruled up in green and purple with the writing in pink. I
also admired a pencil sharpener in the shape of a tiger moth bi-plane, discussing
the design with its owner and commenting on the technical difficulty of creating
a mold to make this particular model.

Soon, a great variet\ ol personal items were littering the tables, and lessons were
being written up in a kaleidoscope of interesting colours. Two previously very
reticent students bean to increase their work output
texta

-

-

in colourful fine-point

but I objected only when it was written in yellow, as I found this very

difficult to coiTect in the evening. A number of students apparently discovered a
liking for writing in various shades of red and pink

-

I believed that they liked

writing in a colour usually the prerogative of the teacher— so I switched to
correcting in green. When fluffy and feathered adornments to the tops of biros
and pencils became prevalent to the point of interfering with the students'
concentration on the set learning tasks I did comment on developing the skill of
being able to work despite distractions, and that individuals should be able to
make decisions themselves as to what were and were not likely to interfere with
their concentration. I was careful to make the academic outcomes explicit, and to
show that my concern as a teacher was to raise the students' abilities in literacy,
numeracy and other curriculum areas.
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Gradually the students' various levels of pre-occupation with personal trivia
declined, with little exhibitions from time to time associated with birthdays and
other special events. I began to enjoy admiring these exhibits, reflecting back to
the sparsity and utilitarian nature of the stationery available to students when I
was in primary school. Although three students remained as being overly
concerned with personal paraphernalia and occasionally required a reminder to
stay on task, the great majority of students showed a marked improvement in
their ability to either cope with personal trivia on the tables while they worked or
to discern when personal trivia was likely to intrude upon their academic duties,
and themselves decided to put it away. I felt that this was a significant
development; that my somewhat untidy classroom in fact contained students
who were more advanced than those in neater classrooms that were, in actuality,
only reflections of a responsible teacher. I enjoyed relinquishing responsibility to
the students.

Review
Although I actually prefer it to look neater, this year's class generally appeared
to prefer a messy classroom, with some students responding with more alacrity
than others to the three-times-daily requests (recess, lunch and departure) to
"Pack up neatly before you leave, please". I did not like allowing the students to
leave without tidying up their personal work areas to the level of nicety I would
have preferred, and in past years have insisted upon. (I continued to insist that
everything was removed from the floor before the students departed in the
afternoon.) However, I found that a small amount of untidiness during the day
had no effect at all on work output, and I found that my self-restraint cut down
markedly on my 'chipping' the students for small non-academic reasons. Some
of these students commented on the fact that I didn't "get cross over little things"
and one student in particular was extremely pleased that he was not "always
getting into trouble". When questioned more closely this comment seemed to be
based mainly on problems concerned with tidiness in his personal work area.

During this period the students were exposed to a different variety of 'good', for I had
now established sufficient autonomy in non-academic areas of their school life for them
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to be able to undertake some self-responsibility in decision-making concerning their
personal space, friendships and work habits.

I came to be aware that a surfeit of organization can actually detract from the students'
decision-making opportunities, and realized that I had, in previous years, assumed that
teachers whose classrooms were rather untidy were not very 'good' at classroom
management. I now felt that a very organized teacher may easily cross the line of high
quality teaching and become merely a bossy teacher, whose detailed planning,
preparation, supervision and assessment allows the students no freedom of choice, even
about those things which may have no direct bearing on their academic progression.
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4.3 Summary:

As teachers, we need to reflect upon how our assumptions give meaning and purpose to
what we do in our classrooms:
o

We do not need to control every aspect of classroom life in order to teach.
'Good' organization is not synonymous with a high level of control.

o

Responsibility is much more than just 'being good at completing set tasks'.
If we are overly dutiful teachers, who do not allow responsibility involving
intrapersonal and interpersonal analysis and evaluation to be undertaken by our
students, we may be neglecting opportunities for our students to develop
negotiation and other higher order thinking skills.

o Teachers who wish to change a classroom management style need to work
collaboratively with the students, parents and other teaching staff, and should be
prepared to explain the reasons for the changes logically and positively.
o Some students may adjust positively to changes more quickly than others. Some
students may require longer. Teachers initiating changes should be prepared to
persist for an extended length of time and not expect 100% success.
o intrapersonal and interpersonal skills can be promoted and upper primary
students are capable of recognizing improvement in these aspects of their
development as well as in the conventional curriculum learning areas.
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Chapter Five

Correction versus Discussion Raising
-

Awareness of the Teacher's Role

Obedience versus Participation Raising
-

Awareness of the Student's Role

Change is everywhere: Progress is not. The challenge to
change should be exploited before it victimizes us.
There is no point in getting better at a bad practice:
efforts should only be redoubled if the practice was
initially sound. Alternative solutions should be sought.
Fullan G 1991 The New Meaning of Educational Change p 16

5.1 Raising role awareness via promoting meta-cognition

Primary school students, especially upper primary students, are capable of independent
meta-cognition, and the NTCF (2002) "EsseNTial Learnings" provide explicit outcomes
to inform teachers and guide their classroom practice. At an interpersonal level, the
students need to come to understand that the teacher is a person who provides a service
to the community, and thus advance from the lower-level moral construct of performing
learning tasks to please the teacher, to being able to determine what is right for
themselves as referenced to agreed family and community values. Raising students'
awareness of the teacher's role is an important interim link between unquestioning
obedience in early childhood and self-driven application in adolescence.

As I wished to fulfil the role of facilitator and guide, to increase understanding of the
purposefulness for schooling, to encourage a growth of personal responsibility, and to
promote the students' understandings about the educational system, I changed to a
practice of discussion rather than correction of the students' work. This included making
explicit the learning outcomes of the lesson/unit of work, the quality of the work I
expected to be submitted, the time it should take to complete the set tasks, placing the
lesson/unit in a learning sequence, linking the lesson/unit to jobs or other activities in
the world outside the school, and targeting commonly made mistakes in specific lessons
rather than making crosses and corrective comments in a number of individual
workbooks.

The usual handing in of set work at the end of almost every lesson continued, a practice
I have always used in order to ensure both that the work has been done
attempted

-

-

or at least

and in order to assess the quality of the work completed. This practice also

ensures that every student approaches my desk several times each day and so there is
provision for speaking with me, or me speaking with the student, several times each
day. My desk therefore becomes included in the 'normal' movement within the
classroom, and to approach my desk and speak with me is such a usual part of the daily
routine for every student, that it is unremarkable. Conversation with me is therefore
accessible, and frequently accessible, to every student.
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For some years I have had an assessment folder open on my desk in which to record
some aspect of almost every lesson. This might be a summative assessment, such as
'7/10' for a spelling test, or a formative assessment, such as 'MG' ('moderately good')
or 'VP' ('very poor'), for students' abilities to work co-operatively in a group during a
science lesson. The curriculum learning area can be indicated with an 'E' for English,
'M' for mathematics, 'PE' for physical education, and so on, with a space to enter
abbreviated details about the lesson which can readily be referenced to my day book, the
option to include a record of such non-curriculum but important details as who has paid
for an excursion or who hasn't brought back their choir permission note yet, and the
option to simply commence another page if I use up the available spaces before the end
of the week. It is a functional and versatile format, requiring a minimal amount of time
and effort to enter the records.

I had thought, as many teachers do, that my current practice was the best possible, and
considering that my detailed and comprehensive assessment record sheet has been
frequently admired and copied by other teachers, I was loath to change it, or even to
admit to myself that it was capable of being improved. Certainly, it provided me and
continues to provide me, with a wealth of detail about every student in almost every
lesson, and proves very useful not only when compiling end-of-term reports, but also for
responding to incidental enquiries from parents or other teachers throughout the term.
Table 4: An

example of my weekly assessment record sheet

Year 6/7 J

Term III

Curriculum Area

F

M

Sc

Week 2
SE F

PE

Topic
-

•6

Assessment
_____________

/
21)

-j

L

-

6

6

6.

>

/
12

PG

PG

PG

M
Q)

.

Cz

PG

PG

Date
Students:
Year 6
Sarah
Rosalind
Marita
Annie
Brianna
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5.2 Discussing 'good' practices, activities and outcomes

As I considered and implemented strategies to enhance moral development and increase
awareness of the varieties of interpretations of the term 'good', I began to feel that my
practice was too teacher-directed: in the 'carrot-and-stick' world of the school
environment, too much 'stick' and not enough 'carrot'. I wished to be a facilitator and
guide, not a full-time director. I wished to ensure that required learning activities were
completed, yet neither offer dubious rewards nor confer spurious awards.

Upper primary students enjoy compliments and value prizes, but they can be
encouraged to become aware of the transient value of 'merit awards' and to discern
between behaviour that is aimed at achieving a reward and behaviour that is the result of
being truly interested in the set learning activity. Upper primary students are also able to
discern between lessons that will advance their education and lessons that just consist of
'busy work' to keep them quiet and occupied. With discussion aimed at promoting their
ability to think clearly and logically, and given the opportunity to voice their honest
opinions

-

without fear of retribution should those opinions be negative

-

many students

were even able to show that they could accurately categorize lessons that were merely
enjoyable and compare them unfavourably to lessons that required greater concentration
and application. Comments such as "I enjoyed that, Ms, but it didn't do much for me,"
have both a significant and an endearing honesty.

5.3 Empowering via clarifying academic expectations

While agreeing that a classroom teacher has responsibility for students achieving the
required standards of quality in the curriculum areas, in accordance with departmental
guidelines, I came to believe that the responsibility could be broadened to include the
students and even their parents, providing that they were aware of the levels of expected
ability in each learning area. It was not enough to simply tell a student "That's 'good'
work". The students needed to be empowered to make the judgements concerning their
own abilities

-

and their potential abilities

-

themselves. Parents needed to be consuJted,

and given the opportunity to observe their child at work and to compare their child's
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work with that at the expected level, in order to achieve collaboration with the whole
family and the wider community.

I therefore cut down on the amount of 'red-pen correcting' that I was doing, and
commenced a policy of whole-class discussion about what it was that was expected of
each lesson. I clarified the quality and quantity of work expected at system level rather
than at classroom level, that is, I referred to statements from various curriculum and
benchmark documents, as appropriate, and deliberately eschewed any reference to
personal expectations of quality and quantity. I had selections of key areas of the
documents enlarged and displayed in the classroom, and invited the students and
visiting parents to read them. I promoted the concept of individual responsibility for
completing work to the best of one's ability.

By actively encouraging students to check and compare their ideas, and work with other
students rather than asking me for ideas and adjudication, the noise level and movement
around the classroom increased. In order to promote intrapersonal feelings of well-being
and enjoyment, and interpersonal skills, I also provided time for socialization within the
classroom that had

notliliiL, to

(10 with the set learning outcomes, providing that the set

tasks had been completed. ihis resulted in improved work habits from some slower
students as they became a arc that if they finished the tasks within the set time limit of
the lesson they would ha\ c 11cc time'.

A further beneficial result ol the increased opportunities to move about the room, plus
the choice of sitting next to friends, was the decrease of note-passing

-

a practice that

many teachers find intrusive upon the concentration and 'good' work habits of their
students. Both the librarian and the computer teachers had reported to me that they had
caught some of my students passing notes, and I knew that it also happened at times
during my lessons. By the end of August I was able to record in my journal that notepassing no longer seemed to be intruding into learning time. The increased amount of
movement and speech meant that students didn't need to write notes as they could either
sit next to their friends or walk over and tell them what they wanted to when they had
finished their set task.

5.4 Concentrating on the main purpose of schools

-

negating minor incidents

I actively encouraged laughter and 'seeing the funny side of things', even at the expense
of a diminution of neatness, accepting strange stories about 'out of control' textas and
'exploding' biros, and, rather than merely directing the removal of spills, I assisted
without condemnation

-

on the grounds that accidents do happen

-

with the clean-ups

necessitated by apparently suicidal meat pies covered with tomato sauce and chocolate
milk cartons that had just 'somehow' leapt haphazardly from the table-tops and
disported themselves across the carpet. I also began to assist with packing away at the
end of lessons and stacking chairs at the end of the school day in a further deliberate
move to debase my role as a 'director' and to be perceived as a helpful assistant in the
gaining of education. I promoted the frequent enjoyment of music and dance at the
closure of the early morning and mid-morning sessions, and the playing of CDs and the
dancing frequently continued into the following recess. This did not disturb the
neighbouring classrooms as it was, and still is, the school policy to have the students eat
their food in the classroom prior to going outside to play.

My concerns to minimal ize such minor annoyances as leaking biros and spilt drinks and
to relegate them to their appropriate place in the education of children was greatly
appreciated by the students concerned. Students need to be aware that they do go
through growth spurts and at such times may be clumsy. When accidents happen the
child is already embarrassed and is 'punished' by not having his/her biro, food or drink.
There is no need to embarrass or punish him/her further.

5.5 Critical reflection and self-assessment as necessary constants

The changes in my practice meant that I, firstly, had to have a clear concept of the main
aim and designated outcome of every lesson in every unit of work prior to encouraging
an understanding of its place in the curriculum by the students and their parents. I was
communicating regularly with at least one of each students' parents via meetings,
student diaries, at school assemblies and incidentally at the local shopping centre.
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Forcing oneself to think clearly about every lesson might appear to be a natural, highly
desirable, and constantly practised activity on the part of every classroom teacher, but
this is not necessarily so. Discussions with other teachers during this study, plus
examining my own thoughts about the lessons, and the style in which I have delivered
the lessons over recent years, has led me to believe that many teachers, including
myself, fall easily into the trap of initiating a classroom activity '...because the children
enjoy it', '...because it fits into the curriculum', '...because I know I'm good at
teaching it'. But none of these reasons, though each may be admirable and justifiable
within itself, actually aims at promoting a designated furthering of educational
progression. And if, at the end of a unit of work, the students have not achieved any
educational outcome, then the teacher has descended to becoming merely a supervisor
in a child-care centre. A teacher in a classroom must teach.

in order to teach, self-examination and altruism are necessary: 'Why am I real/v
teaching this?' 'What will the students gain from this lesson?' 'Do the students know
the main learning outcome intended?' 'Are they aware of the quality of work expected
for upper primary students?' 'Is the quality of the content and processes incorporated in
the activities sufficiently challenging to engage the full potential of their abilities'!' 'Do
their parents understand the importance of this topic?' 'What is its association with the
wider community?' 'How will this kn owl edge/un derstanding serve the students in the
future?'

Clarification within my own mind at the commencement of every day was an exercise
without immediate concrete proof of its undertaking. It did not change my teaching
program, nor the units within it. But it did have an effect on every lesson I gave, for no
longer did I 'give' lessons: I participated in them. No longer did I concentrate on
correcting work: I concentrated on discussing it. Mentally, I returned to the uncertainty
of the pre-service teacher, examining every lesson. But, unlike the pre-service teacher,
my main concerns were not those of whether or not I could deliver the lesson in an
orderly manner and whether or not I could keep the students' attention. Unlike the
anxiety of the pre-service teacher, whose focus is mainly concerned with 'How well am
I doing?', or the complacency of the established classroom teacher whose focus is
mainly concerned with 'How well are the students doing?', my focus had now moved to
'How well is the curriculum content doing?'
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5.6 Critical awareness of process versus content

The process of learning

-

the 'how' and 'why' of learning

-

now became the focus of

every unit of work. The content of each lesson descended in importance to becoming the
mere vehicle for furthering the students' understanding of what education is really
about. An expanding awareness of our world, the way we interpret it, and the rOle we
allocate ourselves because of that awareness and interpretation, now became of prime
importance.

My importance as an arbiter of what was 'good' work, and what was not, diminished.
My role in the classroom gradually adjusted to a new perception, both as viewed by
myself and as viewed by the students. With some parents I was also able to promote the
understanding of this wider concept of education with my rOle as that of facilitator.
These were parents who were able to accept that they also had a rOle to play in the
education of their children: that education did not begin and end at the classroom door.
Several parents were able to assist their children with computer skills, especially word
processing, using tables and spreadsheets. One student presented a power-point project
that he had developed with his mother's assistance, and other students attended sports
training, language classes, cultural dance lessons and equestrian training after school. I
was very pleased to have input from the parents on these extra-curricula activities and
considered that they made important contributions to my understanding of my students.

The students became increasingly critical of my teaching performance as their
awareness of their own rOles grew. Comments such as "I don't think you did very well
in that lesson, Miss. You didn't need to spend so much time writing up our comments
on the white-board. We could've just started writing ourselves," were not easy to cope
with while maintaining classroom equilibrium, remembering that not all students were
advancing their perceptions at the same rate nor achieving the same levels of
understanding. However, I much preferred that the students let me know when they felt
they weren't learning anything new, and I was able to adjust my program to provide
more interesting extension work for these more capable students. A few months later I
received some positive comments about two of my students from a high school teacher
who appreciated their telling her that they had already covered the content of the
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mathematics lesson she was giving, and was pleased to be asked for more advanced
exercises.

5.7 Moral perceptions, interpersonal concordance

I did not want the students to perceive me as someone whom they should obey because
they liked me, or as someone whom they should obey because if they didn't they would
be punished. Kohlberg interpreted this as his "Stage of Moral Reasoning Level 3:
Conventional Morality, Interpersonal Concordance: Moral behaviour is that which gains
approval and avoids disapproval of others. 'Good boy' or 'Nice girl'

-

What pleases

others is good" (Gleitman 1981 pp 502-506). Nor did I want my students to obey the
school rules, or their own household's rules, just because that was what was expected of
them. I wanted them to follow the rules, even the ones they didn't like, (such as always
booking out sports equipment from the sports store) because they understood that the
school had to have a system of organizational rules in order to function efficiently.
Wenger (1998) would probably refer to the powerful tool of reification

-

"A procedure

can reify a concept so that its application is automatic" (Wenger 1998 p 61)

-

and go on

to discuss the constant process of the negotiation of meaning in our working
community. Understanding, he warns "is always straddling the known and the unknown
understanding in practice is the art of choosing what to know and what to ignore in
order to proceed "(Wenger 1998 p 41).

I considered my students to be reasoning individuals whose levels of understanding of
their own role as students could be raised to the concept of perceiving themselves as
participatory members of the educational system. "Meaning arises out of a process of
negotiation that combines both participation and reification" (Wenger 1998 p 135).
Some of my students could, at times, display a high level of moral consciousness and
consideration for the feelings of others.

A few of my students continued to create difficulties from time to time, but these were
mainly in playground situations during recess, and I did not feel that their lapses were a
response to my style of classroom management. Teachers are generally aware that in
every class there are likely to be two or three more difficult students who create
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problems no matter what form of classroom management has been generally imposed.
Such students require individual monitoring with specifically formatted management
plans. The aberrations of these individuals do not signify the failure of the teacher's
classroom practice. No reasonable teacher can expect to be 100% successful. Brookfield
(1995) refers to this potentially destructive phenomenon as "The Perfect Ten
Syndrome" and warns that "it serves individuals with a reductionist cast of mind who
believe that the dynamics and contradictions of teaching can be reduced to a linear,
quantifiable rating system. Such epistemologically challenged people sometimes work
their way into positions of administrative and legislative power" (Brookfield 1995 p 18).

Over time, perceptions of my practice changed and other teachers became aware that my
students were improving, both academically and socially. Other upper primary teachers
came to understand that my style of classroom management was the way that I wanted it
to be, not because I could not find a way in which to 'improve' it. By the end of term
three we were collaboratively planning a number of lessons, including electives.
Gradually I received less advice and more enquiries and, towards the end of the year,
three teachers commented that they also liked a more relaxed atmosphere in their
classrooms. The following year, which also brought a complete change of the school's
senior staff, I received many favourable comments, and several teachers have discussed
ways in which the classroom atmosphere may be kept enjoyable, co-operative,
motivating and encourage self-responsibility. With the introduction of the new NTCF
(2002), with its core of essential skills and understandings, it seems that system
requirements are now encouraging outcomes that promote moral development and selfresponsibility.
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5.8 Summary

Factoring myself as a person out of the educational equation (ref. p 12) necessitated
changing customary and generally approved-of classroom practices:
o

It required a change of emphasis in almost every lesson, which was mentally
demanding.

o

It required explanations to peers and parents, with comprehension from most but
criticism from some.

o

It confirmed that immediate perusal, and response to the students' work via
collaborative discussion, is most beneficial in raising awareness of desirable and
achievable quality of work.

o

All the students were able to regard the attainment of individual competence as
its own reward and apply themselves accordingly, during classroom activities, at
least some of the time by the most reticent students and for many students for
gradually increasing durations and on more frequent occasions.

o

Although still being gratified to receive rewards such as prizes, praise or merit
certificates, the students' demeanour and comments on these occasions indicated
that they could allocate these to a sensible level of importance in a wider overview of their education.

o

Most students, even disenchanted students, responded well to the idea that they
themselves must make the decisions about what it is that they wish to gain from
the education system.

o

Most students were able to understand that a teacher sends, not leads, the
students forwards into their future.
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Chapter Six

Enhancing Moral Development
Promoting Critical Thinking

-

Student Learning in Schools: Although educators should
challenge students to understand the world's complexities
and encourage them to explore options, schools do not
operate in a way that allows this. Yet schools can become
constructivist, inducing new methods of research and
teaching.
Brooks i G and Brooks M G 1993 'Honouring the Leaning Process' ch I
In Scaicli of (Jn/eistancIing.' The Case for Consn-uctii'ist Classrooms

6.1 Critical thinking as a key to moral development

Practical learning exercises in the classroom as required to promote literacy and
numeracy in accordance with curriculum guidelines can also provide the opportunity to
promote higher order thinking skills. Critical thinking in the classroom is not just
problem solving, although this is an important skill. The ability to define the problem, to
select pertinent information, to undertake enquiry that is objective and requires
discriminatory judgements, to consider values and opinions and propose alternatives, to
identify bias and assumptions, to identify or create functional solutions, to fornrnlate and
check hypotheses, to judge the adequacy and validity of solutions, to project causeeffect relationships in the event of application of the agreed solution, and to evaluate
constructively progressive achievement acquired during the exercise, are all part of
critical thinking.

In every unit of work, whenever I could appropriately link either the content matter or
the learning process being stLldled, I referred to the knowledge and work expectations of
the community in which e Ii\ ed. The fact that these were changing, with some areas
diminishing, others expaiidin. and the possibility of completely new and as yet
unknown areas opening up in the near future provided opportunities for promoting
critical thinking. A number ot discussions about the application of known and future
technology and also about concepts of change took place. The generally held social
expectation of adults goin out to work was an example of such a change, as in the local
area many new houses were being built with an office so that working from home via a
computer link to the employer was a workplace change starting to become known to the
students.

Ideas about change evolved into a Carroll diagram that was useful for helping students
to place attitudes to changes into context and consider their real value and whether or
not they would have a lasting influence. The following two examples demonstrate the
students' ability to understand family decisions necessitating major household
expenditure (renovating a kitchen), as well as more personal decisions (changing
hairstyles). The first example was done as a whole-class discussion, the second is an
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individual example. Other individual examples included purchasing a new car, changing
sporting involvement from basketball to touch rugby, changing the mode of travel to
and from school, changing school-bags, deciding what to pack for lunch, and dropping
out of the school choir. Not all examples included entries in both the 'voluntary' and
'involuntary' rows, but it was interesting to note how many did

-

including the student's

comment that your hairstyle is constantly changing anyway, like it or not! It was also
beneficial to identify the amount of autonomous decision-making students actually did
have in various aspects of their lives.
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'table 5:

Change Theory
Renovating a kitchen
Change may

Permanent

Temporary

Profound

Superficial

be:

Voluntary
(desired, even sought.
Consultation and
information will
reduce any stress
caused by necessary
change to current
practice)

Involuntary
(imposed, either
with or without
consultation,
Consultation and
information may
reduce open
resistance but may
not reduce stress)

Yes the change is
desired even though
it may have been
initiated by
requirements such as
growing family,
health regulations,
personal perceptions
of 'good' kitchens

Yes the kitchen is
still the place where
food is prepared and
eaten, even the major
furniture although
modernised and more
aesthetically and
functionally
agreeable remains
the same
-

-

Possibly the
upgrade may be
partially necessary in
order to comply with
health regulations
e.g. tiling of wet
areas, plumbing
repairs due to Dept
of Health
requirements
-

Change Theory
Changing Hairstyles
Change may

Permanent

Temporary

Profound

Superficial

be:

Voluntary
(desired, even sought.
Consultation and
information will
reduce any stress
caused by necessary
change to current
practice)

Involuntary
(imposed, either
with or without
consultation.
Consultation and
information may
reduce open
resistance but may

Yes the change is
desired but it will not
last forever. This is
good if you don't
like the new style but
not so good if you
really like it and
want it to stay that
way.
Changing your
hairstyle could be
considered as
involuntary because
your hair keeps
growing, so it
changes itself even if
you don't want it to.

not reduce stress)
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Yes I'm still the
same person even
though I may look a
bit difftrent.
-

6.2 Taxonomies for higher order thinking

Bloom's taxonomy encourages all teachers and students to aim for higher-order thinking
skills. It is the higher order skills that enable students to construct individual
understandings of their world and communicate these in a cohesive and responsive
manner. In any set learning activity in the classroom students capable of higher order
thinking skills respond to the task in a more logical, orderly progression, have the ability
to work individually with minimal supervision, and evince the skill of longer periods of
concentration on activities pertinent to the desired outcome.

A

Evaluation

Evaluation
Synthesis
Synthesis
Analysis
Analysis
Application
Application
Comprehension

\

Knowledge

Knowledge
Regular Students

Gifted Students

(Davis GA and 1(1mm SB 1998 Education of the Gifted and iiIeniedp 22$)

Table 6: Teaching-learning emphases This table, based on Bloom's taxonomy, illustrates the
differing teaching-learning emphases required for regular students compared with gifted
students. It suggests that regular students need a longer time, with more assistance and more
examples and/or exercises before they are able to fully intemalise basic knowledge about any
given subject, while gifted students are able to grasp the basic knowledge requirements more
rapidly and more independently. Gifted students are therefore able to advance rapidly up the
'ladder', and will very likely reach the analysis, synthesis and evaluation levels while the regular
students are still working through the knowledge and comprehension levels. Gifted students will
therefore have more time available to spend doing the higher order thinking, and it is here that
they will require the teacher's attention if they are able to progress to the highest level of which
they are individually capable. Regular students will have only a short time to work at the higher
levels, and may not even have the opportunity to try to do so as they will have used up most of
the available class time addressing the knowledge and comprehension requirements. Teachers
need to be aware of this when planning their lessons, being prepared for the higher-level
demands of the gifted students, but also being constantly alert to use every opportunity available
to involve all the students in higher order thinking, whether in set lessons or in incidental
discussions and activities, as the 'ladder' is not necessarily a set linear, consequential
progression.
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6.3 Gifted and Talented education precepts assisting moral development

While not all teachers have training in gifted and talented education, nor have such
students in their classes, most teachers have a few students in their class each year who
do grasp both information and relationships more rapidly, and all teachers have such a
variety of students as to safely suggest that they need to be aware that the knowledgecomprehension-application-analysis-synthesis-evaluation levels are not a specifiedorder continuum, and that individual students will respond variously to a set learning
assignment. One student may require more time and assistance in application rather than
in knowledge, another may be lodged interminably in comprehension, a third may
ascend rapidly to evaluation but need assistance with analysis. The pyramids are thus
not neat equilateral triangles, nor do Davis and Rimm (1988) suggest that they are. They
may have steps and overhangs, for both regular and for gifted and talented students.

The studies in gifted and talented education suggest that those students capable of
higher order thinking skills have superior motivation, confidence, career aspirations,
creative thinking and prioritizing techniques, moral and ethical interpretative abilities,
meta-cognitive understandings, and "on average, are better adjusted socially and
emotionally than typical students" (Davis and Rimm 1988 p 111). While these studies
have been concerned with the abilities of identified intellectually advanced students,
they do not exclude other students from being capable of higher order thinking, as
discussed by Bloom (1974), Coil (1996), Porter (1999, 2000) and others.

It is therefore obviously in the interests of both the teacher and the students for the
teacher to promote higher order thinking, including the ability to problem-solve, to
critically reflect, to recognise bias, prejudice and assumptions, to detect inconsistencies,
to identify necessary facts, and eliminate unnecessary information in order to enhance
meaning and purpose for classroom learning. There is immense professional satisfaction
in supervising a classroom of students who are enjoying being involved in the
educational process and who are developing their learning skills in every area. This
includes improvement in intrapersonal and interpersonal perceptions as well as in the
designated curricula outcomes.
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6.4 Parental involvement and teacher-parent relationships assisting moral
development

There has been growing awareness and understanding that parental involvement in their
children's education can significantly enhance learning outcomes, particularly in the
early years of schooling, (Karmel (Chairperson) 1973 Schools in Australia; D'Urso and
Smith (eds) 1980 Changes, Issues, Prospects in Australian Education; Northern
Territory Department of Education 1988 Towards the 90

.

Excellence, Accountability

and Devohition in Education; Loke 1993 Barriers to Parent Involvement in Schools and
School Decision Making: A Case Study).

There is also recognition that communication and appreciation of the parents' educative
role is essential to promote teacher-parent relationships. The manner in which teachers
perceive their own rOles in the community and construct their thinking about teaching
has only been recently broached, (Bennett 1994 Equity in Education -A Parent 's View;
Berger 1995 Pareiits as Partners in Education: The School and Home Working
Together; Stonehouse 1991 Our Code of Ethics at Work) and remains a marginal topic
of importance. Many teachers still perceive parents as being useful in a domestic
capacity, helping with setting up and clearing away, helping in the school canteen, at
fund-raising 'sausage sizzles', on sports days, and as assistants to cover books and
prepare resources in the library. Some parents receive training to assist with reading and
other literary promotion, but the perception by teachers generally is still one way

-

that

is, 'What can the parents do to assist me in the classroom?'
(refer to Diagram 6: Teacher A).

However, there are many opportunities for the classroom teacher to enhance the
students' awareness of their parents' rOles in the community outside the school. (refer to
Diagram 6: Teacher B). These opportunities also promote parent-teacher relationships,
as was obvious from the positive parent input I received, although my major objective
was to promote higher order thinking via the requirement of considering a variety of
interesting ideas, opinions, suggestions, choices, objectives, alternatives, possibilities,
consequences and cause-effect factors within units of work in the curriculum learning
areas.
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Hon can I get nil' students
to appreciate the work,
activities and values in
their cornfllunitl'? This will
promote parent-teacher
relationships!

What can

I get parents
to do to help me in my
classroom? This will
promote parent-teacher
relationships!
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Teacher A
Diagram 6:
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Teacher B

Planning to promote parent-teacher relationships

Teacher A is planning egocentrically, Teacher B is planning exocentrically.
The Teacher A mode is the most commonly used pattern in primary schools, and is
especially evident in the early childhood area.
A combination of both ways of planning is likely to be the most productive.

6.5 Documentation for critical reflection

Throughout this study I was constantly concerned with the promotion of skills and traits
commonly held to be morally desirable, including self-responsibility, honesty, the
ability to consider consequences and to empathize with others, to focus on various and
varying aspects of a situation, to rank relevant factors and to set objectives. I
documented a number of lessons and presented some as a video accompaniment to this
thesis. At no time during the documentations were the students warned or primed in any
way at all. Indeed, a 'Using the Video Camera' unit of work that I set

-

in which small

groups of students were encouraged to experiment with styles and formats

-

resulted in

the students losing much of their camera shyness, and becoming so accustomed to being
video-taped by myself and each other that they acted quite normally in most instances,
with only a very few incidents of 'playing up' to the camera.

As the worst of these incidents were by students newly arrived in the class towards the
end of this study, this seemed to prove that students can successfully be encouraged to
elevate their interpersonal and moral perceptions
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they can be encouraged to perceive

-

'being on camera' for the purpose of critical self-reflection as a part of self-development
and learning, as a normal and unremarkable part of classroom practice. During one
video session I overheard the comment "Don't be such a prat

.. ."

with great satisfaction,

as it was made by a student who had previously been inclined towards attracting
attention to himself in a variety of egocentric ways. This student had now moved
beyond his previous seif-centredness, and was commenting adversely to another student
whom he had observed doing an attention-getting act similar to those he himself had
been doing three months earlier.

6.6 Self-evaluation and critical commentary assisting moral development

Undertaking self-evaluating reflection had a significant impact on the way I spoke to the
students. I became very aware of not just giving orders, and began to rearrange the
manner in which I spoke in order to create collaborative instructions. For example,
instead of saying "Get out your science books. We are going to research natural
disasters and you will have to present your information to the class." I would say "As a
part of your science program I want everyone to research natural disasters. Please
consider how you might want to present your information to the class

-

from your

science book, from a special project book, from A3 sheets, as a large Al size poster, or
a power-point computer presentation. Now, you will probably want to make notes of the
details." So everyone would take out their science books in order to write down the
details, but I had avoided giving a direct order and I had encouraged the students to
think of how to begin and ol ways of presenting their finished work.

The final outcome of set learning tasks was reflecting on what had been learnt and how
it could be used to improve the next investigation. The reflections included comments
on the value of the task to general learning, the quality of their own and each other's
work, and ideas for improvement, such as more pertinent research, more detailed
subheadings, working collaboratively to decrease time needed and improve the quantity
and quality, and even suggestions for more topical tasks. The students became
increasingly proficient at commenting on each other's work, with some students
becoming pleasingly adept at commenting critically but not derisively on their own and
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other students' efforts. I felt that these displays of awareness of other students' feelings
demonstrated improved interpersonal skills and indicated moral advancement.

6.7 Awakening a critical consciousness

1 also began to reflect aloud on how I was speaking to the students. If I had to speak
sharply and abruptly to a student I would follow this up with a modifying comment. For
example, after telling a student sharply not to knock other students' lunchboxes to the
floor when getting his own from the refrigerator
people's food onto the floor!"

-

"Don't do that! You're spilling other

-

I would follow this with, in a milder and conversational

tone, "You knew not to do that anyway. If your lunch box has gotten pushed to the back
you just have to lift the others out of the way. And I really hate sounding like that. I
sound really horrible when I speak crossly. It doesn't sound professional. I don't want to
speak like that again."

Soon, I began to reflect aloud on the quality of the lesson I was giving, or had just
given. Having previously worked as a senior sister in a critical care unit in a major city
hospital, where making a mistake could have serious or even fatal consequences, I had
always found that the fact that I could make a mistake when teaching was a great relief
-

the worst that could happen was that the students would get muddled over some

learning point and I could then say "I don't think this lesson is going very well. Let's all
go out for a run around the oval and we'll try it again tomorrow. I'll try to think of a
better way of teaching it." During this study I did use this tactic once when I was
teaching surface area of 3D shapes

-

but I also introduced the occasional comment

about the quality of my teaching. This sometimes took the form of asking whether
everyone had understood the main learning outcome, for example "Did I explain that
clearly enough, or should I try again tomorrow?" but usually was a comment on being
interrupted by a visitor to the classroom, a public announcement, a telephone, a student
talking out of turn, a needless request for assistance, or some similar intrusion. I would
say "I can't concentrate when I get interrupted. I don't give really good quality lessons
if I constantly have to stop and think of other things. I am trying to do my best work
here."
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6.8 The positive effects of the introduced tactics

o The students noticed and commented on the fact that I was " .not bossy. You
..

don't just give orders. You just encourage us to do good stuff." A number of
visits some months later from students who had gone on to the local high school
have endorsed the perception that I was "not bossy." When I asked these
students what made some of their high school teachers and other teachers they
had had in previous years 'bossy' and me 'not bossy' they couldn't clearly
elaborate. They couldn't define precisely what a 'bossy' teacher did that made
them 'bossy' beyond simply saying "It's just the way they talk to you. They just
give you orders. Do this. Do that. It's like they're on a different planet. Like,
they're different to us. They're separate to us. And they act like they know more
than us. Which they do, but they don't have to act like it."

o The students noticed that I didn't like speaking loudly, crossly and abruptly, and
that I always explained why I had spoken so sharply. This soon resulted in my
decreasing the incidences of my speaking in this way as it seemed both that I
didn't need to and that the occasions no longer arose when I might need to. In
this 'which came first, the chicken or the egg' situation it appeared that my
openly identifying the fact that I did not sound 'nice' and 'professional' created
an expectation that I would almost always sound 'nice' and 'professional' and
the exceptions were not what they wanted to hear, so they didn't provoke
situations that necessitated my dropping my standards.

o

The students began to comment on the quality of the lessons I gave, or was
giving. 1 had to become accustomed to comments such as "That was a really
good lesson. I enjoyed that!" but also "That wasn't really your best work today.
That didn't do much for me." As teachers are constantly commenting on the
quality of their students' work, they shouldn't really be too surprised to discover
that their students have opinions about the quality of their teacher's work!

o The students began to be much more open about asking for assistance or
admitting that they hadn't understood the explanation and needed me to explain
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again. My indicating that I did not do my best work when interrupted and that I
sometimes got muddled and needed to start over again provided the students
with explanations for their own requirements. I began to see that students needed
modelling for expressing difficulties with understanding, getting their work
done, and explaining why they needed to have another try at some future time,
just as they needed modelling for how to write a report or a discussion, or the
procedure for a debate or a science experiment.

o

The students began to reflect on the way they spoke to each other and the way
their actions affected other students and me. Sometimes this reflection was
included in student presentations. Just as modelling the best ways of working
provided a positive example, so modelling manners and good communicating
styles provided the students with positive and effective ways of interacting with
others. I began to hear comments such as "I shouldn't have said that", "I never
meant it to sound like that", "Do you mind if I move over there", "I didn't mean
to upset you" and "Sorry to interrupt you". I had never heard such good quality
communications between 11 and 12 year old students before, nor had so many
students in the class being considerate to a wider circle of classroom peers than
just their own close acquaintances.

6.9 The negative effects of the introduced tactics

o Time constraints are often quoted as being a major cause of teachers delivering
less than 'best practice' teaching, and during this study I frequently wished that
there were more hours in the school day. I made every effort to allow time for
the students to fully discuss matters and to reflect on teaching, learning,
intrapersonal considerations and interpersonal incidents. Sometimes I had to cut
short a discussion where I would have preferred to extend it

-

because the class

had the librarian or the physical education teacher waiting for them, or some
inter-class event to attend such as buddy class, assembly, electives or music.

o Students new to the class during the study, as well as some students and some
teachers in other classrooms, thought that I was 'being too nice'. Some even
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thought that I didn't maintain a stern enough discipline and that I wasn't serious
about the students working to the required standard. These misconceptions were
addressed and clarified over a period of time, and it eventually became obvious
that most of the students in my class were achieving the required standards of
both the academic and the behaviour management guidelines. Some students
mistook my teaching style for friendliness, and I had to sometimes dissuade
students from wanting to become friendly with me at times when they should
have been interacting with their peers (e.g. standing near me and talking in a
overly-personal manner during yard duty, excursions, sports events, as well as
during activities in the classroom).

a Remembering to maintain the new tactics is every teacher's problem when
introducing something new. It was very easy and sometimes very tempting to
slip back into the more authorative style, especially when a time factor was
involved or when particular students were being difficult.

Review
I firmly believe that the positive results far outweighed any negative aspects

-

which

were of minimal importance and could readily be overcome by small adjustments to my
teaching program. Lessons for promoting critical thinking may be encouraged by every
teacher and are adaptable to a variety of teaching and classroom management styles

-

providing, of course, that there is a willingness to change one's perspectives of learning.
My Journal entry for 24t1i November records:
The students are all being very co-operative this is good as I am having trouble
breathing and can barely stay vertical I'm going to the doctor tomorrow. They have
been so patient with each other and with the fact that I have barely been able to speak at
times during the week.
-

-

I continue to be surprised at their level of understanding of adult issues and wonder if
my treating them always as young adults is the reason for this. Perhaps I'll never really
know if it is my teaching style that is having an effect or whether they would have
arrived at this point anyway. I try to treat them all us all as if we are all travellers
along the path of knowledge and that the only difference between them and me is that I
am further along it than they are which is merely a matter of when one is born and
how one has applied himself, or involved himself, in the experience of learning.
-

-
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6.10 Summary

Critical and constructive awareness in the classroom is the key to good quality teaching
and learning:
o Mandated curriculum guidelines for classroom teaching and learning activities
also provide the opportunity to promote higher order thinking skills, including
the critical thinking that is a prerequisite of problem definition and problem
solving.
o Customary teaching programs can readily be extended to enhance students'
abilities to analyse, synthesize and evaluate.
o The opportunity exists for all teachers to consider the enhancement of moral
development via the promotion of critical awareness and higher order thinking.
o Information made available from studies of gifted and talented students can
assist classroom teachers to consider the promotion of higher order thinking
skills of all their students in order to enhance motivation, confidence, creative
thinking, prioritising techniques, moral and ethical interpretative abilities, and
meta-cognitive understandings.
o

Communication and appreciation of the parents' educative role is essential to
promote teacher-parent relationships.

o Documenting and reflecting on classroom activities assisted the students to
critically self-reflect on their own learning and development and to become more
aware of how their actions affected others.
o By critically self-evaluating the way in which I spoke to students I was able to
significantly improve classroom collaboration. My modelling of speaking in a
nicer and less bossy manner encouraged the students to improve the manner in
which they spoke to each other. Good quality interpersonal communication
styles just like good quality narrative or discussion genres in literacy, or the
best way to write up a science experiment or a social education report can be
modelled effectively by the teacher.
-

-

o Any new teaching tactic, whether a large change in curricula content, a variation
in teaching style, or even a minor rearrangement of some accepted habitual
practice, is likely to have both positive and negative effects. No teacher can
claim to be 100% successful with every student and every peer all of the time. It
is important to careftilly and consistently evaluate progress that is being made, to
decide if it is worthwhile progress, and to persist if the decision is favourable.
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Chapter Seven

Confrontation: A Product of Disparities
Between Ideals of Schooling

When people share the same values, they tend to behave
in accordance with the way they expect one another to
behave. Moreover, they often treat such conformity as a
very good thing even when it seems to go against their
immediate interests. That these shared values are learned
rather than inherited does not make them any the less
important in human motivation. On the contrary, they
become part of the personality itself.
-

Mills C W 1 959 The Sociological Imagination p 39

7.1 Confrontation as an inevitable 'norm' of classroom teaching

Confrontation as an accepted form of communication permeates all aspects of classroom
teaching. Not all of this confrontation is necessarily negative, nor is it always distressing
or totally unacceptable. Students are confronted with what they need to learn. They
expect this. They also expect that the teachers know what they will need to learn and
teach it to them

-

sometimes despite any aberrations of concentration on the learning

task at hand.

Parents whose expectations of the educational system are not met by the classroom
teacher may respond in a manner that appears irrational and unreasonable to the teacher,
who has the advancement of all the students to consider and may not have the
knowledge, understanding or time to consider individual preferences. Confrontational
interviews may descend into disparaging comments and inaccurate judgements due to
misleading expectations by both parties, as well as due to misleading information about
the classroom situation conveyed to the parents by a child. Interviewing skills and the
understanding that children may not deliberately or mischievously dwell on the few
negative aspects of classroom activities, rather than on the many positive aspects, can
result in a positive outcome and improved teacher-parent relationships and
understanding.

Teachers may sometimes create a negative confrontational situation by pushing too far
the student's limits of endurance of a situation with which he/she is not comfortable.
The usual behaviour management practices in schools include warnings followed by a
period at a 'time out' table, removal to a senior teacher's classroom, being sent to
detention, (in some schools referred to as the 'reflection room'), and being sent for an
interview with the assistant principal or principal. For serious misdemeanours, such as
injurious physical assault, parents or guardians will be consulted and suspension
considered. These are a logical sequence, apparently reasonable, easy to understand by
all parties concerned, and easy to put into action.

Ite1

The disparity arises in the events that precede and sometimes intersperse the
implementation of these sequential punishments, which are termed 'consequences' and
endeavour to relate to the seriousness of the misdemeanour. The classroom teacher may
issue a warning to a student because he/she was talking to another student instead of
listening to or following instructions, or working at a set task, or interfering with another
student's work or property. After a second warning the student may be asked to
apologise to the teacher or to the other student. A third instance or an apology or body
language that appears to indicate cheekiness, or nor caring, or not meaning the apology,
may cause the teacher to send the student to the time out table where they will be asked
to fill out a response sheet stating what caused them to be sent to time out, what they did
that was wrong, what they should do to rectify the matter, and how they should behave
in the future. If the student refuses to go to the time out table the nearest senior teacher
will be asked by the classroom teacher to take the student to his/her classroom, and if
the student refuses to go then the assistant principal or principal will be called. If the
student goes with the senior teacher they will remain in his/her classroom until a
response sheet is filled out. the set classroom task is completed, an apology is offered to
the classroom teacher and the classroom teacher is prepared to take the student back.
Time out, either in their own or in the senior teacher's classroom, is regarded by
classroom teachers as a valuable cooling down time that provides the opportunity for
resettling the students in their classroom and regaining their own equilibrium.

7.2 Identifying the causes of confrontation

As a 'teacher of exemplary practice' (TEP

-

also known as 'master teacher') my

concern has been to identify what triggers the initial behaviour that begins the chain of
actions and reactions which culminate in an upset classroom teacher asking me to
remove a recalcitrant student from their classroom. I myself have rarely sent students to
detention or to time out. I have asked for assistance from the principal or assistant
principals only for incidents that happened in the school ground during recess or lunch,
or with regard to problems emanating from difficult home situations. A principal
commented a few years ago that he had noticed that difficult students who were
constantly in his office in successive years suddenly 'went off the map' while they were
in my class and then reappeared as 'problem students' the following year. University
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students who were observing my class as part of their studies commented that I spoke to
the students as if they were my equals, or as if they were university students. One preservice teacher commented that my classroom had an atmosphere similar to a university
lecture room and that there was much more freedom for individual communication and
ideas in my class.

These comments caused me to reflect on what it was that 1 was doing that was different
to those teachers who were constantly having difficulties with the behaviours of
particular students. Was I practising from a different set of internalised values? Was I
reacting differently to stimuli from recidivist students? Did I not apportion blame in the
same way? In line with the school's behaviour management guidelines I had a
negotiated classroom code of conduct, a time out table (not labelled and so rarely used
that it gradually became an alternative, secluded work area), and I kept detention and
work-catch-up books (although I rarely used these). I believed that my demands for
completing set academic tasks were reasonable and that I was able to encourage
students to produce work of a comparatively high quality

-

certainly my students

appeared to progress at a reasonable rate, I regularly received compliments and
affirmative comments from parents and guardians, and my class results in such
independently assessed activities as competitions, displays and the department's systemwide literacy and nurneracy tests were always reassuring.

John Dewey emphasized early last century the need for the education of the whole child.
When commenting on the role teachers should play in the classroom he noted (1938)
that mature adults who work in classrooms with immature students should use their
maturity to enhance the students' experience. To use one's maturity, though, he warned,
doesn't mean to dominate. If we define as the most mature 'the person who is the most
able to adapt to the needs and interests of others', then teachers ought to be able to adapt
to their students whenever possible, and not expect their students to adapt to them.

After conferring with other teachers I came to believe that perhaps I was adapting to the
needs of my students ahead of their confrontational breaking points. By being aware of
learning areas in which they did not function well I was providing additional support in
the form of extra input scaffolding, peer support, verbal encouragement and pertinent
praise and was thus avoiding negative learning experiences. I often used the tactic of
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providing some choices so that, although these decisions resulted in parallel activities
and similar learning outcomes, the students had a heightened degree of ownership of the
lesson. By allowing the students to choose, on most occasions, with whom they wished
to work, the students could avoid negative interpersonal experiences discretely and
without making a public issue of which students they were now on friendly terms with,
and which they were not.

1 constantly endeavoured to project myself not as a dispenser of knowledge, but as a
learner, although not in any falsely modest sense. (This is not so difficult

-

when it came

to manipulating the computers, for instance, several of the students knew many things
that I didn't, and they were very willing to teach me.) I tried to treat them all

-

us all

-

as if we are all travellers along the path of knowledge and that the only difference
between them and me is that I am further along it than they are

-

which is merely a

matter of when one is born and how one has applied oneself, or involved oneself, in the
experience of learning.

Teachers with high aspirations for classroom quality may inadvertently expose their
students to the negatively confrontational dialogue and practices of behaviour
management that are prescriptive and constraining, regulating communicative
interactions and reinforcing the 'good' behaviour that is usually made a condition of
participation in classroom discussions. The teacher has the dilemma of distinguishing
between actions and points of view that are acceptable and those that are unacceptable.
However, as a teacher it is not enough to simply proscribe the unacceptable and mete
out punishment for recidivism. Nor should we use our position in the classroom to
dominate and coerce 'good' behaviour via fear or demands for respect. The recognition
of moral development as a personal desired quality means that students should be
encouraged to think critically and reflectively in order to make value judgements
intelligently and according to patterns of behaviour deemed as 'good'.

Vygotsky (1 987) has presented the argument that learning and development are
inextricable and recommends that the teacher should provide 'scaffolding' for learning
to occur. He describes a 'zone of proximal development' (ZPD) as the gap that exists
between performance without assistance and performance with assistance. The teacher
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then has a proactive role in making the correct analysis of where the student is currently
at and then providing the appropriate scaffolding

I believe that students have a 'zone of proximal development' with regard to moral
development as well as with higher order thinking and the skills and understandings
required in each area of the intelligences, as described by Gardner (1983, 1995). This
zone may differ in level and complexity from one learning area to another, affecting the
moral level at which they are functioning as well as their intrapersonal and interpersonal
abilities, giving the superficial appearance of a student 'having a good day' or 'having a
bad day' when their conduct is in fact intricately connected to the activity in which they
are involved.

7.3 Positive and negative confrontation

Many students learn at a very early age that schooling is something that is 'done to'
them. Their parents, peers and the various adult persons with whom they come into
contact, both in the community and within the educational system, reinforce obedience
and often also appear to expect that it will be virtually unquestioning obedience. The
children may not always understand why they should be obedient, and the reason is not
always explained, or explained in a form that they can logically understand, by the adult
issuing the instruction. I overheard a mother confronting her young son in the
supermarket with the statement, "If you touch those things [on the shelves] again, I'll
chop your fingers off when we get home!" This was followed by the sound of a smack
and crying. My sympathy went immediately to the child's future pre-school teacher

-

as

well as to the child himself, of course.

A future teacher who would be issuing preparing, participating and packing away
instructions to a group of children in a reasonable tone and manner would very possibly
have a different response from children who were spoken to like that compared to the
children whose parents merely removed the item, replaced it on the shelf, and explained
about not touching things that belong to the shop owner unless we intend to buy them.
Such an explanation forms a bridging connection for the action: the child has been given
the opportunity to internalise how his/her actions affect other people, the people who
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own the shop. This is positive confrontation. It opens up a path of understanding, it
leads on to further interpersonal considerations. It introduces to the child a thought
pattern about how the community in which we live functions.

Negative confrontation, such as a demand for 'good' conduct without a reasonable
explanation (e.g. "don't touch those things" "do as the teacher says"), should be
avoided. It results in unhappiness and, in the classroom, disassociation from the learning
task at hand. At its best it may halt an activity that could be imminently dangerous; at its
worst it may result in an internalisation of a negative understanding and attitude that can
subsequently be used as an excuse for further unacceptable antisocial conduct.

Primary school students may not have the oral versatility to enable the optimum
communication that avoids negative confrontational situations. Younger students may
be confronted for the first time with a group situation that they do not like, and may not
have the capacity to negotiate an individually acceptable solution. Nor may they yet
have developed the group association that enables peer pressure to come into play, as is
often the case amongst older students. But upper primary school students also may lack
the social skills

-

of which verbal skills are an important part

-

that enable them to

avoid negative confrontational situations.

These skills are an important assistant to educational advancement. Students who have
good relationships with their teachers and their peers can make the most of most
educational situations, while students who have constant interpersonal difficulties are
constantly being distracted from their educational tasks. Some students appear to have
the happy knack of constantly saying and doing the right thing at the right time, while
other students seem to lack these skills and frequently cause friction, irritation and
confrontational disagreements and arguments, both with their teachers and with their
classmates.

7.4 Confrontation associated with higher order thinking and moral development

The causes of misunderstandings, inappropriate classroom behaviours, underachievement and student disenchantment with the educational process are many and
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vary with each individual student and each individual teacher. My concentration was on
the individual abilities of each of the students in my class, and my concern was to
minimize distractions away from the educational process that were being caused by
intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts. I observed that individual students had quite
differentiated spans of concentration and ease of distractability in different areas of the
curriculum. On closer examination, 1 began to consider that students might have
different levels of moral development in different curricula areas.

7.4.1 Student A

Student A was a bright, happy personality whose main interest lay in English
and social education. During these lessons she displayed a considerable
concentration span and a superior understanding. She applied herself to every set
task and frequently extended the task herself by doing in excess of the required
work in regard to detail, length and quality of presentation, or by continuing on a
personal or divergent line of thought. She often entered into animated, and at
times noisy, conversations about the set task with her friends and assisted them
in finishing their work once her own work was done. This meant that she would
do two maps, or two sets of diagrams, or two reference lists, just to be helpful to
a friend who was still doing the writing

-

and who often was slow to complete

her work because she had been inappropriately occupied with talking to
Student A.

Sometimes Student A would do all her own work and a part of two or three other
students' work in the same lesson, displaying an amazing level of
industriousness as well as an amazing level of talkativeness. And all this would
be achieved with whispering and giggling and moving in and out of chairs and
rearranging each other's hairstyles and rearranging little personal items on each
other's desks.

While working on her own set task Student A would display a pleasing level of
concentration on her own work and a similarly pleasing ability to resist
distraction from the other three girls with whom she was particularly friendly.
She was even able to organise them to concentrate on and complete their own
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work, and I often overheard her saying, after an outburst of chatter, such things
as "Come on you lot, we all have to be quiet and work now!" or "Don't talk to
me any more. I want to get this finished!" or "No more interruptions please! I
have to concentrate!" Considering that she was often the ring-leader of the
animated conversations preceding these statements, her admonitions to the other
girls provided me with many of those lighter moments that make classroom
teaching so enjoyable. And the reactions from the other girls often voiced my
own unspoken thoughts: "Oh yeah! Look who's talking!" "OK, OK. We'll all
work now. But are you telling yourself too?" These comments were never made
with any level of animosity, and I was constantly amazed that the person who
was doing the most talking was also the person who was achieving the most and
the best quality work.

During these lessons she also displayed a marked level of seif-centredness that at
times bordered on selfishness, but could perhaps be better regarded as conduct
beneficial to achieving her set purpose

-

such conduct as is often good for

survival and achievement in a busy classroom! This conduct included such
things as insistence on having exactly the right colour texta to complete a map or
decorative heading, even if this required commandeering one from another
student's pencil case, an atlas or dictionary all to herself because she was
". .

.keeping it very busy, Miss, and it doesn't have any time to be looked at by

anyone else!" or immediate access to one of the classroom computers because
she just had to get her poem typed up and if she didn't start now she wouldn't
have time to get it finished. This conduct was not ego-centric, in which she
couldn't empathise with the other student's feelings, rather it was conduct which
extracted from the other student an empathy with her own requirements, so that
the student approached would hand over the required texta, or book, or cut short
his/her turn on the computer, often in return for her promise of some form of
repayment. During such negotiations her skills ranged from the little-girlish "Oh
pretty pretty please? I won't use very much of your texta and it is just the colour
I want", accompanied by smiles and submissive posturings, to higher order
negotiative dialogues worthy of a diplomat.
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During English and social education I was able to extend the limits of her
abilities. I could encourage her to think beyond what she had said or written,
pushing the quality of her thoughts to a broader perspective or a more intricate
understanding. Sometimes I felt as if I was talking with a Year 12 student rather
than a Year 6 student. She was receptive to a high level of advice and correction,
and was prepared to discuss other aspects, alternative ideas, and even points of
view opposite to her own, treating them with thoughtfulness and respect but
putting forward her own ideas and defending them logically. When confronted
with mistakes in spelling, punctuation, grammar, sequencing, referencing, layout
or other inaccuracies, she would accept these with good grace and willingly
make the necessary corrections, even if this meant rewriting a section to include
some extra paragraphs with which to extend an idea, or lengthy retyping to
improve the arrangement of a poem.

But only during Lnilis1i and social education. During other lessons there was an
amazing amount ot Italk without the similar amount of concentration and work
output. She would he bright and happy and noisy but somehow the work did not
get done, or it got partly done, or it got done but at a much lower level of quality.
Her talking with other students resulted in hindrance rather than helpfulness to
their education, and her own ability to perceive this was seriously diminished.
Despite positive

iiiter'

ention from me, despite appeals for better conduct, despite

admonitions, reminders and even warnings of consequences, the talking and
giggling and mo ement would often continue, and concentration and application
would be lacking. Where the gentlest of reminders
until the bell"

-

-

"A, it's only ten minutes

would result in an immediate silence and flurry of finishing-up

activity in English or social education, the sternest of reprirnands in other lessons
would not gain a similar commendable behaviour.

In a busy classroom, if I had not been carefully noting this conduct and
associating it with particular lessons, I might simply have thought that the times
when her self-responsibility, consideration, discernment and cognitive prowess
were lacking simply meant that she was being distracted by others, or having an
'off day, or just not so interested or so capable in the topic being taught.
However, after some time I became aware that her level of moral conduct in the
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lessons in which she was the most capable and liked the most
social education

-

-

English and

was in advance of that displayed in lessons in which she was

capable but didn't particularly like

science, health and art

-

-

and far in advance

of that displayed in lessons in which she was neither so capable nor liked

-

mathematics and physical education.

7.4.2 Student B

Student B was a sour, unhappy personality who had apparently so far failed to
make any connection between school education and the community in which he
lived. For him the classroom was an alien space in which he was forced to spend
too large a part of his time. Education was not something in which he actively
participated; it was very much something that was 'done to' him. The various
behaviour management activities in which he had been involved so far in his
school career had either attempted to control or had merely punished such
unacceptable outbursts as swearing at the teacher, hitting or kicking other
students, and occasionally throwing a book or a chair at someone.

As a classroom teacher my concern was that this student should try to enjoy
himself, not be so negative about every learning experience, and not be so hostile
to other students. He was friends with only one other student, and often even got
into acrimonious conversations and exchanged occasional punches with him. He
didn't show any particular liking or aptitude for any curriculum area and even
got into trouble from the physical education teacher for unsportsmanlike conduct
during sports lessons. However, he did have an acceptable level of listening
skills and the ability to concentrate on a set task providing that he was interested
in it.

His negative attitude towards other students and his apparent inability to work in
close proximity to them caused me to enquire whether he would prefer to sit by
himself. He was able to tolerate this confrontation about his interpersonal
problems as I made it clear that some students just did prefer to sit by themselves
sometimes and that he could sit next to his friend when he wished to, but should
move back to his own table when he felt that he was getting angry and was
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possibly going to hit someone. He made the decision to sit mostly by himself at a
table close to my desk, but sometimes chose to sit next to his friend or have his
friend or another student sit at his table until he began to get on edge and needed
to be by himself again.

This tactic worked well, with an immediate improvement in the amount of work
he was able to cover. He appreciated being able to choose his seating
arrangements without reference to me, which meant that he could just quietly
move without openly drawing the attention of other students to his current level
of anger. His lack of attendance at the lunch-time detention classes was noticed
by his peers and his family

-

although his older sister (who attended the local

high school) voiced the family's appreciation somewhat backhandedly with the
comment, "How come the little brat hasn't got detention yet? Don't youse have
detention no more?" When I explained that her brother hadn't yet needed to be
sent to detention she gave him a rough but friendly cuff under the ear and said
that I must be getting soft. She then grabbed him by one shoulder, shook him,
and marched him homewards, leaving me with the impression that physical
contact of the seemingly aggressive type was not unknown in their family, and
that the family regarded as 'good'

-

or at least, as acceptable

-

a level of

physical contact between family members that was beyond that usually
experienced in family life.

However, in my classroom I was responsible for setting and maintaining the
standards of conduct usual in schools, which included no aggressive physical
contact between students. I was pleased that Student B's aggressive physical
outbursts markedly diminished, although I still had to watch him very carefully
in such activities as science experiments, buddy classes or packing away chairs,
when the increased movement by all students could result in him descending to
violence for no readily apparent reason. On most occasions he was able to take
on the responsibility for moving himself from the temptation to hit another
student by using his solitary table, and was even able to cope with my explaining
to the other students why he needed to have a table to himself in his own chosen
place in the classroom.
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He was one of the first students to respond markedly positively to my relaxation
of the generally accepted school custom to "rule up in red, write in black or
blue". Many of the students had multi-coloured sets of biros, and they obviously
enjoyed presenting their work in a variety of colours. I found that the quality of
the work they presented improved when they were allowed to choose their own
colour combinations, and they were considerate of my request not to write in
yellow or gold as 1 found it difficult to see. Student B's first experience
observed

-

-

that I

of classmates' admiration came when he, very neatly and with

attractive shamrock embellishments, copied out in various shades of green an
Irish poem I had written on the board (An irish Blessing by an anonymous
author, found on tea-towels, greeting cards, postcards etc.) He rather diffidently
began to show some interest in poetry, and in this area of English his
handwriting, diagrams, labels and sketches were noticeably in advance of his
other work.

This very satisfactory improvement in behaviour, with the consequent
improvement in attention to these lessons, meant that 1 was now able to try to
identify, and positively reinforce and extend, another area of the curriculum in
which he worked well and even appeared to enjoy him-self. This was the space
strand of mathematics, in particular, a unit of work on two-dimensional and
three-dimensional drawings that I had the students do, one each week, in their
5mm graph grid books. Border patterns, reflectional and rotational symmetry,
isometric diagrams, mazes and Escher-styled 'impossibles' were drawn and
analysed for mathematical details such as the properties of the polygons and
angles formed, and Student B discovered that this was something he could do,
and do very well. Porter (2000 pp 240-253) comments on the importance of
expanding a student's self-concept, but warns of the very differing effects of
praise compared with acknowledgement in upper primary students.

The first time 1 saw Student B enjoying himself in mathematics was very
rewarding. His self-esteem increased every week when I displayed six or eight of
the graph books along the blackboard ledge, as his own was always included.
Other students soon came to realise that his work in this area was amongst the
best in the class, and he received a number of compliments
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-

acknowledgements

of his skill

-

to which he at first responded derisively but later came to accept

politely.

During these lessons he became more considerate, asked questions in a
respectful maimer, concentrated on the design, planned the colours, asked
politely if he needed to borrow particular biros or textas, and eventually even
offered to assist other students who needed help. He spoke in a friendly manner
to other students, was able to tolerate other students sitting next to him, and was
able to be patient if he needed to speak to me but I was occupied with another
student. I was able to hold a discussion with him and even able to encourage him
to consider extensions to his work, such as more intricate detail or a variation in
colour combinations.

During these lessons he functioned at a higher moral level than during other
lessons. Eventually he extended this improved scholastic application into some
areas of social education, especially during mapping and other diagrammatic
exercises, but never to the same level of receptivity to ideas for extension and
variation as during the poetry and mathematics lessons. By 2 8th November 1 was
able to record in my journal that he "was now able to be told 'No' and accept it
without going off and punching someone!" This was a considerable
improvement.

Students with intrapersonal and interpersonal problems such as Student B need
the use of an interruption-free 'contemplation zone', to which they may move
without an intemalised feeling of failure or being perceived by others as 'being
bad'. As Student B improved, he sat more and more frequently with one or two
other students, but he used his individual table to get away from students when
they were annoying him and causing him to feel angry. This was much more
advantageous to his development than waiting until he committed some
misdemeanour and then sending him to the time out table or to detention.

Durkheim suggested that "Good intellectual habits help us in directing our
behaviour" (Fauconnet 1961 p 266). Student B had needed to establish some
'good intellectual habits'.

7.4.3 Student C

Student C was of considerable assistance to me in helping Student B not to feel
isolated or markedly different by choosing to sit by himself, as she also preferred
to sit by herself. Whenever possible she would have a table all to herself,
explaining that she liked to spread herself out and felt squashed when she had to
share with another student. She made no secret of this preference, although she
was not anti-social. She simply liked to sprawl.

She had a few closer associates, but got on well with all the other students, boys
as well as girls, and was equally likely to sit with either when she could not sit
by herself. (This could be either due to every student being present, therefore
there were no spare seats, or due to the grouping requirements of a particular
lesson.) Her interpersonal skills set an example for the other students: she was
courteous without being over-friendly, co-operated well with any other student
or group of students, and had friends who were boys without having 'boyfriends'
-

so pleasingly sensible when, especially towards the end of the year, some of

the students became rather over-involved in boy-girl relationships.

Student C's highest level of moral development was evident during physical
education. She excelled in many sports and was very good in all the others in
which she chose to participate. Her sportsmanship, organizing ability, good
humour, consideration, helpfulness, patience and attention to detail was very
evident on the sports field. In the classroom it was not so evident. Her level of
responsibility went into a noticeable decline in English and mathematics.
Confrontations about late assignments, incomplete reports or diagrams, and
haphazard spelling and punctuation were received with a good-natured
acceptance of her faults, but not a dedicated responsiveness to rectify them.
Quite contrarily, admonitions from the physical education teacher or any visiting
sports coach were received and internalised with alacrity and followed by an
enthusiastic and concerted endeavour to improve.
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Her generosity and helpfulness on the sports field was not equalled in other areas
of the curriculum. Her compliments, encouragement and positive comments to
others for trying could be heard during netball, volleyball, hockey or athletics,
but not during English, mathematics, science or social education. Nor did she
ever offer to assist others in these areas

-

a marked contrast to her conduct

during physical education. When requested to hear another student reading, or to
proof-read their writing, or run a calculator check on their algorithms she would
do so, but reluctantly and with spurious attention to detail. She was never nasty
or mean-mannered; she was just not helpful.

Where she was able to empathise and patiently discuss problems a student might
be encountering in sport, the same student would receive only half-hearted
attention in the classroom. Where she was meticulous about the proper use and
return to the sports store of any sporting equipment, in the classroom she would
borrow a ruler or compass and not return it until requested, leave a calculator
lying on a table or bench instead of placing it back in the calculator box, rarely
tuck in her chair or leave her work area neatly arranged, and constantly forget to
return her library books on time. The physical education teacher regarded her as
being highly responsible and dependable; the librarian did not.

When I realised that they each spoke to her in quite a different tone and manner,
each with quite different expectations of the quality of her response, I was able
to more carefully monitor the way in which I spoke to students and be very
aware of not conveying a negative, though unspoken, message. I tried to avoid,
as much as was contextually possible, the postured dialogue so frequently
engaged in classrooms, in which the teacher-student communications are
pedagogically prescribed and there is an awareness of the expected outcomes by
all participants. 1 also became more aware of the differences in dialogical
engagements in differing types of lessons, as well as in differing situations
within the school, and the way in which different students responded to these.
These reflections facilitated my understanding of the individual personalities in
my classroom and improved the quality of my interactions with them.
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7.4.4 Student D

Student D had many interpersonal skills that were similar to Student C in the
classroom, but lacked her high ability in sport, both in physical skills and in
interpersonal skills. Indeed, her frequent lapses in sportsmanship gained her the
condemnation of the physical education teacher and his commentary that she
was selfish and even careless about the safety of others. In contrast, she
displayed a high level of responsibility and good decision-making skills in both
the library and the computer laboratory. The librarian willingly allowed her to
become a designated 'library monitor', and included her on the roster to do
checking and shelving duties. She was also welcomed as a buddy reader in one
of the early childhood classes, participating in tutor reading four afternoons each
week with consistent enthusiasm.

This dichotomy ol selfishness and selflessness was interesting. She was neither
lacking in talent in sport. although not as adept as Student C, nor particularly
skilled in literacy, certainly not as proficient as Student A. She was several times
selected to represent the school in team sports, but was warned by the physical
education teacher and the supervising assistant principal that she would be
included on these sports excursions only if she promised to be on her best
behaviour throughout the day. She always managed to avoid any notable conflict
situations when representing the school, but her behaviour deteriorated during
normal school physical education lessons or when playing netball with friends
during recess. tier conduct on the netball courts during recess caused me to
receive a number of coniplaints, both from duty teachers and from students,
about her rough, noisy, selfish and boisterous playing style.

However, if she chose to play in the assembly hall or the early childhood
courtyard with the younger students, her behaviour was exemplary. She was
particularly skilled at organising groups of early childhood students into playing
games, or enthusing them into joining in sports activities with balls, bean bags,
skipping ropes or hoops. She greatly enjoyed music and dancing, and often had
my CD player set up in the hall so that she could have a mini-disco. (She also
attended evening classes in her family's culture and dancing.)
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In the classroom, she was one of the leading dancers, but was not at all conceited
about her skills and worked very co-operatively with another student who was an
equally skilled dancer. She showed no signs of impatience or selfishness when
working out dance routines with this student, and they collaborated in
choreographing and performing several class, school and community
presentations with 5 other students with whom they patiently trained and
practised. During dancing sessions she displayed immense patience and courtesy
when explaining steps and movements to other students, especially very young
students who enjoyed visiting my classroom at recess to join in. After school
hours she would often visit me in the classroom with a little toddler, a baby in a
pram, or other young children that were part of her extended family or circle of
friends. She would proudly display their skills in crawling, walking and playing
with toys or balls, and was obviously trusted by the children's parents to take
care of them for extended lengths of time.

This was quite contrary to the lack of trust with which some members of staff
regarded her. Two of her previous teachers warned me about her disconcerting
habit of claiming other students' property as her own, and one of the assistant
principals was concerned, due to her reputation, that she was too frequently in
the early childhood area during recess (although there was not a school rule
prohibiting this so she could not be banned from the area without a legitimate
reason), and in the school grounds after school (although there were many
groups and individuals legitimately in the school grounds after school hours).

In her academic school activities she was of average ability in every learning
area. She undertook each task with a moderate amount of enthusiasm and
aptitude, and presented work that was often nicely decorated, but of an
acceptable, rather than superior, quality. She maintained reasonably good
relationships with almost all the students in the class, and was particularly
friendly with a group of 6 girls, with whom she most often worked. She used
classroom equipment including the computers carefully, and always returned to
me special items that she had borrowed, such as glitter pens, stencils and patternedged scissors that I kept in my desk drawer.
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Discussions with her mother, who frequently had foster children in her care,
elicited the information that she was generally a happy and obliging family
member, reliable when given jobs to do and willing to help others. Her mother
agreed with me that her interpersonal skills were advanced for her age,
comparing her favourably with her elder sister and other older family members.
Student D was therefore regarded as being very responsible by some adults and
quite inesponsible by others. I was very pleased when, during the year following
this study, an early childhood teacher negotiated with the high school to allow
her to come to her class to teach dancing to her students.

I do not know if Student D actually was one of the students who were indulging
in petty theft before I came into the classroom, and was perhaps prevented from
any further theft by my having each student place their school bag under their
desk, thus making it very difficult for another student to steal anything. I did not
have any complaints of this type about her from any other student during my
time in the class, nor did I ever observe any suspicious conduct. 1 therefore do
not know whether the removal of the opportunity to steal improved her attitude
towards other people's property or not, or whether or not it was merely her
resultant conduct that was improved. I do not know whether she internalised
Mills' (1959) 'shared value' or not. Obviously, a person who has the opportunity
to steal but does not because of respect for another's feelings and property, is
more morally advanced that a person who would steal but does not because there
is no opportunity to do so.

Of all the students in the class, Student D was the best able to contribute to any
discussion concerning my brief list of negotiated classroom rules that, as
requested by senior staff, each teacher displayed on their classroom wall. When I
moved into the classroom I had removed both a lengthy list of rules and a reward
chart of gold stars. I grouped the students' suggested rules under three
categories: 'respect yourself, 'respect others', and 'respect property'. This
resulted in a brief but useful list that required the students to critically reflect
upon their conduct and categorise it accordingly. Whenever I needed to warn any
student about their conduct I could refer to 'the 3 R's' and request that they
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consider which section was being ignored. 'Mucking about' and not completing
set learning activities was, for example, not 'respecting yourself as you were not
making the most of your potential ability to learn. Student D could point out
such breeches in a manner that did not irritate other students, as she always
sounded helpful rather than self-righteous.

7.4.5

Student E

Student E, like Student B, had a large number of aggressive behaviour incidents
recorded in his file, although these were mainly for conduct in the playground
rather than conduct in class. His classroom conduct report was poor, with very
little work being completed or handed in on time. He apparently had very little
interest in working with other students in group work, with the exception of two
other boys. I was warned not to allow him to do group work with these students,
as violent behaviour could ensue.

One of the oldest of the year 7 students, my initial contact with him was a
surprise. It appeared from his conversation that his English speaking and
listening skills were advanced, yet he had only poor quality written work on
record. He used a wide range of vocabulary, and was able to discuss a range of
current social and political issues. He read a variety of technical and scientific
texts fluently, gave the impression of having an understanding of computers
significantly in advance of my own, but displayed little enthusiasm for
completing the first computer assignment that I had set the class. He said that he
preferred to work by himself, but his actions could be better described as 'sitting
up the back of the class and loafing about'.

I was warned by other teachers that he was self-centred and lazy, the physical
education teacher being particularly displeased with his conduct as he was
apparently very skilled at every type of ball game but just could not be bothered
to join and attend the training sessions of any of the team sports offered. As he
appeared to be quite competent on the computer, I appointed him to be a
computer monitor. His duties included switching on the computers each
morning, filling the printer's paper tray, checking students' work before giving

permission for them to print, and assisting students with any problems they
might have. Soon, however, I had to appoint a second computer monitor, as he
was not at all patient when assisting students, usually just doing the required
manoeuvre for them rather than showing them how to do it. Student D would
carefully and patiently teach dance steps, giving every encouragement, and
making the student she was helping feel 'good'. Student E would impatiently
push buttons and click the mouse, say "There, like that" and go back to his desk,
displaying no interest in the student as a person.

The first time I saw him working diligently on any classroom activity was when
I drew part of a border pattern of interlocking octagons on the chalkboard and set
the students the task of completing it, including getting the octagons to go
around the corners of the page without breaking the pattern. Student E completed
the task quickly and accurately, if not neatly, and he made no attempt to colour
it. He made no comment when I displayed his work, together with Student B's
and a few other students.

The following geometry lesson, which involved the students constructing a
pattern with two axis of symmetry, Student E handed in a pencilled design that
looked rather like a roughly drawn maze of electronic circuitry in a computer. It
had no readily apparent symmetry of any type, and as I sat at my desk after
school, working my way through the correction piles, I found that I really had to
concentrate on his design until I could work out what he had actually done.
When he walked past my desk the following morning, noting that his book was
on display, I said quietly to him: "OK Leonardo, it took me a while to work it
out." He laughed and said: "Hey, I didn't think you'd get it!" When other
students enquired why his work was on display I explained that he had rotated
and reversed his name, stylised it and embedded it in a maze, and like some of
Leonardo da Vinci's writings, his work had to be reflected in a mirror to be read.

Discussion with Student E's parents endorsed my belief that he was an underachieving student of high potential, who had had a surfeit of being given 'busy
work' and set to help other less capable students in previous years. Porter (2000)
and Davis and Rimm (1997) warn of avoidance behaviours, and Student E
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scored highly on the check-list provided by Davis and Rimm (1997 p 282). My
agreement with Student E's parents was to try to promote his social skills and to
endeavour to get him to produce sufficient work of a high enough quality for
him to gain entry into the most advanced streams in the high school that they had
planned for him to attend the following year.

Student E responded well to a personal learning plan that included my use of
high school maths texts, his own choice of English, health and science
assignments, and the flexibility of being allowed not to complete activities that
he could quickly comprehend. He was required to complete activities that I knew
would be assessed by the Year 8 co-ordinator at the end of the year, such as a
500-word essay, and he did comply with these expectations. He also worked
well in the system-wide Multilevel Assessment Program (MAP tests), achieving
the highest score in the school. He preferred, however, the intrinsic rewards of
knowing that he had thought up something original, such as his geometric name
in the maze, or researching a topic no-one else had thought of, such as his
presentation, towards the end of the year, on nano-technology.

As his attitude to schoolwork changed, his interpersonal skills improved. He still
preferred to sit by himself at times, liking to be able to pull a technical magazine
from his schoolbag to fill in time at the end of a lesson, when his work was
already on my desk. However, he gradually joined other students to do group
work, working equally well with either boys or girls, providing that the topic was
sufficiently challenging. (He can be seen working with a group of students in the
video of the mathematics lesson on the last day of the school year.) He still
contributed to class discussions rarely, preferring to discuss issues with his two
friends, one of whom had a similar level of skill in English, and the other in
mathematics and computer technology.

His most outstanding display of consideration for another student occurred
towards the end of the year, when one of the Year 6 girls inadvertently
downloaded pornographic material while doing a computer search. She got such
a fright that she screamed and kept on screaming. Before anyone else could
react, Student E rose from his chair on the other side of the classroom, raced

go

across to her computer and switched off the screen. He put his arm around her
shoulders, quietened her down, and explained very clearly and sensibly how
pornographic sites were sometimes so closely linked to commonly searched
websites that a simple spelling mistake could cause it to happen, and that no-one
would blame her. The poor girl remained red-faced and very upset for quite
some time, but Student E's conduct greatly contributed to the alleviation of her
embarrassment. I had to report the incident, of course, but the computer
specialist concurred with Student E's interpretation of what had caused it. I
greatly appreciated Student E's lead in acting sympathetically, and his 'big
brother' attitude set a very good example. I believe that it was due to Student E's
actions and attitude that she did not subsequently receive any unpleasant teasing.

While Kohlberg (Gleitman 1981 pp 502-5) believed that children could make rational
choices to learn or imitate the achievements of others, and success
level of 'good' with which they could feel gratified

-

-

or achievement at a

was its own reward, many teachers

have regarded primary schoolchildren's motives as being no more advanced than simply
wanting a reward such as praise or a gold star. However, a few months after I completed
my classroom observations for this study, I was gratified to listen to a discussion
between several upper primary teachers in which the relative importance of the weekly
conferment of merit award cards was at issue

-

and was obviously being downgraded in

importance. Such statements as "They have to be weaned off that sort of reward" and

,.we should be encouraging them to appreciate intrinsic rewards, not just extrinsic
rewards" showed that the moral development of students was being seriously
considered.

The case studies I have recorded in this text represent the most diverse characteristics,
the most noticeable aberrations of conduct and application in different areas of the
curriculum, and the most outstanding improvements in their intrapersonal and
interpersonal skills, of all the students in my class. Various other students in the class
also showed improvements but are not discussed here in detail as they were each
somewhat similar to either Student A, B, C, D or E, or combinations of these. I cannot
prove that the changes are either lasting or that they were caused by my input during the
time that I was teaching them, although I believe that I did promote their development in
a positive manner and that they are appearing to be still benefiting when I speak to them

or hear of their progress from other former students who visit me from time to time, or
from their high school teachers. Any dedicated teacher might claim as much, of course.
Teachers who have, for example, emphasized writing, presentation or music during the
year may point to how well their former students are progressing in English, debating,
drama or musical appreciation or performance.

Students can learn to appreciate the values of teachers and other students and, by
learning about them, begin to internalise them. Teachers need to share their values
impose them

-

-

not

and be prepared to understand, and empathise with, the disparate ideals

and behaviours of their students. Neither conformity nor confrontation needs to be
necessarily regarded as either 'good' or 'bad'. Uniformity of conduct, interests,
appreciation and values cannot be expected, nor was it observed, in any student across
all learning areas.

Variations in interpersonal skills were observed, not just from one learning area to
another, but even from oiic strand to another of the same learning area. The students
were able to discuss and understand that they could learn to improve their interpersonal
skills, just as they could learn to improve their academic skills. This understanding
allowed them, for example. to voluntarily offer an apology or some acceptable form of
reimbursement when they had upset another student on the basis that they could display
an improvement of their interpersonal skills, (i.e. display 'good' conduct) rather than
merely conforming to a requirement to apologise (i.e. publicly admit 'bad' conduct).
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7.5 Summary

o Teachers who have set ideas about how a classroom should be run may
inadvertently instil confrontational modes of communication that prescribe the
response, constraining their students to conditioned behaviour, creating a nonnegotiable aura of 'good' and 'bad'.
o Individual students may have quite differentiated values, abilities, spans of
concentration, and ease of distractability in different sections/sub-sections of the
school curriculum, and these do not necessarily fall neatly into the designated
department of education learning areas nor into Gardner's multiple intelligences
model.
o

Students may also have different levels of moral development in different
sections/sub-sections of the school curriculum. These factors affect the reactions
from students when confronted with some deficiency regarding the quality or
quantity of their work. The reactions are not unifon-yi across the curriculum.

o Students need to be responsible for their own conduct and therefore teachers
need to provide the appropriate scaffolding with regard to moral development as
well as with the development of higher order thinking and the skills and
understandings required in each area of the intelligences.
o Students need to have opportunities to practise and display their improving skills
and understandings in intrapersonal and interpersonal areas as well as in the
traditional academic curriculum learning areas.
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Chapter Eight

Conclusions and Recommendations

The moiil dcvclopment of children may be observed in
the decieac olselfishness and the increase of generosity
and shari iii
K C and Magoon R A 1972 Educational Psychology:
coilun o/ Psrchologv and Educational Practices p 427
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8.1 Communities and schooling

In schools, the localized and personalized nature of the various interpretations of 'good',
and the actions these interpretations lead on to, are not deviant, but are a part of the
geography of the acquisition of knowledge.

The assumption that teaching is the prerogative of trained professionals known as
'teachers', who work in a designated place referred to as a 'school', and that learning is
undertaken by 'students', is inculcated in our society to the extent that some adults still
refer to unhappy experiences at school many years after leaving it and blame adult lack
of success in a given field on these bad experiences. Septuagenarians with whom I
spoke during this study referred to their 'lack of education', basing their interpretation
of 'lack' on the years of formal schooling they had received, ignoring all other forms of
informational input in subsequent decades of their lives.

It has been to the benefit of some parents and students to confer onto the teachers all the
responsibility for learning. It has also been, of course, to the benefit of some teachers to
portray themselves as the entrepreneurs of learning, although this artificial and
misleading enhancement of their profession has not resulted in enhanced status in the
community. Federally, and at state level, education is regarded as a minor ministerial
portfolio and teaching salaries still reflect the comment made by Senator Amanda
Vanstone, then federal minister for education, "teachers are the lowest of the
professionals" (July 1998 ABC TV News interview).

Schools have now been a normal part of the Australian way of life, for the majority of
our population, for over 100 years. Schooling is an accepted part of our culture and,
although each school and each classroom within the school has its own sub-culture
based on the interactions between the individuals involved, schooling is not separate
from the community in which it functions.

In the school in which I work the multicultural and diverse socio-economic family
influences on the student population have had a tendency to generate a general tolerance
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of differences, both within the classroom and beyond. Wenger (1998) refers to this as
"mutuality of engagement", stating that "our identity is formed through participation as
well as reification

...

we learn certain ways of engaging in action with other people. We

develop certain expectations about how to interact, how people treat each other, and
how to work together" (Wenger (1998 p 153). For example, the student who comes
from a family where there is frequent physical violence and learns not to hit other
students in the classroom has had to develop a wider tolerance of differences of actions
and expectations than a student who comes from a quieter, more politely behaved
family. Similarly, the student who comes from the quieter, polite family must develop at
school a wider understanding of differences as he/she will be constantly exposed to
students who act impolitely according to his/her family guidelines.

8.2 School policies and teaching

During the course of this study I made no attempt to publicly compare my teaching style
with that of any other teacher, nor did I encourage comments by the students about other
teachers' styles. I made every attempt to encourage the students to consider learning
options and to make genuine choices via reflective judgement. I tried to enhance
genuine emancipation of thought, questioning connections between beliefs and
knowledge via an inclusive attitude towards alternative opinions or a balanced
presentation of opposing views, and to develop intrapersonal and interpersonal skills in
the value-laden context of actual classroom realities.

Although I expected several of my peers to be able to undertake the role of the 'critical
community' throughout this project, I was underestimating the demands made on their
time and energy by their own classroom duties and the many school and system-wide
changes that were currently in progress. The behaviour management policies, plans and
professional development sessions foreshadowing the release of the 'Behaviour
Management Framework' by the NT Minister for Education, (Lugg 2001 Education:
From Strength to Strength) caused some difficulties in the practical implementation of
my intentions when these clashed with the perceived 'good' values of the staff involved.
This in turn impinged upon my own ability to create my own knowledge and
understandings, and to reference my practice to the needs of my students in
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collaboration with my peers. However, by the fourth term of the school year I was
working in much closer collaboration with the librarian, the physical education teacher
and one of the other upper primary teachers, and our many discussions concerning
classroom and behaviour management as it affected particular students was mutually
valuable.

The exploration of my practice and the values of my assumptions were not regarded as
an autonomous enquiry by some of my teaching peers and members of the senior staff,
but as an intrusion upon the 'good' traditional methods of teaching and classroom
control. Some teachers felt that my infrequent use of the work catch-up and detention
classes meant that I was flouting the established behaviour management practices of the
school. The enquiry by Student B's sister had already been voiced by one of the other
upper primary teachers, and was echoed by several other staff members and relatives,
concerning both Student B and other 'known' miscreants in my class.

The academic development within the classroom, (proven by the satisfactory results in
the NT Multilevel Assessment Program tests, the number of satisfactory end-of-year
reports, the many successful entries in inter-school, Territory and national competitions,
and the many positive comments from the students and their parents at the end of the
year and subsequently), the face-to-face classroom interactions between students which
gradually became less confrontational and improved in the quality of the dialogue used,
and the contestation of accepted curriculum processes (which gradually became
accepted and some were even copied by other teachers, e.g. the over-use of extrinsic
rewards, the not handing out of pen licences, the use of 'cooling-off zones, the
variations in seating arrangements), was instrumental in producing changes in
knowledge, values and social relations. This was both fruitful and empowering on the
smaller scale of the classroom and rendered the exercise as being beneficial and
worthwhile.

Despite the concerns of some of the staff, none of the changes I undertook within my
classroom countermanded any departmental directives or school policies. Rather, they
reinforced, supplemented and extended practices already in place

-

practices, that is,

that were directly concerned with the academic advancement of the students. I adhered
throughout the study to the school's behaviour management policy, but I frequently
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avoided using its prescribed punishments
students

-

-

even with previously noted 'difficult'

by preventing, whenever possible, punishable situations from occurring via

open discussion, private conferencing, and not allowing negative confrontation to occur.

My extension to the behaviour management policy was the use of a 'contemplation
zone' (also being referred to as a 'thinking area' or 'cooling off area' by some teachers
who are now using this half-way point to avoid confrontation)

a table made available

-

for the use of any student who needed to get away from other students. The freedom of
seating arrangements and movement around the classroom allowed other students to
avoid difficult, and possibly aggressive, interpersonal situations. These, and other small
non-academic practices, such as allowing the students to have personal items close at
hand and doing their schoolwork in a variety of colours, are readily available to any
teacher. Modern classrooms do not have to be run with the level of imposed control, or
the limit of personal choices, as the more spartan and more populous classrooms of
yesteryear.

It took a good deal of self-restraint to allow the students to seat themselves wherever
they wished, to arrange personal items on their tables and litter the floor underneath the
tables with their hats and bags. However, my patience was eventually rewarded, as is
proven by the video footage from term four which shows the students entering the
classroom, seating themselves and getting on with their work without any guidance at
all from me. This considerable improvement in self-discipline and classroom
negotiation proves that teachers who are trialling new ideas should be encouraged to
persevere despite some initial chaos and condemnation. Such innovations may also
cause some student unsettlement and questions from parents when they are first
introduced, and teachers should be prepared to meet this positively and with a carefully
planned teaching programme and incident documentation record book in order to allay
criticism from senior staff, peers, parents and students.

Students who were more reticent, or who tended to be overly co-operative or bossy
when working in a group, derived significant benefit from improved intrapersonal skills.
Learning to understand and appreciate their own favoured learning styles, rather than
trying to copy the habits of the more vocal groups, or emulate the more popular students
to their own disadvantage, was important to their self-esteem.
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Early childhood teachers I spoke with readily recognised that the quality of
communication with others is heavily reliant upon skills associated with the oral
language strand of English, and this was a major item listed in their teaching
programmes and daily planning journals. However, upper primary teachers seemed to
prefer quiet classrooms with the emphasis on writing skills and comparatively much less
oral communication

-

and then only along prescribed topics associated with the learning

task in progress. In practice this results in the very students who are deficient in
interpersonal skills, usually described as 'having behaviour problems', having less and
less guided practice at improving these skills as they progress into upper primary and
then to high school classrooms.

Some teachers with whom I held discussions were so highly organised in every aspect
of their classroom management, with such strict notions of what is 'good' work and
'good' behaviour that the situations and exercises they often presented to their students,
honestly believing that they required cooperation and independent thinking by the
students, were so pre-programmed, with the activities and work requirements planned so
precisely, that they actually evoked no interpersonal development nor higher order
cognition at all, but merely behavioural acquiescence to the known mores and
guidelines already established in the classroom. These lessons therefore could not
encourage the students to develop the intrapersonal and interpersonal skills required to
become self-initiating problem posers and co-operative problem solvers.

A teacher who wishes to facilitate and guide students in the learning process promotes
individual considerations of personal priorities and assists students to set their own goals
in order to achieve valuable and valued learning. The achievements of students, both in
academic advancement and in moral development, were observed to depend upon their
ability to internalise knowledge, acquire comprehension and undertake application, and
on the level of their capability to analyse, synthesize and evaluate situations both prior
to actual involvement and during on-going developments in the classroom. These
observed links between academic and moral skills were more pronounced in some
students than in others.

Behaviour modification techniques that have been developed as part of an holistic
school behaviour management program may consequently be inappropriate, and risk
being viewed by the students as 'unfair', as they label and punish the student's
intrapersonal and interpersonal skills and the moral development within each of the
learning areas as a collective 'whole'.

instead of warning a student twice for not 'being good' and then sending him/her to the
'time out' table, an interruption-free 'contemplation zone' should be made available.
Students with intrapersonal and interpersonal problems and moral development
deficiencies could be encouraged to monitor their own levels of anger and frustration
and move to this table when they feel that they cannot cope with any further external
stimulus without an internalised feeling of failure or being perceived by others as 'being
bad'.

As teachers we need to realise that it is our perception of what constitutes 'good' or
'bad' conduct that sets the standard in the classroom, just as we set the standard in trust,
co-operation, understandiii. generosity, selflessness, kindly manner of speaking and
responding, and other estimable traits. Many teachers do try to 'separate the child from
the conduct' by positively reiiifrcing 'good' conduct and explaining to the student that
it is just that one unacceptable incident which occurred that has caused him to be
punished. But even such comments as "You've been good all morning and now you've
gone and hit someone, so I'm going to have to send you to detention. It's such a pity,
because I really thought von were improving" display only the teacher's arbitration, not
the student's growing level of anti-social feeling fuelled by minute irritating incidents
incidents that a student of higher moral development in that area could ignore or laugh
about

-

until the final outburst that demands the inevitable retribution.

Students, particularly the younger students with whom I spoke when I was supervising
the lunch-time detention and work catch-up classes, were eager to defend their 'good'
status. They offered excuses which exonerated their punishable conduct via the
argument of satisfactory or even 'very good' conduct in other areas of the learning.
Older students were not so readily vocal, but when questioned were quick to prove their
'good' status and more frequently used examples from sport, excursion, buddy classes,
library and computer activities than their younger counterparts.
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A student who arrives at the work catch-up classroom door with a defensive demeanour
and makes the comment, as the duty teacher checks off his/her class record book, "I
only have to finish my maths. Ijust didn't get it finished. But I wrote a really good
story. Better than some of the other kids. And I got all my dictionary words right,"
should provoke a positive and supportive comment from the duty teacher rather than a
condemnatory response. The student is regarding himself/herself as an individual and
as a generally 'good' student who has not completed just one small part of his/her set
work, not as a 'bad' student who deserves a general punishment. When setting such
public (and often embarrassing) punishments, classroom teachers need to clearly specify
why the additional work-time is required, and not neglect to publicly praise the student
when the opportunity arises in order to counteract any perceived diminution of his/her
status by teachers and peers.

My students responded well to my brief '3R's' classroom rules

-

'Respect yourself,

Respect others, Respect property'. Students who did not complete a learning task could
be asked "Do you think that you have respected your full potential as a student?" rather
than told "I said that this had to be finished before recess". The '3R's' rules changed the
way in which 1 spoke to students and allowed them the opportunity to assess their own
conduct and consider options for improvement.

8.3 Constructing a useful model

A similar model to Milgrarn's three-dimensional model (Milgram 1989 p 10) was
explored. In the classroom intrapersonal and interpersonal skills and moral development
levels were observed to differ considerably depending upon the curriculum learning
area, and even sections of the learning area, under focus. I had the opportunity to
observe some students in their family and community settings and to document some
anecdotal evidence about them from family members, friends and the students
themselves.

Contrary to my expectations, I was not able to observe and document the moral
development of every student in each area of Gardner's intelligences. As I taught,

observed, assessed and recorded within each curriculum strand of the given department
of education learning areas I became more confident of the evidence accumulated and
less sure that I would be able to accurately extrapolate across to the different descriptors
of the intelligences. Some students, in their home and community settings, receive the
encouragement to expand their naturalist, musical or spiritualist abilities much more
than some other students, due to family abilities, talents, interests and habits in these
areas, while at school there is only a limited opportunity to do so. The discussions that 1
did have, and the observations that I could make, supported my belief that considerable
disparities of aptitude, interest, ability, self-concept and moral reasoning do exist for
each student in the various school curriculum learning areas.

Students did not develop moral reasoning evenly

-

either in a generally increasing

incline or in an equal manner in each area. Based on information gathered from parents,
relatives, coaches and friends in situations and activities outside the school, nor did
students display similar increases in each setting of school, home and community. As
indicated in the case studies presented, plateaux and even regressions were observed,
especially in the interpersonal intelligence. While it may be argued that every social
interaction uses interpersonal skills, they are utilized in collaboration with one or more
of the other learning areas. That is, the communication with others utilizes interpersonal
skills but the understandings underlying the required communication are based within
one or more of the other learning areas.

This is especially so in the school setting, where most of the learning areas are being
constantly invoked via curriculum -based input from the teacher. This allows the teacher
the unique opportunity to develop moral reasoning within each of the areas that is
associated with curriculum-designated learning. However, many students are involved
in activities in their home and/or community settings that supplement and extend
curriculum-based learning and this may also develop, or assist the development of,
moral reasoning within the associated learning area.

A mosaic of moral development was evidenced during this study in unequal displays of
selfish dishonesty and selfless honesty, inconsiderate impatience and considerate
patience, thoughtless rudeness and helpful courtesy, egocentric churlishness and
exocentric appreciation, uninspired diffidence and enthusiastic involvement, dependent
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upon the students' taxonomic development within the learning areas that were required
to be accessed in the given situations. I believe that almost all of the students in the class
were further advanced along each of these continuums by the end of the year, and that
their advancement was greatly due to my awareness and persistent targeting of these
facets of their personas.

Individual students have quite differentiated abilities and deficiencies in each learning
area, which they may recognise, be able to communicate about, and wish to improve,
dependent upon their intrapersonal and interpersonal skills, their moral development
levels, and in accordance with their home, school and community mores. Teachers need
to provide the appropriate encouragement for learning with regard to moral
development as well as with the development of higher order thinking, and the skills
and understandings required in each area of the curriculum.

Each student therefore, at any given point in time, has an individual aptitude within each
learning area and a varying ability according to his/her own advancement along the
academic advancement and moral development continuums. The classroom teacher has
the interesting and enjoyable opportunity of extending the student's moral development
within the designated curriculum learning areas and liaising with the home and
community settings that interact to produce the individual.
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Diagram 7:

Mosaic of Individual Achievement

Three settings School, Home, Community
School Intrapersonal, Interpersonal, English, Mathematics, Health, Physical Education, Science, Studies
of Society & Environment, Technology, Language Other Than English
Home —Intrapersonal, Interpersonal, General perceptions of achievement in Academic Learning Areas,
Other skills and understandings particular to each Family
Connminiti' Intrapersonal, Interpersonal. General perceptions of achievement in Academic Learning
Areas, Other skills and understandings particular to each Culture/Sub-Culture
-

-

Each student has at least one learning area, or a section or sub-section of it, in which they work
and interact better than other areas: they know this and can discuss it logically in the privacy of
a one-to-one conversation. For the student whose behaviour and academic progress are causing
difficulties it is better, in the public arena of the classroom, to try to generalize these particular
skills ('good' aspects) across into other areas, rather than to particularize and respond to general
deficiencies (e.g. when a student who 'always' talks and disrupts other students is therefore
made to sit by himself).
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8.4 Teaching and learning
The teaching-learning process is not linear, with a definitive starting and end point in
either time or internalisation of knowledge and understandings

-

other than that it

begins at birth and continues until death. Humans both learn and teach involuntarily all
their lives in settings outside the school in which, for about 12 years, formal teaching
and learning takes place and is well documented by those designated as 'teachers'.

The teaching-learning process is cyclical and multi-faceted, with many branches leading
in diverse directions, some of which grow strongly and continuously until the end of our
lives, some of which terminate abruptly, whither away completely, or cross over other
branches and either continue on collaboratively or rub against each other
antagonistically. Knowledge has truly been represented as a tree.

Knowledge about our profession depends upon caring and supporting, learning about
the situation in the classroom and learning about oneself as a teacher. Professional
reflection differs from personal reflection. Comparing perceptions of 'good' practice
with those of colleagues may reveal wide differences in what is acceptable in given
teaching and learning situations. Support, when used in education and other caring
professions, has many connotations. Teachers should support each other, as well as the
students in their learning, but we teach to create independence, not dependency.
Teachers should provide just the scaffolding that is needed, not more. Teaching is also
about nurturing, enriching perceptions, encouraging and inspiring new ways of thinking,
new aims and desires.

Reflective practice is necessary, but it is difficult to reflect in a critically aware manner
as our assumptions impinge upon our proper recall and interpretation of events. We
should aim to improve our professional practice through noticing internal and external
forces that aid or hinder, although we can only choose to act intentionally according to
our level of professional development. We should make a disciplined commitment to
facilitate our professionalism in order to improve our professional sensitivity to
classroom interactions. Teachers often have a series of vivid incidents to recall, but
these do not always help to evolve a pertinent phronesis. Past experiences structure our
expectations, but if we want to analyse an event or situation, then we must first develop
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a clear and vivid impression of the incident, as impartially as possible, and refine the
descriptions into accounts that can be used prudently and effectively.

Becoming aware of the opportunity to try alternative teaching- learning styles, tactics
and methods is becoming aware also of our embedded teaching assumptions. Reflecting
on past experiences allows us to notice established reactions and habits. Our
automatisms help us to cope with the myriad of choices that need to be made in
everyday classroom practice, but may also obscure our awareness of alternative ways of
practicing, and block our perception that there is the possibility of choosing to act
differently. Whereas certain strategies may be essential in order to manage when first
entering teaching, these may progress to becoming unexamined habits and eventually
stifle our professional freshness. We should focus our energies on the development of
alternative actions that may result in the desired learning, rather than just react to
situations created by the students. To inform action and prepare usefully for the future, it
is essential to focus energy and attention on acting freshly and creatively. This requires
persistence and commitment.

Resonation with past experiences evokes a feeling of safety, a reassuring self-justifying
and self-calming link with what is known, valued and regarded as 'good'. For teachers
under stress, teachers whose classroom practice has been questioned
parent

-

-

even by one

recourse to practice that is known to be generally regarded as 'good' is a

natural self-valuing tactic to promote a dented ego. If we cannot believe in ourselves as
'good' practitioners it is difficult to maintain day-to-day equilibrium in the busy multivalorized classroom. By reviewing activities, exercises and anecdotes, and recalling
situations and associations that may influence us behind our level of prime operational
awareness, groups of colleagues can discover similar experiences and problems, become
aware of shared issues and contentious situations, detect patterns, develop themes, and
consider focal points for positive action.

Labelling enables, after critical and reflective analysis, the grouping of general
characteristics, issues and problems. Too often it is forgotten that a classroom teacher is,
in the vast majority of classroom interactions, teaching and assessing a group of
students, not a particular student. Therefore it is useful to have a generalized grouping
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awareness of levels, not only of academic ability and behavioural conduct, but also of
moral development.

Schools can damage, divert, alter and/or enrich the learning process. Reassuringly and
confusingly, all these influences may occur within the same school day in different
lessons focussing on different intelligences evoking different levels of moral application
to the given learning situation. These different levels of application provide windows of
opportunity for teachers to access students' interests and abilities at their highest
functioning levels and to build constructively from these most positive aspects in the
students' school lives. Teachers have a vital role to contribute so that students' learning
is enhanced and effective throughout their lives.

My emphasis during this study was to empower my students via the cultivation of
critical and reflective skills in order to attain the optimum level of 'moral literacy'. My
concern has been to try to observe, enhance and document the development of moral
skills in association with acidcmic progress, and the influence that this has on the
interpretation of what is ood and what is not for the students in an upper primary
classroom.
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8.5 Summary

o In schools, the localized nature of the various interpretations of 'good', and the
actions these interpretations lead on to, are not deviant, but are a part of the
geography of the acquisition of knowledge.
o The assumption that teaching is the prerogative of trained professionals known
as 'teachers', who work in a designated place referred to as a 'school', and that
learning is undertaken by 'students' is still deeply inculcated, but there is a
growing awareness in the community that education extends beyond the school.
The teaching-learning process is not linear, with a definitive starting and end
point in either time or internalisation of knowledge and understandings.
o

Being highly organised in every aspect of classroom management removes the
opportunities for students to develop their planning and self-responsibility skills.
These instances do not encourage the students to develop the meta-cognitive and
interpersonal skills required to become self-initiating problem posers and cooperative problem solvers.

o 1 was able to promote the students' abilities to consider learning options and to
make genuine choices via reflective judgement, often contrary to existing
traditions. I was able to enhance genuine emancipation of thought, questioning
connections between beliefs and knowledge via an inclusive attitude towards
alternative opinions or a balanced presentation of opposing views, and to
develop intrapersonal and interpersonal skills in the value-contexts of the actual
classroom realities.
o

Each student has at least one area in which they work and interact better than
other areas: they know this and can discuss it logically in the privacy of a one-toone conversation. For the student whose behaviour and academic progress are
causing difficulties it is better to try to generalize these particular skills ('good'
aspects) across into other areas, rather than to particularize and respond to
general deficiencies.

o The educational development within the classroom, the face-to-face classroom
interactions, and the contestation of accepted curriculum processes was
instrumental in producing changes in knowledge, values and social relations.
This was both fruitful and empowering on the smaller scale of the classroom and
rendered the exercise as being beneficial and worthwhile.
o Some teachers do not respond to the professional development sessions that have
attempted to improve their practice, using new jargon to mask entrenched
attitudes, and still believing that "education is primarily for adult life". We need
to make a disciplined commitment to facilitate our professionalism in order to
improve our professional sensitivity to classroom interactions.
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o if we want to analyse an event or situation, then we must first develop a clear
and vivid impression of the incident, as impartially as possible, and refine the
descriptions into accounts that can be used prudently and effectively.
o Becoming aware of the opportunity to try alternative teaching-learning styles,
tactics and methods is becoming aware also of internalised assumptions.
Reflecting on past experiences allows us to notice established reactions and
habits. To inform action and prepare usefully for the future, it is essential to
focus energy and attention on acting freshly and creatively. This requires
persistence and commitment. Teachers have a vital role to contribute so that
students' learning is enhanced and effective throughout their lives.
o Categorizing enables the grouping of general characteristics, issues and
problems, and this may assist the classroom teacher to undertake a positive plan
of action to enhance the students' progression. Different levels of application
provide windows of opportunity for teachers to access students' interests and
abilities at their highest functioning levels and to build constructively from these
most positive aspects in the students' school lives.
o Our profession depends upon our caring and supporting, learning about the
situation in the classroom and learning about ourselves as teachers. My emphasis
was to empower the students via the cultivation of critical and reflective skills in
order to attain the optimum level of 'moral literacy'. My concern has been to try
to observe, enhance and document the development of moral skills in association
with academic progress, and the influence that this has on the interpretation of
what is 'good' and what is not for the students in an upper primary classroom.
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Appendices

Appendix A:

Video commentary

A. Classroom Management
Classroom Arrangements
The arrangements of the furniture, work areas and schoolwork displays affect the
critical thinking skills of the students. Classrooms can either provide opportunities for
decision-making or take away the students' choices in small, subtle ways. The
guidelines of 'good' and, consequently, of 'bad' conduct are both overtly and
surreptitiously delineated in classrooms where 'reward boards' and 'time out' areas are
prominent.
Encouraging the students to take the responsibility for their own personal possessions
had the effect of discouraging me from ordering the students to arrange their
possessions the way I wanted them, rather than the way they wanted them an issue
that had no academic benefit to the students. A small amount of untidiness had no effect
at all on work output and had the beneficial effect of decreasing the number of nonacademic instructions I gave to students.
-

Students' seating preferences should be considered, within the requirements of the
learning activity, in order to promote the various interpersonal skills required for small
group, large group or whole class activities. The students displayed a surprising variety
of desk arrangements, including combinations that I thought would invite antagonism,
but proved to work well.
During the first half of the morning and luncheon recess it was my custom to stay in the
classroom either correcting work handed in or preparing for the next lesson. During this
time students from my own or other classrooms could play CDs and the computers. The
students often rearranged the classroom furniture in order to dance to the CDs. On most
days there were about 20 to 30 students in the room.
Students Entering, Considering Seating, Starting Work
This section shows that by Term 4 little instruction was needed to have the students
enter the classroom, get themselves organised, and start work. The customary practice in
many classrooms where the school day is commenced with the students grouped on the
floor listening to instructions from the teacher is not necessarily the best way. Most
students in the class responded well to a more relaxed start to the school day, some
entering the classroom when 1 arrived, some later, before or with the school bell, and
settling in to work over a short period of time, according to their individual settling-in
preferences.
As the year progressed, I found that the students became more adept at entering the
classroom, finding a place or rearranging the furniture to their own or their groups'
liking, and settling quickly to work. Some very stable work-groups and pairs formed,
other groups were less stable but over time the students improved their negotiation skills
and, more importantly, their ability to choose with whom they wished to associate
during particular lessons.
Students who had finished their set lesson were encouraged to work ahead on another
on-going lesson or project rather than told to 'wait until everyone has finished' when
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they would often need to be reprimanded for being noisy or getting into mischief. I
found that this encouraged the slower students to keep up with the rest of the class and
avoided merely giving the faster students additional similar work a type of
'punishment' for being fast and also an indication of acceptance of the slower students'
rate of work.
-

I encouraged the students to understand that there were people with whom they could
advantageously associate in the playground or on the sports-field, but that these were
not necessarily the best people to associate with in the classroom that is, there are
friends for different occasions. By the end of the year many students had noticeably
improved their ability to choose and many were able to openly discuss in a no selfblame and non-accusing manner the difficulties they experienced when working with
particular students in particular lessons.
-

The video shows that the students have become accustomed to come in, move the tables
to their liking, and get started on their first lesson without unnecessary instruction, or
even any instructions at all. Usually the first 3 students on the computer list moved to
the computers, but this lesson was towards the end of the year when all the computer
assignments had been finished, and as no-one had any particular need to use a computer
and no-one indicated that they wished to use a computer, I did not request anyone to use
one.
(My classroom appears rather hare as the walls have been stripped in order to begin to
put up the party decorations for the Graduation Dinner that was being held jointly in my
class and the neighbouring class.)

B. Higher Order Thinking
1.

Poetry Lesson

-

Jahhe1lHcI

in this lesson I am tryllig to promote higher order thinking and moral development using
the well-known poen-i ,Ja/)/)cn voc/" v by Lewis Carroll. The poem is usually portrayed in
` as a fantasy story set in medieval times with a
story-books used in primary schools
prince riding out from a castle hrandishing a sword and slaying a large dragon-like
creature. Although not all ot the students' conversations are picked up by the audio
input, there are enough to demonstrate that a more advanced form of interpretation can
be encouraged in conjunction with traditional lesson outcomes such as English
vocabulary and comprehension ski I Is.
Although many of the students began by perceiving 'Jabberwocky' as a physical
monster, it took very little encouragement to move their mind-sets along to a more
varied and perceptive understanding of the poem. The following is their list of
suggestions as to what Jabberwockv might represent:
A bad habit
A computer virus
A deadly virus or disease, the vorpal sword being the lifesaving medicine
A difficult situation
A natural disaster e.g. flood, earthquake, fire, cyclone
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A R Tuit (a naughty little imaginary imp that stops you getting 'around to it'
A R Tuit was the topic of a previous lesson)
Dictators of the worst kind e.g. Hitler
Doomsday
Mental depression
Nightmares that really scare you
Peer pressure
Prejudice racial, religious or ethnic
Social situations that need to be redressed, the vorpal sword being the
solution or the planned program for achieving the solution
Something that attacks you mentally
Something that attacks you physically
The grim reaper
Your worst fear
-

-

In this lesson the students came to perceive that there can be many acceptable answers
when analysing a topic. The study of Jabberwockv challenged their sense of what is
'right', indisputably known, and socially acceptable. It allowed the students to discuss
with their peers a variety of reasonable interpretations, and encouraged individual
students to be the 'owners' of each new analysis. It encouraged self-construction and
selection, and individualized choices and critiques. It removed from the teacher the role
of unimpeachable decision-making arbiter.
2. Mathematics Measurement Lesson: Planning a House
Each group of students was given a handful of square plastic tiles and asked to count
them prior to planning a house. With each tile representing I square metre, it soon
became obvious to some groups that they would have to limit the size and/or number of
rooms in their house designs. Prior to this lesson the students had drawn house plans on
graph paper, but many had produced house plans with rooms of quite unreasonably
large sizes (e.g. bedrooms measuring 15m x 8m), even after measuring the classroom
and discussing average sizes of various rooms. Measurement comparisons are difficult
concepts to grasp, and students need a variety of 'hands on' manipulative activities to
build understanding. As shown in the video, some of the students were still having
difficulty understanding how the measurements of area work, and they built walls with
the tiles rather than laying them out flat to indicate square metres of floor space.
It is possible to promote considerations of more advanced social concerns, such as house
designs and the sizes and arrangements of rooms, while teaching basic mathematics
understandings such as linear and area measurements. As the school is in a new suburb
many of the students in the class have recently moved or are about to move into new
houses. The promotion of awareness and understanding of their personal space is a
pertinent learning outcome, personal space being an important consideration for most 11
to 12 year olds. For many students the size and arrangement of the rooms planned for
their new house is a topical subject being discussed by their parents.
This lesson is an example of lessons that are able to promote more mature
considerations, and considerations that of interest within the family circle, while at the
same time addressing required curriculum outcomes.
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C. Achieving Self-Responsibility
Mathematics Lesson

-

Planning Electrical Goods/br a House using catalogues

This lesson was the last mathematics lesson of the year it was also held on the last day
of the year. The students were set the task of planning and costing the electrical goods
they would wish to purchase for a house, using catalogues as resource material. The
students formed themselves into groups varying from 2 to 5, or worked individually,
according to their own choice. I was amazed at the manner in which they worked.
-

While nothing very much seems to be happening in the video except that it shows a
class of students concentrating on a set mathematical exercise, this is in fact the main
point of the video. On the last day of the school year the very last day of primary
school for the Year 7 students when students in adjoining classrooms were being quite
noisy and obviously not working at any set academic tasks, my students worked with
enthusiasm for an extended length of time without complaint and with an apparent
amount of interest and enjoyment. The video shows that the students applied themselves
with considerable concentration to the set task without any particular encouragement
from me.
-

-

The variations in the completed products were intriguing. One group of three girls
decided that their 'house' would consist of three stories with a flat for each of them, one
flat on each floor, and they plaimed their purchases and costings accordingly. Some
students worked collaboratively but submitted an individual project. Others contributed
in a larger group to produce a single project. After recess all the students presented their
work to the class.
The level of concentration during the construction and presentation of this mathematics
lesson indicates that it is possible to achieve a heightened level of studiousness in upper
primary students. The students chose to work well, and to enjoy working well. The
lesson confirmed my belief that it is worthwhile to encourage moral development in
primary school students.
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Appendix B:

Theories of learning that have been
evolved
in
education and psychology

Theories of Learning that have been Evolved
in
Education and Psychology
Positivism
Learning as a process of
accumulating information
eg scientific or instrumental
knowledge, invariant laws and
objective data derived empirically
1950's
1970's
Behaviourists: Cognitive
Learning as a
Psychologists:
change in
Learning as
behaviour as a
changes in
response to
memory and as
stimulus from
a product of
the
individual
environment,
information
processing
mechanism,

Constructivism
Learning as a process of constructing meaning by the individual who
perceives the world and transforms understanding when developing
new ways of perceiving the world.
NB In practice these theories may overlap, merge and separate
according to the clients and the situation.
1960's
Learning as
Learning as a
Learning as a
Humanists:
changes in
developmental process of
Learning as
attitudes and
process
constructing
personal
skills; as
moving from a meaning or
development
individuation
world of
interpreting
resulting from
the
absolutes to a
reality, of
interaction with
development
relativistic
construing and
others or as
of the
world,
transforming
non-directive
individual as
understandings
facilitation of
distinct from
self-awareness I the collective.
-

Habermas 1971
Positivism
Technical Knowledge:
Information processing about cause
and effect relationships in the
environment and the acquisition of
technical knowledge.

Constructivism
Practical Knowledge:
Understanding what others mean:
social norms, values and political
concepts, and making ourselves
understood.

Emancipatory Knowledge:
The ability to undertake critical
self-reflection.

Mezirow_1991
Positivism
Instrumental Knowledge:
The gaining of technical
knowledge.

Constructivism
Communicative Knowledge:
The gaining of practical
knowledge.

Emanc ipatoiy Knowledge:
The ability to undertake
transformative learning.

Cranton 1994
Positivism
Subject-Oriented Adult Learning:
The mastery of theoretical
knowledge and the acquisition of
problem-solving skills(Jarvis 1983)
It relates to the learner's discipline,
profession or trade, but may
predominate because it is the
educator's preferred model or what
the learner expects. The learning
may be passive or active. Learners
listen and respond, integrating the
information into existing memory
patterns. Learners observe and
reproduce skills advocated by the
instructor who makes all decisions.

Constructivism
Consumer-Oriented Adult
Learning:
A product of the North American
consumerist value system, the
learner expresses a need, selects
the appropriate input and learns
under the educator's auspices (ref
Knowles 1980 conception of selfdirected learning). Learners make
the decisions, are motivated,
know what they want to learn,
have the skills to set their own
objectives, find resources and
evaluate their progress. The
learning is relevant to individuals'
goals and involves critical selfreflection.

Emancipatory Adult Learning:
This is transformative learning
in which there is a deepening
awareness of the sociocultural
reality which shapes the learners
and their capacity to transform
that reality through action upon
it (Freire 1970). Unlike either
subject- or consumer-oriented
learning, emancipatory learning
is a difficult and often painful
process. Brookfield (1990)
points out that routine, habit
and familiarity are strongly
appealing'.

Kelerences: f"jortilem i erritory University i 99/ Conceptwnal Alternatives in Teaching Resource EDT 652 Reading Material
(ileitman H 1981 Psycho/ag-i WW Norton USA
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Kohlberg's Levels of Moral Development
Kohl berg defined three stages of moral reasoning, with two levels at each stage:
Stage of Moral Reasoning

I

Moral Behai'ionr is that which:

rre-convenHonaj ivioraiitv
Level 1
Avoids punishment.
Punishment & Obedience
Physical consequences determine what is good and bad.
Level 2
Gains reward.
Instrumental Relativist
What satisfies one's own needs is good.
Levels I and 2 describe students to the age of approximately 7 years old. These students make the
great majority of their moral judgements in terms of gaining rewards or avoiding punishments.
Conventional Morality
Level 3
Gains approval and avoids disapproval of others. 'Good boy' or
Interpersonal Concordance
'Nice girl' - What pleases others is good.
Level 4
Is defined by rigid codes of 'law and order'.
Law and Order
Maintaining the social order; doing one's duty is good.
By 10 years of age about half the moral judgements are based on social approval or disproval or on
a code of rules, eg classroom codes of conduct' are accepted wholeheartedly at this age.
t'ost-conventionai IVtoralitv
Is defined by a 'social contract' generally agreed upon for the
public good.
Values agreed upon by society, including individual rights and
rules for consensus, determine what is right.
Level 6
Is based on abstract ethical principles that determine one's own
Universal Ethical Principle
moral code.
What is right is a matter of conscience in accord with universal
principles.
After approximately 13 years of age some students are able to relate to more abstract social mores
and ethical principles.
derived from Gleitman 1981 p 505
Level 5
Social Contract/Legalistic

Goldman's Stages of Moral Growth
A The Prudential Stage
That is moral which contributes to the well-being of the child
Motive = self-interest
B The Authoritative Stage
The child looks to authority (parents etc.) to determine behaviour
Motive = Fear or respect
C The Peer Group Stage
The child is influenced by what others in his/her group believe
Motive = Desire to belong, conform, be accepted
D The Autonomous Stage
The person wishes to determine his/her own values in freedom and (hopefully) on the basis of
reason and compassion. (in this stage one has to realise one's identity as an individual before being
able to commit to a social ideal.)
Motive = Establishment of identity, self-esteem.
Nurser J (ed) 1970 Moral Education & the Formulation of Attitudes Papers From the First National Summer School on Religion
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-

Currie J 2001
'Mapping Schooling Types and Pedagogies with Different Values Frameworks'
Chapter 9 (pp 96 —108) in
Leicester M, Modgil C and Modgil S (eds) 2001
Education, Culture and Values
Vol Iii: Classroom issues. Practice, Pedagogy & Curriculum
Falmer Press, NY
Differences in Values p 98 fig 9.1
Pre-Modern
Modern
Post-Modern
Order & certainty
Change & uncertainty
Chaos & confusion
Agricultural base or
Industrial base
Post-industrial info-tech base
nomadic, tribal, ethnic,
Nation-state
Global/regional
religious
Class/social mobility
Post-structural/social
Caste/elders/egalitarian
Changing sex/identity roles
movements
Fixed sex/identity rOles
Continuum of sex roles/no
fixed rOles
Similarities/Differences in Values p99 fig 9.2
Pre-Modern
Modern
Post-Modern
Desire minimal technology
Desire as much technology
Question technological
or reject technology
as possible
solutions
Anti -development
Development/progress at any Question development at any
Subsistence/barter economy
cost
cost
Pre-cash economy
Cash economy/market
Sustainable/barter economy
economy
Cashlesseconomy

GlobalDevelopmentEducation
Globalizing movements in education have caused an increasing, and increasingly
centralized, control in accountability measures and mechanisms (mandated curricula, national
assessment (eg 'benchmarks'), performance management procedures, 'best practice' models
advocacy, whole-school strategic plans). At the same time, the embracing of 'market-place'
values by the centralizing educational systems has resulted in a devolving of economic
responsibility, accompanied by a degree of propaganda concerning the 'user pays' ideology.
Global development education emphasizes the interdependence of the world, the links that
exist between environmental degradation, poverty, human rights, and economic and political
structures. Global education emphasizes the need for economic, social and political change in
all societies to create a just, peaceful and sustainable world.
Materialism dominant tradition within modem culture reduces reality to physical objects
and consolidates the success of reason, science and technology.
Romanticism reacts against materialism stresses the significance of human feelings and
experience
Post-Modernism transcends the certain-knowledge-of-the-world-of-materialism and
romanticism by celebrating the relativism and uncertainty of human understanding
CriticalRealism affirms an objective reality existing independently of our ability to
experience it, a world that is structured, differentiated and changing. It responds to postmodernism by seeking to reconstruct the modern commitment to human reason, thereby
rehabilitating the legacy of the Enlightenment a humanistic mind-set grounded in scientific
reason marked by liberal principles of freedom and tolerance.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Down B 2001
'Design & Technology Education for a Pluralist Society' pp 226-246 in
Leicester M, Modgil C and Modgil S (eds) 2001
Education, Culture and Values
Vol III: Classroom Issues: Practice, Pedagogy & Curriculum
Falmer Press. NY
Democratic Pluralism the dispersal of state power into distinct and functionally autonomous
domains of authority.
Epistemological Pluralism different groups have different traditions and claims to
knowledge.
Social Pluralism a multicultural society in which each culture is regarded as having certain
core values and certain shared values. Separation occurs when a group makes a virtue of their
own cultural distinctions and do not recognise certain shared values. "This may represent an
attempt to come to terms with their own self-identity, which was being denied by the
dominant community" p 236.
-

-
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Appendix C:

Extending advanced thinking abilities
via
Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive processes

Extending Advanced Thinking Abilities
via
Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive Processes

Some children have an extraordinary capacity to think, reason and see relationships
which is not always easily explained. These special abilities need to be stimulated
further and can be extended in a variety of ways. We can make use of different
frameworks such as Bloom's taxonomy, or various multiple intelligence models, such as
those developed by Gagne, Gardner, Milgram, Taylor and others, in order to encourage
students to think in different ways and at differing levels of complexity.

Thinking
Processes
Knowledge

Meaning
The recall of
factual
information

Comprehension

To sho an
understandine of
inormat on

Application

To use sonic
prevIotnl\ learned
knowlediic. rule
or method iii it
new situation

_______________________

Analysis

To break
information into
parts to cplorc
understandines
and relationships

Synthesis

To put together
ideas in it new
way to develop a
new or unique
product
To judge the
value of materials
or ideas on the
basis of set
criteria

Evaluation

Examples in:
Literature
What are some of
the things
Goldilocks did in
the house of
The Three Bears?
Why do you think
The Three Bears
left their house
unlocked?
If Goldilocks had
conic into your
house, what are
some of the things
she might have
used?
What parts in the
story of
Goldilocks and
The Three Bears
could not have
actually
happened?
How might the
story have been
different if
Goldilocks had
visited three fish?
Do you think
Goldilocks was
good or bad? Why
do you think so?

Mathematics
What are the
symbols used in
the Roman
numeral system?

Science
What is a
mammal?

Explain how to
use the Roman
symbols to write
the numbers from
one to twenty.
Using Roman
numerals, write
and solve an
addition problem
with an answer no
bigger than 20.
Compare the
Roman numeral
system with the
decimal system.

Find a picture of a
mammal and say
why you think
that it is a
mammal.
Collect pictures of
10 different
animals. Arrange
them into
mammal and nonmammal groups.
Compare
mammals with
reptiles. How are
they alike? How
are they different?

Create a
numeration
system of your
own,
In what ways
would your
system be better
than the Roman
numeral system?

Using the
characteristics of
mammals, create
a new mammal of
your own.
Do you think your
creature would be
helpful or harmful
to society'? Why?

Bloom B S (ed) 1974 Taxononw o/Educational Objectives McKay NY
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Appendix D:
Jabberwocky

by
Lewis Carroll

Jabberwocky
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
"Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch!"
He took his vorpal sword in hand:
Long time the maxome foe he sought
So rested he by the Turntum tree,
And stood awhile in thought.

-

And as in uffish thought he stood,
The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,
Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,
And burbled as it came!
One, two! One, two! And through and through
The vorpal blade went snicker-snack!
He left it dead, and with its head
He went galumphing back.
"And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?
Come to my arms, my beamish boy!
0 frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!"
He chortled in his joy.
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
Lewis Carroll (1832-1898)

Reeves J (ed) 1948 The Poet 's World Heinemann, Melbourne
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Appendix E:

The incidence of gifted students
in the
Australian population

Incidence of Gifted Students in the Australian Population

Senate Employment, Workplace Relations, Small Business and Education References
Committee October 2001
The Education of Gifted Children
Commonwealth of Australia

This report makes a number of recommendations to the Ministerial Council on Education,
Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA) regarding the requirements of gifted
children for optimum advancement.

The % of gifted children in any community is necessarily an arbitrary measure, however the
Gifted Education Research, Resource and Information Centre suggests the following definitions:
Incidence in Population
Mildly or basically gifted

IQ 11 5

Moderately gifted

IQ 130— 144

1 in 44 to 1 in 1000

Highly gifted

IQ 145-159

1 in 1000 to 1 in 10000

Exceptionally gifted

IQ 160-179

1 in 10000 to 1 in 1 million

Profoundly gifted

IQ 1 80+

fewer than I in 1 million

-

129

1 in 5 to I in 44

Senate Employment, Workplace Relations, Small Business and Education References Committee October
2001 The Education of Gifted Children table 2.70 p 27
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Appendix F:

Worksheets developed to promote
NTCF (2002) "EsseNTial Lea rnings"
outcomes

Myself as a Learner

1-

1%

1-low do my actions
affect others?

'Inner Learner'
Paulina Jurkijevic
2002

Myself as a Learner
'How do I connect with and re/ate to ot1zers2

Do 1 listen to others and
consider their opinions:
Always?
Most of the time?
Usually?
Sometimes?
Hardly ever?
Here is an example:

Do I make clarifying
comments when asked to and
ask others to explain
comments that I don't
understand:
Carefully and with patience?
In a reasonable manner?
Quickly and impatiently?

Do I express my own
opinions without
dominating the
discussion:
Always?
Most of the time?
Usually?
Sometimes?
Hardly ever?

Do I encourage others
to join the discussion:
Always?
Most of the time?
Usually?
Sometimes?
Hardly ever?
Here is an example:

Do I show an
awareness of th
audience when
presenting my work
and communicate in a
way that is
appropriate?
Often?
Sometimes?
Never?
Here is an example:

Do 1 participate in group
tasks and actively help to
complete the project?
Often?
Sometimes?
Never?
Here is an example:

'Collaborative
Learner'
Paulina Jurkijevic
2002

Myself as a Learner
'How can I make a useful difference?'

Can I decide what
data is needed for a
project, then locate
and use appropriate
information?
Here is an example:

Can I make a plan or map
out a sequence of tasks in
order to complete a
project?
Here is an example:

Am t able to analyse
school and community
rules and explain why
these should be
followed?
Here is an example:

Am I showing that I
value and respect the
school by being actively
involved in school
activities? eg choir,
fundraising, sport,
SRC?

-

Can I show that I value and
respect my community by
being able to discuss local
issues? eg sports and
entertainment facilities, child
care facilities, environmental
care, use of water, control of
dogs, removal of rubbish, bus
services. Here is an example:

'Constructive Learner'
Paulina Jurkijevic
2002

Myself as a Learner
'What is possible?'

4 can explore a range of

different ideas and
explanations.
Here is an example:

I enjoy and use a varietS' of
imaginative ideas and
resources to create new ideas
and items.
Here is an example:

I can understand and
appreciate individual
differences and recognise
that families and cultures
can influence choices.
Here is an example:

I can consider different ways to
solve problems and explain my
reasons for selecting one way.
Here is an example:

'Creative Learner'
Paulina Jurkijevic
2002
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